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HOWTO
HIGHER

THE COMMODORE 128.
The first step is buying the

Commodore 128
,M
Personal Com-

puter. The smartest computer
available for the price. It's like get-

ting three computers for less than
one usually costs, because the

128 operates in three separate
modes. You can run sophisticated

CP/M® business software and the
new programs written for the 128.

Plus over 3,000 Commodore 64®
programs. You start out with
more software and real life uses
than most machines give you
after years on the market.

THE COMMODORE 128
WORKS FASTER.

To run all that software and run it

faster, you'll want the 1571 Disk

Drive. You can't find a faster drive

at the price. If transfers nearly

1,000 words a second (5200 cps),

so you can load most programs
instantly. And you'll save space as
well as time because the 1571

holds up to 410K of data, the equi-

valent of 200 typewritten pages.

THE COMMODORE 128
GETS SMARTER.

Now try improving your memory.
Plug in our 1750 RAM Expansion
Module and your 128 moves up
to a powerful 51 2K. Thafs enough
to handle just about anything you
can dish out, from complicated
business forecasting to giant data
bases. In fact our expansion mod-
ule will be the only memory you'll

need for many years to come.

®CP/m is a registered trademark of Digital Research, inc. © 1985, Commodore Electronics Umited



EVOLVE
INTELLIGENCE

THE COMMODORE 128
LEARNS TO COMMUNICATE.

There's no real intelligence without

the ability to communicate. So
you'll want our 1670 Modem/ 1 200.

Just plug in your telephone jack

and the modem automatically

answers, dials and selects the

appropriate mode. It puts you in

touch with a new world of shop-

ping, banking, communications

and information over your tele-

phone line. And it operates at a
lightning-fast 1200 baud to save

on your telephone bill.

THE COMMODORE 128
LEARNS TO WRITE.

Looking good in print could be
your next move with the MPS 1000

Printer. It's a new dot matrix

printer designed to make the most
of the I28's high-resolution graph-
ics because sometimes pictures

speak louder than words. But it's

no slouch when it comes to words.

The MPS turns out about 1200

words a minute (lOO cps) of draft-

qualify printing, or gives you near-

letter-quality printing at nearly

240 words a minute (20 cps). And
you can choose printing styles,

use international characters, even
make up your own symbols.

THE COMMODORE 128
IMPROVES YOUR VISION.

Brains aren't enough without good
looks, so improve your vision with

Commodore's new 1902 RGB Color

Monitor. The high-resolution

screen gives you a sharper image
and better color than your stand-

ard TV, so you can really appre-
ciate the I28's great graphics.

And the 80-column display lets you
see more of what you're doing
while you're doing if.

All these evolutionary steps ahead won't set you back when it comes
to paying for them. Additions to your Commodore 128 are

available at a store near you and are as affordable as the 1 28 itself.

we think that's a smart way to help you build a computer system.

COMMODORE 128? PERSONAL COMPUTER
A Higher Intelligence



1YLVIA PORTER'S

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNER
DOES MORE THAN

MANAGE YOUR MONEY
IT WANS YOUR FMANCIAL FUTURE TOO

Sylvia Porter, and the editors of Sylvia Porter's Personal Finance Magazine, now combine with all the computer tools

you'll ever need to help manage your money on a day-to-day basis and plan your financial future, too. In Sylvia Porter's

style, without complicated financial jargon or "computerese".

For Your Financial Future:

• You'll be led step-by-step through a

series of questions regarding your life

and lifestyle, your financial goals, and

your current financial condition. Your

answers will enable a computer

to determine and print a summary
of the amounts you must save each

year to meet your financial

objectives - in both real and inflated

dollars.

• Helps you plan for protection

against major medical adversities

and other financial setbacks.

Each program interfaces with

others in this series. Your

information can be

incorporated into letters and

reports produced by

Timeworks' Word Writer.

• Everything is integrated. You

need to enter data only

once.

Available for Apple, IBM

and Commodore computers.

Moderately Priced - from your

favorite Dealer or contact

Timeworks for the Dealer closest to you.

Next in this integrated series:

Your Personal Investment Manager.

Other Timeworks Programs: The Evelyn Wood
Dynamic Reader Word Writer with Spell

Checker Data Manager 2 • SwiftCalc with

Sideways • Business Systems • Swiftax

Cave of the Word Wizard • Wall Street

Your Personal Financial Planner
Helps you track your day-to-

day financial data, then com-

bines this information with your

future financial objectives to

produce the most comprehen-

sive and easily-understood finan

cial planning program available.

For Your Day to-Day

Affairs:

• Maintains your electronic check-

book and credit card system.

• Writes your checks and balances

your checkbook. (We even built in a
calculator and memo pad for you.)

• Prepares and monitors your budget.

• Classifies and tracks your taxable

income and expenses.

• Calculates your net worth and gener-

ates customized personal financial

statements.

• Tracks your financial assets - and your

insurance policies.

• Graphically generates supplemental data,

such as percentages, ratios and charts.

• You get bur Toil-Free Hotline and our Cus-
tomer Technical Support Team at no charge.

• You get Timeworks' Money Back Guarantee
(Details in each package.)

More power for your dollar.

TIMEWORKS, INC., 444 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015, 312-948-9200
I Sylvia Porttr • Paraonal Finnic* Magazine Co S Timanncrti. Inc M nghtt rt»rv*d
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TANDY..
Clearly Superior
We edged out the competition with the
10-Mb Tandy 1200 HD, a "mirror image
of IBM's PC XT for only s1999.

It uses virtually every soft-

ware package made for the PC
XT. it's expandable with the
same hardware. The keyboard
follows the same layout, with
improved placement of the
shift keys. So what's the dif-

ference between the Tandy
1200 HD and the IBM PC XT?
The Tandy 1200 HD costs

$1,896 /ess than the PC XT.
And we include the printer
adapter, an option on the XT.

So it you're usin^ IBM PCs,
expand with ten-megabyte
hard disk Tandy 1200 HD'9—
at substantial savings

IBM

TANDY
12QOHD

'./../ ; i-M »

u

1 ...^jajyxaajb*

And when it comes to ser-

vice and support. Radio Shack
is second to none.
In-store training

ducted at 43 l Compute
ters nationwide. Low cost
delivery and set-up, new-user
orientation, and on-site train

ing are available in all major
market areas. We also offer a
telephone "hotline" as well as
carry-in and on-site sei

So come in and find out how
vc .in business can lease a
I andy 1 200 HD system for
only $85 per month*. And gel

the edge on yon;competition.

Available at over 1200
Radio Shack Computer Centers and at

participating Radio Shack stores and dealers

Radio /hack
r^niv/iDi itpd CENTER'

r~"

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Send me a Computer Catalog. "~l

Mail to: Radio Shack. Dcpt. 86-A-4Q4

300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102

Co.np.nv _

c: :J

f
„. X^»—n»*r-^r^T-^V: >xJr_T
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INPUT/OUTPUT
More Efficient 3-D Fractals

Dear Editor:

I was fascinated by your article on 3-

D Fractals (1985 July). I found a couple
minor errors in the Apple II listing and
two interesting variations.

In line 510 there is an oh where there

should be a zero (in the expression Z2 <
). In line 1 10 the keyword rem is omit-

ted at the beginning of that remark
statement.

I found the selection ofland color to

be odd in line 1090 so I changed it. In-

stead of using HCOLOR= 7 for white I

used either 5 for brown or 1 for green.

Admittedly the brown is really orange,
but it does look more like land than does
the white. The green alternative is also

pleasant making the landscape appear to

be covered with vegetation.

Finally I worked out a way to add
snow to the tops of the mountains. (Us-
ing white for the snow requires using
brown or green for the land and brown
seems more reasonable with the snow.) I

moved line 470 down to 472 and added
new lines 470 and 47 1 as follows:

470 IF ZZ>SL OR Z2>SL THEN
HCOLOR-7

471 IF <ZZ>0 AND ZZ<=SL> OR
(Z2>0 AND Z2<=SL) THEN
HC0L0R-5

472 IF X0<-999 THEN 500

20-Bit Addressing
Dear Editor:

The June 1985 issue of Creative
Computing contained an excellent arti-

cle by Douglas Kerr titled "It's 16 Bits,

But Is That Wide or What?" concerning
the differences between 8-bit and 16-bit

microcomputers. A sidebar to that arti-

Suppose the CPU wishes to develop
the memory address for the fetch of the

next instruction. It takes the value in the

appropriate segment register (in this case,

CS, the "code segment" register, which is

normally used with instruction ad-
dresses) and multiplies it by 16 by shifting

it left four bits. This gives the "segment
base, " the address ofthe beginning ofthe
current code segment—a 20-bit number.
Then the offset of the desired address
(how far it is above the segment base).

In addition, the value of SL (the snow
level) must be initialized; I did it in line

55:

55 SL=750

Various values from 500 to 1000
seem to give good results.

I hope your readers find this an in-

teresting variation.

William Hooper
Clinch Valley College

Wise, VA 24293

Dear Editor:

I very much enjoyed your article on
3-D Fractals by Michiel van de Panne.
The program worked very well, and it

generates very nice graphics. Also,
fractals are a relatively new field of
mathematics and the article may interest

some non-mathematicians in fractals.

Although the program runs fine,

some minor changes can cut the running
time in half. The rotation formulas used
in the program are very inefficient. The
following new formulas will speed up the
program:

Replace lines 770 to 840 with the

following:

770 OX - XX
780 XX - XX » RC - YY « RS
790 YY OX * RS YY * RC
800 RETURN

cle explained how the IBM PC comes up
with 20-bit addresses. I wonder if Mr.
Kerr could provide an example ofthe 20-

bit addressing scheme using actual
addresses.

Keith Carver
4616APkwy.

Sacramento, CA 95823

held in the IP (instruction pointer) reg-

ister, is added. The result is thefull 20-bit
address ofthe next instruction.

Below is an example, shown in hexa-

decimal. Remember that each hexadeci-
mal digit representsfour bits and that a
shift left by four bits appears as a one-
place shift in the hexadecimalform.

The address in the example is some-
times represented, in certain types oflist-

ings or in DEBUG display, like this:

1800:1IA3. —DAK

Value in CS
Shift left 4 bits

Add value in IP

Sum

1800
18000
HA.3

19 1A3

(16bits)

segment base address (20 bits)

instruction offset ( 1 6 bits)

instruction address (20 bits)

Replace lines 860 to 920 with the

following:

860 OX - XX
870 XX - VC » XX - VS * ZZ
880 ZZ » VS » OX + VC * ZZ
890 RETURN

Also, add the following lines:

51 RC = COS (RH)iRS SIN (RH)
52 VC - COS (VT)iVS

Change line 50 to:

- SIN <VT)

SO MX « DS - liMY - MX / 2:PI
- 3. 1416:RH - PI / 6lVT -
- PI / 5

There are also some minor, un-
necessary changes which will just
streamline the program. All these
changes are for the Apple version, but
should apply to other computers, too.

You can change the following lines:

40 DS - 2 LE 1

180 D - (Dl + D2> / 2 + <RND
<1> - .5) • L / 2iAX -

XElAY - YElGOSUB 420

250 D - (Dl + D2> / 2 + <RND
<1> - .5) • L / 2lAX -
XEsAY YElGOSUB 420

330 AX = XE + YElAY - YElD -

(Dl + D2) / 2 + (RND (1)
- .5) • L / 2iG0SUB 420

1040 IF XO
XPs YB

- 999 THEN X8
YPjXO « X

Ifyou made the change to line 1040
then delete 980 and 985.

All those changes should result in

an easier to read and much faster pro-

gram. I hope that you will include in

your magazine many more articles on
similar mathematical subjects. Thank
you for an entertaining and interesting

magazine.

Danny Cory
(Age 14)

55 Cedar St.

Chapel Hill, NC 275 14

Correction

On pages 50 and 64 of the Septem-
ber issue, the price of the Zenith ZVM-
1 33 monitor is listed as $309. The correct

price is $559.
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You know Temple of Apshai.

The classic. Best-seller for over

four years.

You may have friends trapped forever

in its dark recesses.

Players have dropped from sight for

weeks at a time, searching for the

treasures of Apshai.

Well now we've raised the stakes.

Introducing the new Apshai Trilogy.

The combined wrath of the world

famous Temple of Apshai®. Upper

Reaches of Apshai® and Curse of Ra®.

All on a single disk. Twelve levels.

568 rooms to explore. More choices.

More chances. Best of all, there's faster

game play.

CIRCLE 108 ON READER

The graphics and sounds are new. The
challenge of the dungeons is timeless.

Are you ready for the most involving

role-playing game ever designed?

Temple of Apshai is waiting. Silently

lurking. Patiently waiting For you. At

your nearest Epyx dealer.

wui imc IIMK CM/IM

Aps/xnThkHH

epyx

Inn i r,i Aismai
IKIKKiV
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'S« vecuh natal boobdMdk No
purcftUK necoury SwrcfMUko end*
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1043 Kiel Court. Sunnyvale. CA 94089

StrategyGamesfor theAction-GamePlayer
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INDUSTRY INSIDER
David H. Ahl

Microsoft, IBM Sign

Pact
In late August Microsoft

and IBM signed a long-term
agreement for joint develop-

ment of operating systems
and other software. William
Gates, chairman of Micro-
soft, said the companies were
pursuing software projects in

networking, communica-
tions, and a user interface as

well as continuing develop-

ment of PC DOS (MS DOS).
All products developed un-
der the agreement would be
licensed to both IBM and
Microsoft. Microsoft would
be free to remarket and li-

cense the products to its other
customers as well.

The agreement is "long
term" without a specific end-
ing date. No payments were

made to Microsoft; rather,

payment for each project will

be negotiated separately. Un-
der the agreement, long-term
plans can be discussed more
openly which should prevent
the development of similar

MICROSOFT

but incompatible products
like IBM's Topview and Mi-
crosoft's Windows.

Third party software
publishers as well as makers
of IBM compatible comput-
ers were pleased with the
agreement, because it appears
to commit IBM to the "open

architecture" concept. Mak-
ers ofclones have been fearful

that IBM would market a
new, proprietary operating
system that would cut them
out ofa lucrative market.

The agreement is a wel-

come one to Microsoft which
now gets about 10% of its an-
nual $140 million in revenue
from IBM. Slightly less than
half of the firm's revenues

come from the sales of sys-

tems software and the bal-

ance from applications soft-

ware. Microsoft had expected
considerably more payoff
from its commitment to the

Apple Macintosh. Gates said,

"We once thought Macintosh
would account for halfofour
retail application software
sales, but that was based on
the assumption that (Apple)
would do a good job."

Can Amiga Save
Commodore?

Reeling from a $50 mil-

lion inventory writedown in

the fiscal quarter ended June
30, 1985 and a 50% decline in

sales in the first half of 1985,

top officials from Commo-
dore hit the road in August to

drum up support for the
Amiga.

Commodore officials are
visiting 40 or so cities to sign

up dealers for the Amiga. As
of late August only 260 deal-

ers had signed up. No deals

had been reached with any
major retail chains, although
the Computer Factory, a 20-

store New York-based chain,

has signed up. A Commodore
spokesman said that deals
with several major chains are

"imminent."
Despite rave reviews in

several magazines, Commo-
dore already seems to be on
the defensive about the tech-

nically dazzling Amiga.
Commodore spokesman Joe
Thorsen cites its ability to run

IBM PC programs with the

addition of $100 conversion

program but apologizes that

it will run "a tad bit slowly."

(See Commodore's Port.) He
fails to mention that it also re-

quires an external 5.25" disk

drive. Why the emphasis on
IBM PC software so soon?
The Amiga is hardly a PC
clone and we can't imagine
that PC compatibility should

be a prime selling point.

Will the Amiga save
Commodore? Not with mar-
keting like this.

Japan Lifts Tariffs

Japan recently agreed to

lift all tariffs on computers,
peripherals, and parts effec-

tive April 1, 1986. The U.S.

agreed to lift tariffs on parts

(circuit boards and subas-
semblies) only. Originally the

Japanese wanted a mutual
lifting of all tariffs by both na-

tions, but Deputy U.S. Trade
Representative Michael
Smith said this was not ac-

ceptable. Smith said, "We in-

sisted that Japan remove all

tariffs on CPUs and peripher-

als as well (as parts) to come
up with a balanced computer
trade agreement

.

"

Semiconductors and in-

tegrated circuits are not in-

cluded in the agreement as

both countries have pre-
viously eliminated tariffs on
these devices.

Although the resulting

balance of trade should work
in favor of the U.S., some an-

alysts think that the Japanese
will still favor products made
in Japan. Nevertheless, in the

first half of 1985 U.S. com-
puterexports to Japan totaled

$686 million, a 45% increase

over the year earlier period.

Despite this increase, the U.S.

still had a $797 million trade

deficit in computers with Ja-

pan in the first six months of
1985 and nearly a $2 billion

deficit for all of 1984.

Random Bits
AT&T has announced it

will eliminate 24,000 jobs
from its Information Systems
Division, the largest single
layoffin U.S. business history.

The firm blamed the massive
overlap in positions as a result

of merging AT&T Technol-
ogies (formerly Western Elec-

tric) with AT&T Information
Systems last July, but outside

analysts also point to the
softening of the computer
market . . . Commodore
International also said it

would lay off 700 employees
or about 15% of its work
force. The company recently

AT&T
wrote down $50 million of
slow-selling inventory and ex-

pects to post a $70 million loss

for the year ended June 30,

1985.

The Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC)
staged a raid July 24 on
Seequa Computer Corp. for

selling computers that vi-

olate FCC radio wave emis-
sion levels. Seequa had
received a previous citation

and fine but failed to bring

their machines into compli-
ance. FCC spokesman Paul
Harris said, "They were
grossly in violation of our
rules." The FCC referred
over 20 criminal charges
against Seequa executives to

the U.S. Attorney's Office in

Baltimore.

Steve Jobs, chairman of
Apple but now eased out of
active management, has sold

1,350,000 shares of his Apple
stock for about $22 million.

Rumors are that he plans to

start a new venture. After the

sale Jobs is still the company's
largest shareholder with

about 5.5 million shares, or
9.1% of the company . . .

After soaring in sales follow-

ing its introduction in June,

Lotus Jazz (for the Mac-
intosh) has fizzled out. Deal-

ers blame its slowness and
clumsiness (see review in

October Creative). Some also

feel that it sells poorly in large

corporations—the main
users of integrated software

—because the Mac itself is

not widely accepted by such
customers.
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The hostessofa lavish

masquerade ball has justbeen
brutally strangled.

Fortunately, there's a suspect

Unfortunately, it's you.

Slip SUSPECT" Infocom's latest interactive mystery

story, intoyourcomputer and suddenly you are a

reporter covering the societyevent oftheyear. And

every decision you make will determine the story's

suspenseful outcome. Suppose, for instance, that

while snoopingabout the Ashcroft mansion in

yourcowboy costume you decide to peek in the

office. You simply type, in plain English:

>OPEN THE DOOR THEN ENTER THE OFFICE,

And the story responds:

YOU OPEN THE DOOR. SLUMPED BEHIND
THE DESK IS THE BODY OF VERONICA
ASHCROFT. HER MASK HAS BEEN
PULLED OFF. AROUND HER NECK

IS THE AGENT OF DEATH* A ROPEj

IN FACT* IT'S YOUR LARIAT
WHICH YOU GOT TIRED
OF CARRYING AROUND
AND HUNG IN THE CLOSET,

You've been framed. And
you have mere hours to dis-

coverwho the real killer was. Because

ifyou don't:

THE DETECTIVE GRABS YOU FIRMLY BY THE
WRIST* AND WITH A PRACTICED TWIST*

SLIPS THE CUFFS ON YOU. "YOU 'RE

UNDER ARREST FOR THE MURDER OF
VERONICA ASHCROFT.

"

You communicate
-and the story

responds-

in full sen-

tences. At
every turn

you have literally thou-

V sands ofalternatives. So
' ifyou decide it might be

worthwhile to dance

with Mrs. Ashcroft's

4

L*'

V
I ncludes everything from your invitation to a

ntk note on the back ofa business card. . .evei

a guide to proper etiquette during a murder.

To proveyourown
|

innocence, you'll have to

. search for clues. Analyze *•"*->*»

^evidence. Overhear conversations. Question

suspects. And solve puzzle after puzzle.So rush down to

your local software store today. And pick up a Suspect.

iriFoconx
For more information call 1-800-262-6868. Or write to us at

125 CambridgePark Dr. . Cambridge, MA 02140.

•U86 Infocom. Inc. SUSPECT. The WITNESS and DEADLINE «rc mdnnirki of Infocom, Inc.

CIRCLE 109 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TURBO 'NEW PACK $95.00
SAVE ( )VER 30% ( )N ( )l R GUT PACKS!
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HOLIDAY PACK $125.00
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Announcing Borland's New
Tuibo EditorToolbox™ $69.95

IT'S ALL YOU NEED TO BUILD YOUR OWN WORD PROCESSOR
FOR ONLY $69.95!

You get all the modules you need to build your

own word processor.

• You get ready-to-compile source code.

• You get a full-featured word processor

that looks and acts like WordStar'"; we
call it MkxoStar™

• You get a 200-page manual that telk

you how to integrate the editor proce-

dures and functions into your programs.

You can use Turbo Editor Toolbox "as is" or

modify it any way you want

And you don't get a bill for Royalties.

Because Borland doesn't believe you should pay

for something more than once.

All this and more for only 169.95.

And until March 1, 1986 you can get Bor-

land's new Turbo Editor Toolbox for even less!

(Only $47.50 when you buy the special Turbo

New Pack.)

YOU CAN HAVE MANY WINDOWS ON
THE WORLD. The new Turbo Editor Toolbox

features windowing, a technique that lets you

see several documents—or several pans of the

same document—at once. You know best what

your needs are. Turbo Editor Toolbox lets you

open the windows you want And to make

those windows pan of your program.

WITH TURBO EDITOR TOOLBOX YOU
CAN HAVE THE BEST OF ALL WORD
PROCESSORS IN YOUR WORD PRO-
CESSOR. You can make WordStar behave

like Multi-Mate. Support windows just like

Microsoft's9 Word™. And do it as fast as

WordPerfect does it Incorporate your new
"hybrids'' into your programs to achieve

incredible control and power.

Turbo Editor Toolbox. It's the kind of tool

that almost everyone needs—and we're the

kind of company to give it to you at a reasona-

ble price, without any compromise on quality.

(We're so sure you'll be satisfied that we offer a

60-day money-back guarantee—something no

one else does.)

THE CRITICS' CHOICE

Turto Pascal has got to be the best value in lan-

guages an the market today—and Borland tama
Uonal by delivering excellent produce at reasona-

ble cose, is lading the software mduary where it

has m go Tuibo Pascal a more than jut a good

program at a low con Its aho alow-con. well-

concriwd prngramming language making It poau

Me for lots of people to produce good programs

"

JtTf fountllt, BYTl

' This compiler, produced by Borland International,

b one of uV hes programming nob praenth

available for the PC

Mlctttl CtYlnitm, fC Ttc* Joarnil

"Language deal of the cenaay Turbo Pascal:

Ml Otwftaw, PC «*•//«*

e BORIPC.D
INTERNATIONAL
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60 DAY MONEY HACK GUARANTEE TURBO HOLIDAY
JUMBO PACK $245.00

Introducing Borland's New
Turbo GameWorks $69.95
THE GAMES YOU CAN PLAY, REPLAY, REVISE AND REWRITE BUT

CANNOT RESIST.

(Turbo Pascal Source Code included!)

We give you the source code, the manual,

the diskettes, the 60-day guarantee and the

competitive edge. Let the games begin. Chess.

Bridge. Go-Moku.

State-of-the art games that let you be player,

referee, and rules committee— because you

have the Turbo Pascal source code. Which

means that you can play a game or create a

game, any time and any way you want

Borland's new Turbo GameWorks lets you

combine gamesmanship with craftsmanship.

Discover the secret techniques and moves used

by the Old Masters. Learn exactly how state-of-

the-art computer games are made—so you can

go off and make your own. Since you have the

source code, you can always change the game.

Or rig the game, if no one's looking

Pure Magic. That's Turbo GameWorks. And part

of the "sourcery "—Turbo GameWorks is only

$69.95. When combined with our new Turbo

Editor Toolbox in the Turbo New Pack, it's

only $47.50.

SHORT CUTS, SECRETS AND
STRATEGIES. The Turbo GameWorks man-

ual takes you step-by-step through all the

games. How to play them. How to modify

them. How to use the power of Turbo Pascal to

write new games.

You'll learn general problem analysis, how

to identify all possible moves, "rule of thumb"

strategies, procedures for testing strategies, and

ways to rate options. You'll also be introduced

to "top down" program design, the develop-

ment of bask algorithms, the use of constants

and data structures and ways to design short

cuts with incremental updating.

On top of all that, you'll have a lot of fun

(if you want to).

So go to play (and work) with Borland's

new Turbo GameWorks. It's unique. It's fasci-

nating And it's brand-new. Be first with the

bunt and greatest—order your Turbo Game-

Works today.

458$ Scons VMey Drive, Scotls Villey CA 95066

Phone (408) 438-8400 Tetex 172373

With
Dazzling
Discounts!

BORLAND'S TURBO GAMEWORKS AND
SOME OF ITS MASTER PIECES

Chess, the ultimate strategic game. A game

so old that no one knows its exact origins

Turbo GameWorks lets you play chess at six dif-

ferent levels from the beginner to the sophisti-

cated user. And you have many ways of playing

with your Turbo GameWorks. Let the computer

solve checkmate problems. Set the time limit

for each game. And there's more.

Decide whether you or the computer "goes

first" Trade places with the computer at any

point in the game. It's all possible with Game-

Works.

Go-Moku, also known as "Five-in-line," is a |

very old Japanese game played on a board of

squares. Trie first player to get five game pieces

in a row—either horizontally, vertically, or

diagonally—wins the game.

It's an intriguing game. But you're not

limited to playing it one way. With Turbo

GameWorks, you can modify it your way.

Bridge. Play bridge with a friend or team up

against the program—you decide which hands

the computer plays. You can even decide to let

the program cheat! The program automatically

bids and plays its own hands. And, since you

can tinker with the source code, you can make

"your" Bridge unlike any other.
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TRYTHIS!
The world finder: Searching for the Earth's twin
Edward H. Carlson

Look up into the clear night sky. Ifyou
are away from city lights you see

about 2500 stars with your naked
eye. (Seems like a lot more, doesn't it?)

Astronomers believe many of these stars

have planetary systems. Which ones?
Could you be looking toward worlds
that are similar to Earth in size, tem-
perature, atmosphere, and living con-
ditions? Let's explore our Milky Way
galaxy, using the computer as a space-
ship on a journey to find the Earth's
Twin. In this quest, we will come across
many strange worlds inhabited by
fantastic life-forms.

We must first make the standard
science fiction assumption—that we
have a deep space hyperdrive to tunnel
through space-time and thus greatly ex-

ceed the speed of light. We don't want
ourjourney to take millions ofyears. But
this is our only concession to the fiction

folk. We will otherwise stick to what the

astrophysicists believe about planets and
their habitability—that is, when these
wizards can agree in this rapidly
developing field ofstudy.

One short article cannot teach a
whole book full ofastronomy, so refer to

your encyclopedia when you run across
unfamiliar terms. On the other hand, the
program in Listing 1 will crunch the
numbers and spit out the particulars on
any planet we run across—its size, sur-

face gravity and temperature, length of
day and year, satellites, composition, life

chemistry, and geological age.

To find out what kinds ofplanets we
might find roving about what kind of
stars, we peek under the cabbage leafand
watch the birth ofstars and planets.

Planets form at the same time their

central star is born—from the same
cloud of gas and dust swirling chaoti-
cally in a spiral arm ofthe galaxy. The gi-

gantic, cold, tenuous cloud is mostly
hydrogen gas mixed with 20% helium
gas and containing about 2% dust

—

specks containing water ice, other ices

(ammonia, methane) with smaller
amounts of "sand" (silicate grit) and
iron.

As the cloud contracts under its

own gravitational attraction, its swirling
must speed up, obeying the same prin-
ciple by which an ice skater, starting in a
slow spin, speeds up by pulling her arms

in to her body. What happens next is the
subject ofimmense computational effort

on the world's fastest computers. Most
often the cloud breaks up into pieces,

each contracting to form a star, so bi-

nary, triple, or multiple star systems re-

sult. Such systems may be too unstable to
allow planets to form. But in about 10%
of the cases, a single star with planets is

born from a cloud fragment spinning so
fast that it flattens into a disk, the plan-
etary accretion disk, whose central bulge
becomes the star.

The contraction process heats the

disk, and the central regions become so
hot that the ices evaporate. Near the cen-

tral bulge, the silicate and iron also

vaporize. In the central bulge itself(ifhot
and massive enough) thermonuclear re-

actions create the life spark of the new-
born star which cannot cool off again
until its hydrogen fuel is used up. But the
disk itself does cool by radiating its heat
away, recondensing its gases back into

iron particles, silicate grains, and far

enough away from the star, ices. These
particles collide and stick together,
forming planetesimals which attract

each other gravitationally, forming the
planets and satellites. Gas, dust, and va-

pors that are not captured by the grow-
ing planets eventually escape into
interstellar space.

The whole process takes somewhere
in the range of a million to tens of mil-
lions ofyears—a short time compared to

|

the 4.SS billion year age of the solar sys-

tem and the approximately 13 billion

year age ofour galaxy.

From the largest clouds come mas-
sive stars and perhaps massive planets. I

say "perhaps" because massive stars are

so bright and hot that they may evapo-
rate the cloud before the planets can
properly form. Then again, they may
not. Wehavegooddataforonly onecase,
our own solar system, and the sun is not
particularly massive (though it is more
massive than the average star).

You might think a massive star

would take a long time tobum its hydro-
gen into helium, but this is not so. A star

30 times more massive than the sun
burns 1 50,000 times more brightly, run-

ning through its fuel in only a few million

years versus the 10 billion year life span
the sun can expect. We may satisfy our
curiosity by looking for planets near the
really bright stars we see in the sky, such
as Spica, Rigel, and Vega, but we won't
want to settle down on one of their

planets—raw and uncivilized by life

—

because the star may "soon"' swell up
into a red giant, engulfing the innermost
planets, and then later explode as a
supernova.

The composition of a growing
planet depends on how hot its part of the
gas-dust cloud is, which in turn depends
on the distance of the planet from the
central star. The central parts of the
accretion disk are too hot to allow ices to
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condense, so the planets form-

ed there are rocky—com-
posed of a dense iron core

surrounded by silicate rocks.

In our solar system. Mercury,

Venus, Earth (and its Moon),

Mars, and probably the as-

teroids are rocky.

Planets formed farther

out are more massive but less

dense, composed mostly of

ices. Iftheyaremassiveenough

to attract and hold hydrogen

and helium gases, they be-

come giant gas balls. (If the

gas ball is large enough, its

central regions heat to the

ignition point of fusion nu-

clear reactions, and the

"planet" becomes a small

star.) Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

and Neptune are gas ball plan-

ets. Pluto is probably an icy

planet— most likely an escap-

ed moon of Neptune.

Thus a sharp boundary

occurs at the "condensation-

of-ice radius" of a planetary

system. Inside this radius are

the rocky "terrestrial" planets,

outside are the icy and gas

ball planets. The conden-

sation-of-ice radius is about 4

AU in our solar system— be-

tween the asteroid belt and

Jupiter. (AU stands for Astro-

nomical Unit, the 93 million

mile yardstick used to mea-

sure distances in planetary

systems. It is the distance of

the sun from the earth.)

Using the Program
In the program in Listing

1, you first pick the mass of

the star you wish to investi-

gate. The brightness of the

star and its lifetime depend
only on its mass. A cube five

light years on a side in our

part of the Milky Way galaxy

would probably contain one

star of mass and brightness

similar to the sun and several

that are fainter. To find a star

that is a hundred times bright-

er than the sun, we should

look in a cube that is at least

30 light years on a side. (The

center of our Milky Way gal-

axy lies about 30,000 light

years away. You are looking

toward it when, in the summer
sky, you look near the "pour-

ing spout" of the "teakettle"

listmgl.

1 GOTO 1000:
2 REM file name: EARTH
180 REM
306 CLS:PRINT
308 PRINT "

310 PRINT
311 PRINT
312 PRINT
313 PRINT
314 PRINT

Type
Blue giants
Transition
Solar types
Red dwarfs

EARTH'S TWIN
disk narae:CC
stellar type
:REM clear screen

STELLAR TYPES" :PRINT
Temperature
UV hot
Blue hot
White hot
Red hot

E. H. Carlson

Life time
Very short
Short
Long
Very long

315 PRINT:PRINT" Mass units » sun's mass":PRINT

320 INPUT" Star mass" ;M: IP M>30 OR M< . 1 THEN 320

321 RANDOMIZE M
322 L -EXP( 3.5*LOG(M)) :PRINT
323 TA -EXP(-2.5*LOG(M))*100001
324 Q-10:X«L :G0SUB 900: L »X

325 Q-10:X-TA :G0SUB 900: TA -X

328 FOR J-l TO 63: IF M>S(J) THEN 330

329 NEXT J
330 PRINT "spectral type of star
332 PRINT "luminosity of star:
334 PRINT "lifetime of star:

Mass
30 to

to
to
to

•.PRINT
3

"

2"
.5*
.1"

:REM find star brightness
:REM find star lifetime
:REM round off before printing
:REM round off before printing
:REM find star spectral type

336 IF TA>12000I THEN PRINT "The star may be as old as the galaxy*

338 PRINT "If there

;S$(J) :PRINT
"jL ;*times the sun's brightness" :PRINT
";TA;"million years" :PRINT

.-PRINT
:PRINT

_ is a planetary system:
340 IF TA< J THEN PRINT TS(0):GOTO 350:REM star may explode

342 IF TA< 700 THEN PRINT T$(1):G0T0 350:REM no life forms

344 IF TA<2000 THEN PRINT T$(2):G0T0 350:REM no oxygen in atmosphere

346 IF TA<4100 THEN PRINT T$(3):G0T0 350:REM may be lower life forms

348 : PRINT TS(4) : REM may be higher life forms

350 PRINT: PRINT'Do you want to investigate this star?"

352 Y$-INKEy$:IF Y$-"" THEN X-RND (9) :G0T0 352

354 . IP Y$-"y" OR YS-"Y* THEN G0SUB 400

399 PRINT: END
400 REM planets in system

403 CLS:PRINT:PRINT :R2* clear screen

404 SA»RND(9)*TA:IF SA>13000 THEN SA-13000 :REM age of planetary system

405 Q-10:X«SA :G0SUB 900:SA -X :REM round off before printing

406 PRINT:PRINT"We find the system is" jSA;"mill ion years old."

407 PRINT:PRINT" (Solar system age - 4550 million years.)"

408 IF SA-13000 THEN PRINT: PRINT'Populatlon II star, low in heavy elements.

409 PRINT
410 REM
411 NP
412 SC
414 A

orbits
»6+INT(RND(9)*5) :REM number of planets
-.3»SQR(M)*(.9+RND(9)*.2)*8/NP:REM scale of planetary disk

SC :REM radius of 1st orbit
:REM modified Bode's law
:REM radius of ith orbit
:REM period of planet about star
:REM eccentricity of orbit

mass
:REM condensatlon-of-ice radius
:REM orbit radius squared
: REM rocky core scales with disk area
:REM accretion disk thins toward edge
:REM ices condense on rocky dust
:REM beyond grav. growth threshold

420 FOR 1-1 TO NP
423 A -A*1.7«(.8+RND(9)*.4)
425 T(I) -SQR(A*3/M)
427 E(I) ».01"RND(9)*9
430 REM
432 AC»4*L*L
434 A2-A*2
435 MC-M* 1«(.3+RND(9)*1.4)*A2
436 MC-MC*.3*(A/4):MP-MC
437 IF A>AC THEN MP-MC-12
438 IF MP> 3 THEN MP-MP"1.5
439 IF MP>999 THEN MP»MP/2:G0T0 439
440 IF MP<.01 THEN MP-. 01

442 REM composition
444 : C$(I)-"rocky"
446 IF A>AC THEN C$(I)-"icey"
448 IF MP>3 THEN C$ ( I ) -"gaseous"
450 REM planet radius

451 R-MC".33 :REM radius of rocky core

452 IF MPOMC THEN R-(MP*5)".33 :REM gas ball planet has large radius

454 REM - - surface gravity. --- ---

456 SG-MP/R/R ^E"1 surface gravity compared to earth

458 MP(I)-MP:A(I)-A:R(I)-R:SG(I)-SG :REM store values

460 REM satellites
462 IF MP<2 THEN NM ( I

) -INT (RND(9) + .6) :G0T0 490

464 IF MP>2 THEN NM ( I) -INT ( ( 5.6"RND(9) ) +RND(9) *5*L0G (MP)

)

490 NEXT I
, , , ,

500 REM planets' physical conditions
520 FOR 1-1 TO NP :"EM orbital geometry

524 TI(I)-.1*RND(9)*3 :REM tilt of planet rotation axis

526 D(I) -1 :REM da y l«ngth ( £lx UP>

528 ST(I)»290*SQR(SQR(L)/A(I)) : REM surface temperature of planet

530 IF ST(I)> 173 AND CS(I)-"icey" THEN MP(I) -MP(I)/12 :CS (I)-Tocky"

532 IF ST(I)>2000 THEN MP(I)-0 :CS ( I) -"evaporated"

538 NEXT I: GOSUB 700 : REM print table

VOLUME 1 1 NUMBER 1 1 /CREATIVE COMPUTING 13



TRY THIS!

in Sagittarius.)

The program then semi-
randomly generates a typical

planetary system for the star

you picked. The program uses
our understanding of the
physical processes that give
rise to planets, which are best
understood for our own plan-
etary system. So the planets
generated for stars of mass
M= 1 (that is, a mass equal to
one solar mass) are most plaus-

ible. The systems generated
for stars of much different
mass are, frankly, speculative.

The radii of the orbits

come from a modified Titius-

Bode Law— the radii increase
roughly in a geometrical ser-

ies as you move out from the
sun or star. I also assumed
that the mass of the planetary
accretion disk was propor-
tional to the mass of the star.

Then using the inverse square
law of light intensity vs. dis-

tance from a source (star) to

determine the condensation-
of-ice radius, and Kepler's
Laws of planetary orbits, the
planetary system can be con-
structed. By the way, when I

say "the surface radius" of a
gas planet like Jupiter I mean
the radius of the gas ball, not
the radius of the small solid

core that may lie deep within
the planet.

As you run the program,
it quickly becomes obvious
that few planets match the
Earth in temperature, gravity,

and composition. If the orbit

of Earth were somewhat larg-

er or smaller in radius, the

oceans would freeze or boil.

If the gravity were weaker,
our atmosphere would es-

cape. If stronger, the atmo-
sphere would differ in compo-
sition from the familiar 80%
nitrogen and 20% oxygen we
breathe.

An iceball world, even
one having Earth gravity, may
be very difficult to live on.
Earth astronauts will test this

out first hand in the next
century, visiting the satellites

of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

Expanding the Program
The program as it stands is fun and

instructive, but leaves many topics you

listing 1. (continued)

550 REM atmosphere (greenhouse?) , tectonics
560 REM now seasons from the above
599 RETURN

f?2 *11 Z
planet's surface conditions

III n^„f^!
r chemistry, geography, oceans?, climate, life forms

D?y RETURN
700 REM
712 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"
716 PRINT " orbit period
718 PRINT " « radius
730 FOR 1-1 TO NP
732 Q-10:X-A(I) :G0SUB 900:A(I) -X
734 O-10:X-SG(I) :G0SUB 900:SG(I)-X
736 O-10:X-MP(I) :G0SUB 900:MP(I)-X
738 Q-10:X»ST(I) :G0SUB 900:ST( I) -X-270
740 Q-10:X-T(I) :G0SUB 900:T(I) -X
742 PRINT I;TAB(5):IP CS ( I) --evaporated" THEN PRINT CS(I):G0T0 770
l*A "™I USING •••••••|A(I), :rem print orbit radius

print planetary table
PLANETS "

mass surface surf,
gravity temp.

:PRINT
composition moons"
":PRINT

.•REM round off before printing

746 PRINT TAB(14);
748 PRINT
750 PRINT TAB(23)

;

752 PRINT USING "###.## ;MP( I)

,

754 PRINT TAB (30)

;

756 PRINT USING "### . II " ;SG (I)

;

758 PRINT TAB (40)

;

760 PRINT USING "MM.
762 PRINT TAB (50)

;

764 PRINT
766 PRINT TAB (60)

j

768 PRINT NM(I)
770 NEXT I

772 PRINT:PRINT "units
799 RETURN

T(I);

;ST(I);

CS(I);

AU years

:REM print period (year)

:REM print mass of planet

:REM print surface gravity

:REM print surface temperature

:REM print surface composition

:REM print number of moons

earth's earth's C "

RETURN

RETURN
RETURN

RETURN
RETURN

INITIALIZATION

900 REM round off function
906 IF X-0 THEN
910 N-0: IF x< 2*0 THEN
914 ! IF X>»20*O THEN X-X/10 :N-N+1 :G0T0 914
918 X-INT(X+.5) :IF N- THEN
920 FOR K»l TO N: X-X*10 .-NEXT K:
930 ! IP X< 2*0 THEN X-X*10:N-N+1:GOTO 930
934 X-INT(X+.5) :IF N- THEN
936 FOR K-l TO N: X-X/10 :NEXT K:
1000 REM —————.. DESCRIPTION
1005 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT

: REM clear screen
1020 PRINT" The Earth's Twln":PRINT
1030 PRINT" Come search the galaxy for a twin planet to Earth—one we can"
1031 PRINT colonize. We pick a nearby star that has a desirable mass."
1099 PRINT
1100 LOCATE 22,2:PRINT*Press the SPACE BAR to continue"
1110 Y$-INKEY$:IF Y$<>" " THEN X-RND (9) :G0TO 1110
1999 PRINT" Wait"
2000 REM --.--..a.............
2120 DIM ST(20), S(65),SS(65)
2160 DATA 30. 26, 23, 19. 9, 17. 3, 15. 1,13. 2, 11. 5, 10, 8. 4, 7. 1,6, 5, 4. 2, 3. 6,3. 2. 9, 2. 7,
A > r> t Z.b t 2*5
2161 DATA 2.2,2.1,2,1.91,1.82,1.73,1.65,1.57,1.49,1.42,1.35,1.28,1.22,1.16,

i; fiW;™' 1 '- 9
\'-;

9
',-c

85
',-,

81 '- 77 '- 73 '- 69 '-"'- 62 '- 59 '- 56 '- 53 '- 51 '- 48 '- 4«'-<3..4i2162 DATA . 39 , . 37, . 35 , . 33 , . 25 , . 183 , . 135 ,

.

\

»
1
p
6LD

tI
A
o

<

?
5^6 '

c.

O
,
7 ' O8 ' O9 ' B0 ' B1 ' B2 ' B3 ' B4 ' B5 ' B6 » B7 ' B8 ' B9 '* ,'' A l' A2'*3,A4,A5,A6.A7,

A8 A9, Fa ,Fl,F2.F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9.G0,Gl,G2,G3,G4,G5,G6,G7,G8,G9
2166 DATA K0 , Kl , K2 , K3 , K4 , K5 , K6 , K7 , K8 , K9 ,M0 ,M1 ,M2 ,M3 ,M4 ,M5 ,M6 ,M7

FOR J.l TO 63:READ S(J) :NEXT J
FOR J-l TO 63: READ S$(J) :NEXT J

The star may explode in the near future!"
The system Is too young for life to have developed."
There may be unicellular life, but no oxygen on any planets."
There may be oxygen and lower lifeforms present."
There may be higher lifeforms on some planets."

:REM go start main sequence

111% IV! i!

ritten ln BASICA on an IBM PC with an 80 col. green screen monitor.
8002 REM For some other computers, use GET for INKEYS; and HTAB, VTAB for

*EM LOCATE. These are not exact replacements, see your manuals.
v + f . + + + + + + +

2168
2169 :

2180 T$(0)-"
2181 TS(1)-*
2182 TS(2)-"
2183 TS(3)-"
2184 TS(4)-"
2999 GOTO 10

9999 REM + +-

may want to develop further. After visit-

ing your local library for astronomy
books, you can tune up the calculations
in many places, for example the length of
planet days and the density of the plan-

ets. Finish the satellite construction that
I began. The satellites come from two
sources: The gas ball planets have some
satellites—the Galilean moons of Ju-
piter, for example—that apparently

14 CREATIVE COMPUTING/NOVEMBER 1985



RANDOM HOUSE
Uofttoare'

I, I -.!->*•• !«-
PEANUTS" '85—New
editions to the Peanuts
family: "Charlie Brown's
1, 2, Js," "Snoopv Writer,'

"Math Matcher'' &
"Typing Is A Ball."

MR. AND MRS
POTATO HEAD*—An
animated computer
version of the children's

classic.

GARFIELD"—New!
"Eat Your Words"
and "Double Dares,''

featuring everyone's
favorite wise guy.

ALPINE ENCOUNTER'
—A spy thriller graph-
ics and text adventure
program to challenge
the whole family.

PATCHWORKS'—
Design, edit and print

out dazzling patterns for

quiltsand other creative

projects.

APBA MAJOR LEAGUE
PLAYERS BASEBALL—
Based on the popular
APBA board game.
Manage the pros with
complete 1984 stats on
676 players on 2 disks.

. ...

PEANUTS"—The orig-

inal Peanutsprograms,
including "Cnarlie
Brown's A, B.C's,"
"Snoopy's Skywriter
Scrambler" and more.

FIX IT

-i » •- J*

FIX IT—A construction

set for the mind. Solve
over 21X1 colorful brain

teasers to set imagina-
tive machines in motion.

TOURNAMENT
BRIDGE—Competition
and practice for tne

serious bridge player.

HO! HO! HO!—5 family

Christmas gamesat a

special holiday price.

us bndge player. ^ f

151 isl 151

MAKING MUSICON
MICROS—The creative,

musical approach to

BASIC computer pro-

gramming. n
ALLTHEBESTFROMOURHOUSETOYOURHOUSE.

Visit your software dealer, or call 1-800-638-6460 (in MD, 800-492-0782).

PI \\l isih.ir.ut.r-. wso I9H.WW.WW.WW. H71. Urtwd TmtmSyndtaH. Int ;GARFIELD • its t jMFntarrSyndtalt In. MK «<mks POTATO HEAD
• lWMI.isr.ri>. In. . t l.r.iphKMr.Mt.-d with IVnquinSiltware '• " (.rjphusM.)Kuuin ' • IWi Random I l.ms.-, Im All nKhts r.M-n.-d
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TRY THIS!

formed in a miniature accretion disk,

just like the solar system as a whole.
Other satellites are apparently captured
asteroids or large planetesimals. So you
may want to give your planetary systems
some asteroids, formed in a belt inside
the orbit of the largest planet. The
gravitation of the giant planet disrupts
the process ofplanetesimal accretion for
the next inner planet. Comets—kilo-

meter sized ice balls formed far out in the
planetary accretion disk—add a dec-
orative touch.

If you like chemistry, play around
with the composition of the planets,

moving on to geology, then to weather

Beccune acquainted with the

creatures, gentle and ferocious

alike, of other worlds.

and climate. Finally, explore the im-
plications all this has for biology. Invent
lifeforms to fit the various living con-
ditions on the planets. Drop me a letter

(c/o Creative Computing) or leave a mes-

sage on the Creative Computing Com-
puServe SIG (type GO PCS 22 at any
function prompt) about your extensions.

If I perceive enough interest, I will re-

open the subject in a later column. I am
especially eager to become acquainted
with the creatures, gentle and ferocious

alike, ofthe other worlds.

But the first task is to locate our
home away from home. I suggest you
modify the program to search automati-
cally many suitable stars for earthlike

planets, keeping track of the number of
systems investigated. Start it running at

bedtime and see ifmorning brings a rosy

dawn on the Earth's Twin.

HELP
you
MJMC

GRADE
IBM. Apple and Alan are registered trademarks ol International Business Machines Corp , Apple Computer Inc™ ™, and Alari Coip

.
respectively Commodore is a trademark ol Commodore Electronics LtdC W5 CBS Inc All rights reserved CBS SoUware. A Unit ol CBS Educational and Professional PuNishmo Dnrision

CBS Inc One Famcett Place Greenwich. CT 06836 1203) 622-2525

Wow there's a way parents
can help their children climb
to the heights ofsuccess.

It begins with an Apple,®
IBM,® Commodore"' or Atari*
computer. It takes offwith CBS
Software.

Our Success with Math" series has
met with sales success second to none in its

field. Along with our new Success with
Algebra™ series, your home computer will become
a patient, private tutor—using serious drill and
practice to help your children over the obstacles in

their way.

Mastering theSAT has
also become a best seller.

With its counterpart,

Mastering the ACT, it's the

comprehensive test prepara-

tion program that's proven
to be the first choice for

thousands ofstudents who
want acceptance from their

first choice college. They are the only programs of
their kind created with the National Association of
Secondary School Principals. And they're designed
to provide the competitive edge that can help put your
— », kids over the top. ^mt ^^* jd^h
A- t i^i i5 5

SOFTWARE
Making yau the best.VV !•< II

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN GIVING YOUR CHILDREN THE BEST, CALL 1-800-CBS-ASK4 FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU.
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FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG
• COMPUTER ELECTRONICS training prepares you to

• ^S^^iS.'9*"^ ""^ote^ortrofcd mobile

SX^TSL^ *ou bu*j
' «P»**« with and keep,

along with other test equipment.
^^

ZZJPJ^SL!**11 »v*)*»n9 from microwave

•"""Pf
8 * «a*teMfnmunications systems. Includes

complete TVRO system with dish. receU, and converter

• WpUSTRUL ELECTROMCS prepares you to service and"^ "^^onjrolsd induttU sy^TZSwvT
wWJj^cornpuler. dagnoste equipment and HOT

Untl/'R U u>mputec Ek

gf ONE ^ Robo,ics T"»i'ng

| D Video Electronics

^^^ Servicing

D Digital Electronics

D Electronics Design
Technology

D Industrial Electronics

D Satellite Communications
Electronics

Data Communications

Telephone Servicing

Basic Electronics

Small Engine Servicing

D Appliance Servicing

Air Conditioning, Heating.
Refrigeration & Solar
Technology

D Lccksmithing a
Electronic Security

Building Construction 4
Remodeling

Automotive Servicing

For caiMf couram approved
J

G.I.Bill Ctv** tor (Malta.
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With NRI training at home, you can...

Move up to a high paying
career servicing computers

nri

T

J i

ft* ^***iZ

And you can start by actually building NRI's
16-bit IBM-compatible computer.

You can create your own bright,

high paying future as an NRI trained

computer service technician. The
biggest growth in jobs between now and
1995, according to Department of Labor

predictions, will occur in computer
service and repair, where demand for

trained technicians will double. There is

still plenty ofroom for you to get in on
the action—if you get the proper

training now.

Total computer systems
training, only from NRI

To learn how to work on
computers, you have to get inside one.

And only NRI takes you inside a

computer, with total systems training

that gives you hands-on experience with

computers, peripherals, and software.

You'll build a Sanyo MBC-550 series

computer, which experts have hailed as

the "most intriguing" of all the new IBM-

compatibles. The Sanyo even surpasses

the IBM PC in computing speed and
graphics quality.

Even if you've never had any
previous training in electronics, you can
succeed with NRI training. You'll start

with the basics, rapidly building on the

fundamentals of electronics until you
master advanced concepts like digital

logic, microprocessor design and
computer memory. You'll probe into

electronic circuits, using the exclusive

NRI Discovery Lab* and professional

Digital Multimeter, that you keep.

You'll assemble Sanyo's intelligent

keyboard, install the power supply and
disk drive, and attach the high resolu-

tion monitor—all the while performing
hands-on experiments and demonstra-
tions that reinforce your skills.

Learn to service
today's computers

As you complete your Sanyo, you
grasp the "secrets" that qualify you for

a new career. You'll learn to program in

BASIC and machine language. You'll

use utility programs to check out the

operation of the Sanyo's 8088 micro-
processor (the same chip used in the

IBM PC). And you also get over $1,000
worth of software, including WordStar
and CalcStar.

Most importantly, you'll under-

stand the principles common to all

computers. Only a person who fully

understands all the fundamentals can

hope to be able to tackle all computers.

NRI makes sure that you'll gain the

knowledge and skills to maintain,

troubleshoot and service computers.

Learn at home in spare time

With NRI training, you'll learn at

home on your own time. That means
your preparation for a new career or

part-time job doesn't have to interfere

with your current job. You'll learn at

your own pace, in the comfort and
convenience of your own home. No
classroom pressures, no rigid night

school schedules. You're always backed
up by the NRI staffand your instructor,

who will answer questions, give you
guidance and be available for special

help if you need it.

Let others worry about computers
taking their jobs. With NRI training,

you'll soon have computers making
good paying jobs for you.

Send for Free NRI Catalog

Send the post-paid reply card today
for NRI's 100-page catalog, with all the
facts about computer training plus

career training in Robotics, Data
Communications, TWVideo Servicing

and many other fields. If some other

ambitious person beat you to the card,

write to NRI at the address below.

SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue. NW
Washington. DC 20016

We'll Give You Tomorrow.

?'''<*m
IBM is Registered Trademark ol International Business

Machines Corporation



K REVIEWS
Logo, education, and help for parents/Russ Lockwood

The Silicon Jungle by David H.
Rothman. Ballantine Books. Paperback,
385 pages, $3.95

The premise of
The Silicon Jun-
gle is to provide

advice to would-be
microcomputer buy-
ers. Rothman does a
fine job treading that

well-worn path, and
if that were the only
aspect of the book, we'd say "nice try,

but nothing special."

However, packed around practical

information is a cornucopia of micro-
computer history, folklore, and reminis-

cences worthy of Trivial Pursuit. With
vigor and freshness, Rothman punc-
tuates each aspect of buying a computer
system with several anecdotes—all de-

signed to prove a particular point. Some
examples include findingGOD on MCI
Mail, Raquel Welsh and ergonomics,
and Arthur C. Clarke and telecommuni-
cations.

Ifyou already own a computer sys-

tem, the Silicon Jungle is probably not
for you. However, if you are in the mar-
ket for a system, take a look at Roth-
man's book. At $3.95, it will set you back
only a fraction of the cost of a specialty

book.

Siliconnections: Coming of Age in the
Electronic Era by Forrest M. Mims III.

McGraw-Hill. Hardcover, 240 pages,

$16.95

Forrest M. Mims
III, no stranger to

readers of Com-
puters & Electronics

and Creative Comput-
ing, takes us on a
whirlwind tour of the

microcomputer revo- f r=/p

lution. Based on per-

sonal recollections, Mims describes the
birth of the microcomputer, the rapid
growth of the silicon world, and the
boom-bust cycle of computer maga-
zines. He provides behind-the-scenes de-

tails about an Air Force laser laboratory,

his efforts to eavesdrop on Howard
Hughes' conversations for the National
Enquirer, and the court battle with Bell

Labs over rights to his invention, the

fiberoptic telephone.

Siliconnections bursts upon your
siliconsciousness with a vivid descrip-

tion of a high tech practical joke at the

University of New Mexico. Mims and
several students concocted a story about
UFOs and deathrays. Mims, perched
atop a roof and armed with a deadly-
looking but otherwise harmless helium-
neon gas laser, carefully zapped several

co-conspirators, causing pandemonium
below until the "outgunned" campus po-
lice called in the real cops.

Mims continues with the story ofhis
involvement in the MITS Altair 8800,
the first real microcomputer, with Ed
Roberts and others. His personal model,
along with previous electronic projects

and documentation, now resides in the
Smithsonian.

The entire book is ajoy to read. Best
ofall, it is a first person account by a bona
fide pioneer. Those who want the inside

story about the microcomputer revolu-

tion should pick up Siliconnections.

Apple II/IIe Robotic Arm Projects by
John Blankenship. Prentice-Hall. Hard-
cover, 149 pages, $2 1 .95

In
the "In Real (~

Time" column of
the April 1985 is-

sue, we examined
some uses of personal
computers at the
Kearfott division of
Singer Co. One of
these was an Apple-
powered robotic arm used to research

the use of robotics on industrial assem-
bly lines. This book, for those with drive
and skill, discusses how to construct a
small-scale, Apple-controlled robot arm.

John Blankenship, senior professor
at DeVry Institute of Technology, has
taken much of this "project" from his

teaching experience. He examines the

HANDBOOK
SPACE
COLONISTS

theories and practices of construction,

provides Basic programs to control the

arm, and lists sources for parts. For
those who lack the time and money to

build their own arm, Blankenship in-

cludes several programs that create a
video simulation of robotic arm manipu-
lation.

Blankenship serves up a practical

guide to constructing and experimenting
with robotic arms. Be forewarned, how-
ever, this book is only for the true robot-

ics aficionado.

Handbook for Space Colonists by G.
Harry Stine. Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ston. Softcover, 273 pages, $1 1.95

Since the theme
for this issue is

space, what bet-

ter book to get than

Handbook for Space
Colonists, an in-

teresting introduc-
tion to traveling,
working, and living

on the final frontier.

Stine, a consultant to NASA and
science fiction author (under the pen
name Lee Correy), examines the physio-

logical and psychological effects ofbeing

in space and points out potential hazards

and risks. He explains our tolerance of
temperature, humidity, acceleration,

gravity, and radiation and discusses
weightlessness, medical care, sanitation,

and personal hygiene.

Profusely illustrated with NASA
photos and drawings from Rick Stern-
bach (of the television series "Cosmos"
fame), Handbookfor Space Colonists of-

fers "practical" advice on surviving in

outer space—at least in the sense ofwhat
to expect based on facts available today.

Although space travel is still in its in-

fancy, several efforts are underway to

make space tourism a reality. In 50 years

or so, weekend getaways aboard the

Space Shuttle may be commonplace. In
the meantime, you can prepare for a fu-

ture vacation by reading the Handbook
forSpace Colonists.
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SubLOGlC Scenery Disks expand the potential flying environ-

ment of Flight Simulator II and Microsoft Flight Simulator.

Twelve separate Scenery Disks cover the entire continental

united States. Each disk covers a geographical region of

the country, and includes the major airports, radlo-nav

aids, cities, highways, rivers, and lakes located in that region.

Enough detail is available on each disk for either visual or

Instrument cross-country navigation.

A STAR Scenery Disk (available 4th quarter 1985) covers a

smaller area with a relatively dense amount of scenery.

STAR Scenery Disks are primarily intended for visual flight

sight-seeing. They include buildings and landmarks, as well

as detailed renditions of all major airports In the area.

individual Scenery Disk price: $19.95

western U.S. (Disks 1-6): $99.95

-coming Soon-
Eastern U.S. (Disks 7-12): $99.95

See Your Dealer . .

.

or write or call for more Information. For direct orders
please specify which disk or disk-set you want. Enclose the
correctamount plus $2.00 for shipping ($6.00 for the six-disk

set) and specify UPS or first class mail delivery, visa. Master-

Card. American Express, and Diners Club cards accepted.

commodore 64 Is a trademark of Commodore Electronics ltd.

IBM Is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Corp.

For the Commodore 64™ and IBM PC®

LOGIC
Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(21 7) 3S9-M82 Teku : 206995

Order Line: (800) 637-4983
(Motgl« ano«. AlMka. md Hawaa)
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MANAGING YOUR CHECKBOOK?
MANAGING YOUR BUDGET?
MANAGING YOUR BILLS?

MANAGING YOUR CASH FLOW?
MANAGING YOUR TAXES?

MANAGING YOUR INSURANCE?
MANAGING YOUR STOCKS?
MANAGING YOUR BONDS?

MANAGING YOUR REAL ESTATE?
MANAGING YOUR TAX SHELTERS?

MANAGING YOUR SAVINGS?
MANAGING YOUR MORTGAGE?
MANAGING YOUR AUTO LOAN?
MANAGING YOUR RETIREMENT?
MANAGING YOUR CALENDAR?

MANAGING YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNTS?
MANAGING YOUR CAPITAL GAINS?
MANAGING YOUR ANNUITIES?

MANAGING YOUR APPOINTMENTS?
MANAGING YOUR DIVIDENDS?
MANAGING YOUR INTEREST?
MANAGING YOUR RECORDS?
MANAGING YOUR VALUABLES?
MANAGING YOUR KEOGH'S?
MANAGING YOUR IRAS?

MANAGING YOUR MONEY*
BY ANDREW TOBIAS.
THE ONLY FINANCIAL

SOFTWARE THAT DOES IT ALL.

c 1985 •MECA • 285 RIVERSIDE AVENUE. WESTPORT. CT 06880 • I205I 222-1000 • For IBM PC. XT. AT. PC Jr (256KI. TANDY 1200HD.TANDY 1000 (25640. APPLE lie. He H28K . Two Drives
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BOOK REVIEWS

Logo

Explorer's Guide to Apple Logo by Joan
Webb, Peter von Mertens, and Maggie

Holmes. Hayden Books, 10 Mulholland

Dr., Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604.

Softcover, 256 pages, $12.95

This introductory guide teaches

children how to program Kxell and Ter-

rapin Logo on the Apple computer.

Classroom editions, including teacher's

manual and review sets, are available.

CoCo Logo by Dale Peterson, Don
Inman, and Ramon Zamora. Wiley
Press, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY
10158. Softcover, 127 pages, $12.95

This introduction to Color Logo for

the TRS-80 Color Computer provides

several examples and sample programs.

Beyond Mindstorms: Teaching with

IBM Logo by Joyce Tobias, Sharon

Burrowes, Jerry Short, and Tom Lough.

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston. Softcover,

431 pages, $21.95

Written for teachers, this book
shows how to develop Logo graphics

while incorporating arithmetic, words,

and lists. Numerous sample programs

serve as excellent programming
examples.

Learning With Apple Logo by Daniel

Watt. McGraw-Hill. Softcover, 322

pages, $19.95

This thick book overflows with

projects to help kids learn Apple Logo.

Editions for Krell Logo and Terrapin

Logo are also available.

The Second Logo Book by Dan Weston.

Scott, Foresman and Co. Softcover, 219

pages, $12.95

Subtitled "Advanced Techniques in

Logo," this guide explores other aspects

ofApple Logo and DR. Logo, including

programs using words, lists, and
numbers.

Mathematics and Logo by Kathleen

Martin and Donna Bearden. Reston

Publishing, Reston, VA 22090. Soft-

cover, 163 pages, $19.95

Subtitled "A Turtle Trip Through

Geometry," this rather overpriced book

offers Logo instruction involving angles,

circles, and spacial relationships.

Learning Logo on the TRS-80 Color

Computer by Tony Adams, Pauline Ad-
ams, and Anne McDougall. Prentice-

Hall. Softcover, 1 74 pages, $ 1 2.95

This introduction to Logo pro-

gramming for TRS-80 Color Computer
owners holds a potpourri of sample pro-

grams and other engaging turtle

activities.

Education

Microcomputers and Exceptional Chil-

dren, edited by Randy E. Bennett and

Charles A. Maher. The Haworth Press,

28 22nd St., New York, NY 10010.

Hardcover, 1 13 pages, $19.95

This collection ofpapers written by

educators examines how microcomput-

ers are assisting special education pro-

grams in schools. Although pricey, the

book provides valuable information and

extensive reference sections.

Computers in Education by Bobbie K.

Hentrel, and Linda Harper. University

of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, MI
48109. Softcover, 1 10 pages, $7.95

This book details how an ele-

mentary school in Michigan implement-

ed a computer literacy program. It

includes an extensive listing of recom-

mended educational software used by

the school.

Computers in Early and Primary Educa-

tion by Douglas H. Clements. Prentice-

Hall. Softcover, 322 pages, $16.95

This rather extensive book discusses

the educational principles behind using

computers, reviews relevant research,

and includes numerous tables, charts,

and illustrations. All in all, it is well worth

a look.

Computers in Schools by William J.

Bramble and Emanual J. Mason.
McGraw-Hill. Softcover, 334 pages,

$16.95

This introduction to using comput-

ers in education examines the technol-

ogy, offers advice on installing systems,

and provides general reference sections.

Although not the most dynamic ma-
terial, the information should be a help

to educators who know absolutely noth-

ing about microcomputers.

Educational Microcomputing Annual
edited by John H. Tashner. Oryx Press,

2214 N. Central at Encato, Phoenix, AZ
85004. Softcover, 184 pages, $24.50

This collection of reprinted articles

MANAGING
YOUR MONEY

IS NOW
AVAILABLE ON

APPLE
He AND He.

Special

Introductory Edition!

Contains both 5 1/«" and
new3 1/2"UniDisk3.5'

disk formats

APPLE lie. lie I128K. 80 Column Monitor. Two Drives!
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Introducing FIX IT. _
The construction set for your mind.

Solve colorful creative brainteasers on your computer* and set imaginative
machines in motion. Some with moving parts that have minds of their own.
This program comes with over 200 challenging kits, each one more difficult
than the next. Plus it lets you create an endless number of your own "FIX IT"
machines. And the only tool you need is your mind. Visit your software dealer
or call 1-800-638-6460 (in MD, 800-492-0782).

.RANDOM HOUSE
•JoftuKire'

C 1985 Random 1 1< him- I in All rights marvad
I'roRrjm tonn-ived jnd designed hv Stephen C.is.% 'hir Apple II Syne-, jnd (. ommodoiv 64.
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Introducing the Apple compatible

WO
Personal Computer System

MAGIC WINDOW//

i MAGICMEMORY f

sssssss**

More features
than Apple" for less than

a Commodore . . .only S4QQ V*
• Apple " and optional CP/M compatibility
• Built-in Microsoft " BASIC
• Built-in RGB and composite video output
• Built-in 80 column display
• Built-in Centronics printer interface
• Built-in 4 channel, 6 octave sound
• 64K RAM expandable to 192K
• 6-month Warranty

h Fof your nearest dealer write or call

ECH\\ VIDEO TECHNOLOGY (U.S.) INC.iMM# 2633 Greenleal Avenue. Elk Grove Village. IL 60007 (312) 640-1776
«*« and COMMODORE are reg.slered trademarks ol Apple Computer Inc and Commodore Bu«.n«s Machinev hie respectively

A total package
including 64K main unit,

Disk Drive and software package
(word processor, data base

and spread sheet)
...all for $499!

BOOK REVIEWS

from computer and education maga-
zines covers philosophical questions,

trends, hardware, software, and inte-

grating computers into the curriculum.

Personal Computers for Education by
Alfred Bork. Harper & Row. Softcover,

179 pages, $19.95

Dr. Alfred Bork, director of the

Educational Technology Center for the

University of California at Irvine, ex-

plores the role of computers in educa-

tional institutions. He discusses how
computers should be used in teaching,

covers hardware and software, and pre-

dicts future developments in educational

computing.

Help for Parents

The Parents' Computer Book by M. Da-
vid Stone. Macmillan Publishing.
Softcover, 288 pages, $16.95

In pleasant, non-technical prose,

M. David Stone holds parents by the

hand and leads them into the world of
microcomputers. Unlike most introduc-

tory books, he does not dwell on hard-
ware and software, but rather focuses on
the physical and psychological effects of
computer use. He explores the pros and
cons of programming, discusses video
games and more practical applications,

and includes a fairly extensive reference
section. For the computer illiterate par-
ent, this book is worth the price.

Coming ofAge in the Land ofComputers
by Edward Yourdon. Prentice-Hall.
Softcover, 167 pages, $16.95

This book provides mediocre infor-

mation about computers for your child.

While it does a passable job explaining
computer hardware, its suggestion of
purchasing the Timex Sinclair 1000, TI
99/4, Atari 400, and Vic 20 is at best out
of date and at worst ludicrous. The sec-

tion on computer careers is fairly well
done, but software seems to be almost
completely ignored. Our best advice:
spend your $ 1 6.95 on something else.

A Guide to Computer-Age Parenting by
Peter Scharf. McGraw-Hill. Softcover,
234 pages, $9.95

Associate Professor of Sociology
Peter Scharfoffers sage advice for teach-
ing children about computing. He exam-
ines parental values, suggests family
activities, discusses computer skills, and
includes 50 reviews of the "best" educa-
tional software packages. This is a com-
mendable effort

.
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Pure

QIC-60 streaming tape backup is more than

just fast and simple to operate. It's also the leader

in powerful processing.

For example, our unique

five-head tape deck offers j-

immediate read-after-

write verification. No
rewinding neces-
sary. And no re-

recording of the

entire backup after

Another powerful

advantage is automatic adjustment of the head

mechanisms to seek the best track alignment

every time a tape is inserted. Plus our exclusive

power sensor is designed to alert and freeze the

write head if PC power is reduced, which elimi-

nates the chance of disk damage. We're so confi-

dent in the technical excellence of QIC-60 that we

offer an aggressive one-year limited warranty on

the entire line, compared to the 90-day warranty

provided by other manufacturers.

Best of all are a pair of backup bonuses that

turn QIC-60 into a sophisticated data manage-

ment tool. When you select mirror-image restore,

QIC-60 sees bad disk sectors and automatically

reroutes data to safe locations for improved data

reliability.

Tecmar offers AT owners a special enhance-

ment with an internally-mounted QIC-60 tape

drive that costs even less than external systems

And when you add our internal AT Hard Disk to

the package, you have a fully upgraded system

ready to use today.

Pure speed Pure power. Pure innovation

from Tecmar.

For a free demonstration of the new standard

in tape backup, see your Tecmar dealer or call

us at 216/349-1009 for the location of the dealer

nearest you

Tecmar
THE POWER BEHIND THE PC

6225 Cochran Road Solon, Ohio 44139
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Quite something for nearly nothing/John J. Anderson
Mark Twain in his 76 productive

years missed out on at least one
ispecial treat: he never got to see

Comet Halley. It appeared in 1835, the
year he was born, and again in 1910, the
year he died. His only solace was to have
predicted it would be so—small solace
though that might have been. We are
luckier, for 1986 is another year for
Comet Halley, constituting a true once-
in-a-lifetime event

.

Royal Astronomer Edmund Halley
indeed observed the comet, though when
he did so in 1682, it did not bear his, or
any name at all. Its return was spotted 76
years later by amateur astronomer
George Palitzch, Christmas night 1758,
just as Halley had predicted. And so it

was dubbed Halley's, perhaps to the cha-
grin ofMr. Palitzch. One can only specu-
late how Halley himself felt about this,

having been dead for 1 7 years.
Since the beginning ofrecorded his-

tory, the comet that came to be called
Halley's has been observed. The Chinese
recorded its appearance in 1057 B.C. and
were the first to note that the tail ofsuch
a body always points away from the sun.
It has formed the basis ofmany a kingly
vision and perhaps even of the Star of
Bethlehem. The comet appeared in the
auspicious year 1066 and is depicted
alongside William the Conquerer in the
Bayeux Tapestry. Comets have consis-
tently raised more fear and superstition
among skittish humans than any other
type of celestial body. They have been
thought to portend deadly events—even
to spread poisonous vapors into the at-

mosphere. The latter has been scientifi-

cally disproved.

It was Halley who conceived that
the bodies observed in 1531, 1607, and

682, were indeed one and the same, a
bright comet in an elliptical orbit with a
period of approximately 76 years. He
further theorized that the somewhat er-

ratic timing of its flybys was due to

perturbations among the Jovian planets.

Although he contributed much more to
theastronomical knowledge ofhis day, it

is for these calculations that he is remem-
bered today.

Dig Newton
Edmund Halley was a most in-

teresting gentleman. He published his

first astronomical paper at the age of 20.

More significantly, he happened to be
close buddies with a certain Isaac
Newton—and his greatest fan. It is prob-
able that the publication of Newton's

classic work Principia Mathematica was
Halley's own idea, as he helped Newton
collect the data, oversaw the printing,

and in fact bankrolled the book. Much of
the material within it concerning comets
is almost certainly Halley's own, al-

though that work is entirely derived

from that ofNewton.
Newton came up (or perhaps down)

^vith the idea ofgravitation and went as

far as to say that the laws of motion
caused heavenly bodies to orbit one an-

other. At the time, this was indeed a rad-

ical assertion: Christiaan Huygens,
master telescope craftsman and astrono-

mer, dismissed Newton's work as "ab-
surd." But Halley's faith in Newton was
unflappable, and he extended the theory
to explain the periodicity ofcomets.

Halley's friendship with Newton
did not always serve him well. When, in

1 720, he was named chiefastronomer of
the Royal Society, he arrived to find the
Royal Observatory largely cleared of in-

struments. His predecessor, John
Flamsteed, who had clashed with New-
ton more than once in the past, claimed
most of it was his own property and had
taken the best of the lab with him.
Flamsteed's heirs and creditors also got
an early shot at the remnants. Halley
managed to obtain some new instru-

ments, but never made another signifi-

cant contribution to the field.

The Bayeux Tapestry portrays

1066 sighting.

On Comet
And this intermittent cosmic visitor

itself—exactly what is it? Perhaps the

greatest disservice done to this question

can be pinned upon a modern astrono-

mer by the in-

S I fit JJJ-^U}- /»**. nocuous name
of Fred Whip-
ple. Fred gave
us the cometary

term "dirty snowball." Accurate, yes, but
somehow demeaning— it strips away all

the mystery and beauty of the thing. It

would be about as accurate to have
called Mr. Whipple a "leaky bag of dirty

water," but highly impolite at best.

And yet in the most basic sense,

"dirty snowball" is right on the money, if

we are willing to imagine a rather large

and highly unusual snowball. Comets
are thought to be made up ofa mixtureof
rocky and metallic particles bound to-

gether by frozen carbon dioxide, meth-
ane, and water, as revealed by spectral

study. Comets are probably among the
earliest components ofour solar system,
and may tell us something about its ori-

gins. It should be remembered that like

planets as opposed to stars, comets emit
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no light of their own. Rather they reflect

the light ofthe sun.

Around the snowball "nucleus,"

which may or may not itself be visible,

glows the coma of a comet. The coma is

the pseudo-atmosphere of gas and dust

pried loose from its surface by radiation

and rotation. Together, the nucleus and

coma form the head of the comet. Al-

though the nucleus of a comet may be

only a few kilometers across, its coma
can be very large—perhaps upwards of

150,000 kilometers. The coma itself is

very diffuse. Stars were observed shining

brightly through the outercoma ofCom-
et Halley during its visit in 1910. At that

time. Comet Halley came between the

earth and sun, yet no opaque nucleuswas

observable in silhouette. The resolution

of instruments used indicates the nu-

cleus ofthe comet itselfto be less than 50

km across (astronomer Carl Sagan
guesses it to be approximately 20 km).

Whether comet nuclei are solid or a loose

aggregation of particles remains to be

discovered, but it has been recently

established that they, likeother heavenly

bodies, rotate about a central axis.

Thereby Hangs a Tail

The most celebrated aspect of any

comet, of course, is its tail. The tail is

caused by solar radiation and solar wind.

Most comets produce a tail only as they

cross within 2 A.U. (astronomical units,

one of which equals the distance to the

sun from good old planet earth, or about

150 million km) of the sun. At that dis-

tance and closer, the radiation ofthe sun

begins to shear the comet. Comets ac-

tually have two tails, though one is fre-

quently consumed by the path of the

other. Solar wind causes a gaseous tail,

which always points directly perpendi-

cular to the sun. Solar radiation causes a

dust tail, made up of relatively large

particles, which tends to lag behind the

gaseous tail and curve in the direction of

orbit. The tail ofa comet may be huge

—

more than 160 million km, or greater

than one A.U. in length.

And so, like a piece of chalk pulled

across a celestial sidewalk, periodiccom-

ets expend themselves with each solar

orbit. They suffer the erosion not only of

solar radiation but ofsolar tidal forces. It

is estimated that few periodic comets

survive more than 100 or so orbits. In

1842, a comet known as Biela was ob-

served to split in two as it rounded the

sun. Comet Halley is quite hale, how-

ever, and is probably good for at least

60,000 more orbits, so don't fret.

After one has asked what, quite lit-

Waterriian's
(Ideal)

FountainPen

Wide World Magazine, 1910.

erally, in heaven a comet is, the next

natural question is "Where does it come
from?" The contemporary Dutch as-

tronomer Jan Oort has posited that a

"cloud" ofcometary material surrounds

the solar system at a distance ofapproxi-

mately 100,000 A.U. If this material ac-

tually comprises the basic goo ofcelestial

matter, most of it congealed into the so-

lar system around the gravitation of the

sun, bringing us our own planet in the

process of the creation of the universe.

That which escaped such compression

continues to halo the solar system, be-

yond the reach ofits gravitational forces,

save for the occasional straggler swung

into periodic orbit. Oort estimates that

there are more than 100 billion of them

residing in the cloud, yet with a com-

bined mass ofless than 0. 1 that ofearth.

So it becomes clear why it has been

said that comets are "the nearest thing to

nothing that anything can be and still be

something." In fact, the tail of a comet

contains less matter than the best vac-

uum scientists can create on earth. Yet

these wisps of near nothingness have

captured man's imagination throughout

history, and in 1 986, the reappearance of

Comet Halley has focused an interna-

tional scientific effort.

No fewer than five space probes are

slated to study Halley's Comet. The
Soviets have already launched two craft

bearing mass spectrometers, which will

fly by at 10,000 km from the comet. A
European probe is planned to pass

within a mere several hundred km of it.

The Japanese have designed two space

vehicles of their own. Shamefully, the

U.S. has planned no dedicated probe, as

a result ofthe NASA budget crunch (see

accompanying article). However a shut-

tle mission will carry special instruments

forcomet watching outside the obfuscat-

ing atmosphere of planet earth.

The Halley Search program (page

28) will help you locate Comet Halley in

your local sky at your local time. Using a

halfway decent telescope on a clear

night, you will definitely be able to spot

it. Don't be disappointed, however, if it

is no more impressive than a star or a

bright planet. This time around the

comet will pass only within 39 million

miles of the earth, which is farther away
than it has been on previous trips (in the

year 837, it passed by at a distance ofonly

3.7 million miles and was for a time vis-

ible in broad daylight). Depending on

the date, time, and weather, you may or

may not be able to spot the wisp of tail

that makes Comet Halley so special. If

you are in the Southern Hemisphere, you
will have a better view.

In his book Cosmos, Sagan quotes

from a work called "Theological Re-

minder of a New Comet," by Andreas

Celichius: "[A comet is] the thick smoke

of human sins, rising every day, every

hour, every moment, full of stench and

horror before the face ofGod, and becom-

ing gradually so thick as to form a comet,

with curled and plaited tresses, which at

last is kindled by the hot and fiery anger of

the Supreme Heavenly Judge." Sagan

presents a piquant counter to this theory,

ARE YOU PRfcPARED TO VIEW

HALLEY'S COMET
WHICH B NOW RATtDCY APPROACHING THE EAKTH !

AITCHISON & CO.'S SPECIAL "TARGET"
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positing that "ifcomets were the smoke of

sin, the skies would be continually ablaze

with them."

I'm not sure, but I think that may be

a comforting thought.
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A program to help you find the Comet
Harald Schenk and John J. Anderson

As Halley s Comet passes through
our solar system, many readers of
Creative Computing may miss a

chance to see it simply because they do
not know where to look. Add two other
factors— that the comet will not be as
bright as it was in 1910 and "light pol-
lution" (especially in urban areas) may
obscure it—and you may be left out of
the comet craze completely.

To help our readers who share our
fascination with space, we present a Ba-
sic program, Halley Search, to guide you
in locating the famous comet. In ex-
change for the current date, the program
will reveal the following information:

• Location in terms of right ascen-
sion and declination.

• Distance from the Sun and Earth
in astronomical units.

• Magnitude.
• Rising and setting times.

Because novice astronomers may be
unfamiliar with some of the terms used
in the output, we offer some brief defi-

nitions and take a look at how they relate

to the program.
Right Ascension and Declination

are coordinates for measuring the po-
sition of an object in the sky. In a way,
they are like the X and Y coordinates
used to locate a point on a graph. Right
ascension provides the east-west po-
sition (theX coordinate) and declination
provides the north-south position (theY
coordinate). Right ascension is mea-
sured in hours and declination is mea-
sured in degrees.

Universal Time (UT), a standard
measurement oftime for astronomers, is

the time in Greenwich, England. Why
Greenwich? Well, a large number of
observations ofstar positions were made
at the Royal Greenwich Observatory
near London, and that placewas selected

arbitrarily as the starting point for
measuring longitude.

Astronomical Units (AU) measure
distances within our solar system. 1 AU

equals the distance between the

Earth and the Sun, or approximately
93 million miles.

Magnitude refers to the brightness

ofthe comet. The lower the number, the
brighter the object. The higher the num-
ber, the greater the need to view the
comet through binoculars or a telescope.

Rising and Setting Times tell you
when the comet is visible above the
horizon.

Running Halley Search
To run the program, all you have to

do is specify whether you want the out-

put in Daylight or Standard time and
then enter the date. The program returns
the necessary information.

Figure 1 lists various magnitudes
and should give you an idea of what
equipment you will need to see the
comet. So grab your binoculars or tele-

scope, plot the right ascension and
declination on the sky map (Figure 2),

step outside, and take a look. Under the
right conditions and with the proper
equipment, you too can view the famous
comet.

Please allow the program time to
make the calculations. The process can
take several minutes, especially ifyou are
running Halley Search on an Atari.

You may also enter historical dates.

For example, Halley's Comet last ap-
peared in 1 9 1 0. You might want to check
the differences in location between
appearances.

But Does It Play in Peoria?
The program is set for New York

City latitude and longitude. Your lati-

tude and longitude is probably different,

so your rising and setting times will also
be different.

To localize the program for your
area, run the customization utility pro-
gram in Listing 1, take the results, and
make the substitutions in the main pro-
gram (Listing 2).

Those of you who want to do the
trigonometry instead of letting the
customization program do it for you
should perform the following steps:

Convert latitude degrees into radi-

ans by dividing your latitude by 57.2958.
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Take the SIN of this number, find line

720, and put it in place of 0.656059.

Next, take the COS of the number, find

line 720, and put it in place of0.7547 10.

Take your longitude, subtract 75 if

you are in the Eastern Standard Time

zone, 90 if you are in the Central Stan-

dard Time zone, 105 if you are in the

Mountain Standard Time zone, or 1 20 if

you are in the Pacific Standard Time
zone. Multiply this number by 0.066666,
and substitute the result for — .066666 in

lines 770 and 780.

Ifyou are in the Central, Mountain,

or Pacific time zone, remember to re-

place the word Eastern in lines 820 and

870 with your appropriate time zone.

Finally, replace the number -1 in

line 1320 with (if you are in the Central

zone), 1 (if you are in the Mountain

zone), or 2 (ifyou are in the Pacific zone).

You can find your latitude and

longitude in any atlas. For those who do

not need pinpoint accuracy, we include

them for selected cities in Figure 3.

All three versions of Halley Search

(in Atari, Commodore, and Microsoft

Basic), as well as the customization pro-

gram (runs with just about all dialects of

Basic), are available on CompuServe in

the Creative Computing SIG (go PCS-

22). If you have a modem and Compu-
Serve account, you can save some typing

by downloading the programs from our

SIG.

Space, the Final Frontier

We wish you good hunting in your

search for Halley's Comet. We suggest

you try to find an area as devoid of arti-

ficial light as possible. If you miss Hal-

ley's Comet this year, you can always try

again later—about the year 2060.

CHy Latitude Longitude

Albuquerque, NM 35 107

Boston, MA 42 71

Boulder, CO 40 105

Buffalo. NY 43 79

Chicago, IL 42 88

Dallas. TX 33 97

Los Angeles, CA 34 118

Miami, FL 26 80

Minneapolis, MN 45 93

New York, NY 41 74

Philadelphia. PA 40 75

Phoenix, AZ 33 112

St. Louis, MO 39 90

Salt Lake City, UT 41 112

San Francisco, CA 38 122

Seattle, WA 48 122

Washington, DC 39 77

and ktogrtxtoe for selected

QMS*
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HfllLEV SEARCH
COMET HALLEV

1

Monday II / II / 1985 HRS (U.T.)

Distance from Sun 1788 AU
Distance from Earth. 826 AU

Magnitude: 77

Right Ascension: 3 HRS. 28.1 MIN
Declination: 22 DEG. 3 MIN.

Rises. 1638 Eastern Standard Time
Sets: 730 Eastern Standard Time

Somple run

.

Holley search tailored for your

microcomputer.

To enter this listing for the CBM, C64,
O 28, or expanded VIC:

Replace the command CLS with the

statement PRINT CHR$ ( 1 47

)

in lines 10 and 150.

To enter this listing for the Atari 400,
800, XL and XE series:

1 . Type the following new line:

9 CLR.DIN T$<10>,P$(20),D$<60),U$
<20>,H$<10,\N$<10>,2$<10> 2$='0"

2. Replace the command CLS with the
statement PRINT CHR$( 125) in

line 10.

3. Remove the quotation marks from
"COMET HALLEY" in line 80.

4. Replace line 1 50 with the following:

150 U$=D$<9*(F-INT<F/7)*7)+1.9*
<F-INT<F/7)*7)+9) PRINT CHR$<125)

5. Replace line 1010 with the following:

1010 U=S0R<1-E*E)*<SIN<K/2>/C0S
<K/2>>A1+E>

6. Replace line 1510 with the following:
1510 M$»STR$<rl)

7. Replace line 1520 with the following:

1520 IF LEN<M$><2 THEN M$<LEN<M$
' 1 .'=2$

To enter this listing for the Tandy
Model 100, NEC 8201, or
Olivetti M-10:

1. Delete line 170.

2. Remove stand-alone print state-
ments in lines 180, 370, and 630.

Listing 1.

library for exact coordinates

1 REN — HflLLEV SEARCH CUSTOMIZE* —
2 REN Program by John J. Anderson <c) 1985 Creatine Computing
3 REN THIS PROGRAM RUNS ON ALL MICROS LISTED FOR HALLEV SEARCH

2 «m !

f ^ find typina P^^able t° trigonometry, use this program
5 REN to calculate all the custom alterations that ill tailor the

-> ^m f

>£??^HflLLEV ***** io V*" locale Vou »* till knoe the
7 REN LATITUOE and LONGITUDE of your location in order to use this
8 REN program I f you ore not near a city listed in our accompanying
9 REN chart, check an atlas at your local

'

10 PRINT"ENTER VOUR LATITUDE: " • INPUT X
20 PRINT"ENTER VOUR LONGITUDE: ", INPUT V
30 PRINT"ENTER VOUR TIME 20NE

"

40 PR I NT" (1) EASTERN"
50 PRINT"<2) CENTRAL"
60 PRINT"<3) MOUNTAIN"
70 PRINT"<4) PACIFIC "INPUT 2
80 IF 2-1 THEN 2-75
90 IF 2=2 THEN GOSUB 210
100 IF 2=3 THEN GOSUB 250
110 IF 2=4 THEN GOSUB 290
120 X=X/5?2958
130 PRINT-REPLACE THE VALUE
140 PRINT-REPLACE THE VALUE
150 V=<Y-2)* 0666666
160 PRINT-REPLACE THE VALUE
170 PRINT" IN LINES 770 AND 780
180 IF V>0 THEN PRINT"USE A '" SIGN TO AOO THE UALUE TO H"
190 IF V<0 THEN PRIMT'USE A '-' SIGN TO SUBTRACT THE UALUE FROM H"
200 PRINT" IN LINES 770 AND 780 "END
210 2=90:PRINT'REPLRCE THE UORD 'EASTERN' UITH 'CENTRAL 1

lh"
220 PRINT"LINES 820 AND 870 "

230 PRINT-REPLACE THE UALUE -1 UITH IN LINE 1320 "

240 RETURN
250 2=105:PRINT"REPLACE THE UORO EASTERN' UITH 'MOUNTAIN' IN"
260 PRINT"LINES 820 AND 870."
270 PRINT-REPLACE THE UALUE -1 UITH 1 IN LINE 1320 "

280 RETURN
290 2=120:PRINT"REPLACE THE WORD EASTERN' UITH 'PACIFIC IN"
300 PRINT'LINES 820 RND 870 "

310 PRINT-REPLACE THE UALUE -1 UITH 2 IN LINE 1320 "

320 RETURN

656059 UITH ";SIN(X>;" IN LIME 720 "

.754710 UITH ",COS<X)," IN LINE 720."

066666 UITH THE UALUE ";V

Standard" GOTO 30

LUting2. The Hdlty Search pioyum.

1 REM — HALLEV SEARCH —
2 REN Original program by Harold Schenk and John Port
3 REN Uersion 3 6 by John J. Anderson
4 REM (c> 1985 Creative Computing Magazine
5 REM This version runs without alteration on Macintosh, IBM, Tondy desktops
6 REN Color Computer requires print format changes only.
7 REN For Atari, Commodore 64, 128, CBN, Expanded Uic, Tandy Model 100, NEC

^r.^^
820

' and 0liveUi n"'°. s«e accompanying figure for amendments
10 CLSPRINT "Daylight or Standard Time <0/S>", : INPUT T$ PRINT
15 IF T$=-0" OR T«="d" THEN T5=13:Ti=" Doyl ight" :GOT0 30
20 IF T$="S" OR T$="s" THEN T5=12:T$="
25 GOTO 10

30 PRINT"Nonth ( 1-12)", : INPUT M
40 PRINT'Day < 1-31 )",: INPUT
50 PRINT"Vear (in entirety)"; INPUT
60 REAO fl,E,P, l,N,L,F1,F2,N1,M2,N3,P$
70 DATA 17.9435, 967267,27762.4,2.8316, 1.014827,2.96725 725412 144
80 DATA 4.6, 14,5, "COMET HALLEV", 1, .01672,365.2564,0,0,721356, .5385
90 N0=N V0=V:D0=D
100 REM Finds Number for date entered and day of week
110 IF M>2 THEN 130

120 F=365*Y+IMT(DH31*<M-1)+INT<(V-1)/4)-INT<3/4*INT((V-1)/100-t-1)) GOTO 140
130 F=365*V+INT(DH31*(H-1)-INT( 4*M+2.3)+INT<V/4)-INT<3/4*INT<Y/100+1 ))
140 0$- "Saturday Sunday Nonday Tuesday UednesdayThursday Friday "

150 U$=NID$<D$,9*(F-INT(F/7)*7H1,9)CLS
160 REM Prints Heading
170 PRINT P$:PRINT "

IF N<1 OR H>12 THEN GOTO 30
IF D<1 OR D>31 THEN GOTO 40
IF V<0 THEN GOTO 50
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EXECUTIV
PRIVILEGE.
Introducing the $268 OKIMATE 20 color

printer for IBM" and Apple" users.

We admit it-the OKIMATE 20
isn't for everyone, lust IBM and
Apple users who like to execute
their big ideas with style.

The OKIMATE 20 is a powerful
business tool, capable of printing

ruthlessly accurate performance
charts in over 100 vivid colors. It

can paint sales records and fore-

casts with the same dynamic in-

tensity. Or process your conclu-

sions with crisp, near-letter quality

text. It can even make overhead
transparencies to show your rec-

ommendations to the entire com-
pany. And it's easy enough for

a busy executive to operate—
everything is included.*

Rank sure has its privileges. And
the new OKIMATE 20 certainly is

one. For your nearest Okidata
dealer, call l-800-OKIDATA
(in New Jersey 609-235-2600).

Mt. Laurel, N) 08054.

CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD
•$268 is manufacturers suggested retail

i

OKIMA ">t package includes black and color ribbon cartridges, paper and two

«

lor Screen Piint and Learn to Pril

ibove charts were created with Fast Graphs' and printed using OKIM N

Color Screen Print program through multiple passes.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

IBM is a registered trademark of International Busin
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Listing 2. (continued)

180 PRINT 14$;" ";M0; "/"; INT<D0>, "/";V0; " ";<D0-INT<00))*24,
"HRS (U.T.)":PRINT

190 F0=F:D0»D0-INT(D0>
200 IF F0>723411 THEM H2=3 5
210 GOSUB 000
220 GOSUB 1120
230 X2=X:V2«V:22=Z
240 GOSUB 1340

250 PRINT"Distance fro* Sun: ",R/1000, " AU"
260 N9=M1+N2*L0G<R/1000)/L0G<10>
270 REM Read Orbital Elements for Earth
280 RERO fi,E,P, l,M,F1,F2
290 L= 1. 79065+ 000244*(V0+(M0-1 )/ 12- 1980)
300 GOSUB 900
310 GOSUB 1120
320 X1=X:V1=V:21=2
330 GOSUB 1340
340 X3=X2-X 1 : V3«V2-V 1 : 23=22-2

1

350 R-SQR<X3*X3+V3*V3+23*23)*1000
360 GOSUB 1340

370 PRINT"Distance froe. Earth: ";R/1000;" RU" PRINT
380 R-10*<N9+M3*U»<R/1000)/L0G<10>):G0SUB 1340
390 PRINT "Magnitude: ",R/10:PRINT
400 REM Find Right Ascension <R) and Declination (01)
410 Q=1: IF X3<0 THEN Q=-1
420 U=1.5708-Q*RTN(V3/X3)
430 S=23/SQR(X3*X3+V3*V3+23*23)
440 IF A6S<S+ IX 000001 THEN I

=- 1 . 5708 : GOTO 470
450 IF ABSCS- IX 000001 THEN 1=1 5708G0T0 470
460 l»ATN(S/SQR<1-S*S))
470 T=1 5708-1 :C=.91?465*C0S(T)+.39?81?*SIN<T)*C0S<U>
480 GOSUB 1390
490 D 1=1 5708-1
500 C=<C0S<T)-.917465*C0S<I))/<39?81?*$IN<I>>
510 GOSUB 1390

520 R= 18+0*1*24/6. 283 18 :R1=R
530 GOSUB 1270

540 PRINT"Right Ascension: ";H;" HRS . ",M," MIN."
550 REN Converts Declination for Display
560 H=01*57.2958
570 B=<flBS(H>-INT<ABS<H))>*60
580 GOSUB 1340
590 M=R:H=INT(H): IF H<0 THEN H-H+1
600 IF N=60 AND H>=0 THEN H=H+1:H=0
610 IF N-60 AND H<0 THEN H-H-1:H-0
620 IF H=0 THEN H=N*SGN<01>'
630 PRINT "Declination: ",H;" DEG ";H;" MIN ":PRINT
640 E0«<F0-722894- 2236+D0)*. 0172028*24/6. 28318- 123333
650 IF RBS<E0»=24 THEN E0=E0-SGN(E0>*24
660 IF ABS<E0»=24 THEN 650
670 IF E0<0 THEN E0=E0+24
680 IF R1>=24 THEN R1=R1-24
690 T0=T5+R1-E0
700 IF T0>=24 THEN T0=T0-24
710 IF T0<0 THEN T0=T0+24
720 H=<- 00995-C0SC1 5708-D1)* 656059 >/<S I N< 1 5708-0 1)* 754710)
730 IF H<=-1 THEN PR I NT "Ha I leg is Above Horizon All Day."

GOTO 1540
740 IF H>-1 THEN PRINT"Hal ley is Below Horizon Rl I Day."

:GOT0 1540
750 C=H: GOSUB 1390
760 H= 1/6. 283 18*24
770 R-TO-H- 066666
780 S=T0+H- . 066666
790 IF R<0 THEN R=R+24
800 GOSUB 1270
810 GOSUB 1470
820 PR I NT "Rises: ";H$, " :",H$; "Eastern ";T$;" Tine"
830 R=S: IF R<0 THEN R=R+24
840 IF R>=24 THEN R=R-24

",H$; " :";N$; "Eastern ";T$;" Til

850 GOSUB 1270

860 GOSUB 1470
870 PRINT "Sets:
890 ENO
900 REM Finds Orbital Motion Since Perihelion
910 R5=3. 14159*A*SQR(fl*fl*<1-E*E>>
920 AO=R5*(F0-F1-F2+D0)/P
930 IF ABS<A0»A5 THEN A0=A0-SGN(A0)*A5
940 IF ABS<A0»A5 THEN 930
950 IF A0<0 THEN R0=R0+A5
960 R=fl*fl*( 1-E*E )*( 1-E*E )/2
970 T-2/<<E*E-1)*SQR(1-E*E))
980 K1=3. 14159:K=3. 14159
990 K1=K1/2
1000 S=E*SIN<K)/<<E*E-1)*<1+E*C0S<K))>
1010 U=SQR<1-E*E)*TRN<K/2)/<1+E)
1020 U-ATN(U)
1030 IF U<=0 AND K>3. 14159 THEN U=U+3 14159
1040 A1=R*(S-T*U)
1050 IF K>6. 28318 THEN A1-A1+<3 14 159*ft*S0R<A*A*

<1-E*E))>
1060 IF KK. 000001 THEN 1090
1070 IF RUAO THEN K=K+K1:60T0 990
1080 IF A1>A0 THEN K=K-K1 GOTO 990
1090 IF K=6.28318 THEN K=0
1100 R0-A*(1-E*E)/(1+E*C0S<K))
1110 RETURN
1120 REM Computes (X,V,2) Coordinates
1130 R1=L-N+K
1140 IF A1>6. 28318 THEN A 1=A 1-6 28318
1150 IF A1>3. 14159 THEN A 1-A 1-6 28318
1160 0=1: IF AKO THEN Q=-1
1170 C=SIN(R1)*C0S<1 5708-1): IF I > 1.5708 THEN Q=-Q
1 180 GOSUB 1390
1190 02=1

1200 C=C0S<A1)/SIN(A2)
1210 GOSUB 1390

1220 2=R0*SIN(1.5708-A2)
1230 V=R0*C0S< 1 . 5708-A2 )*S I NCN+Q* I

)

1240 X=R0*C0S< 1 5708-A2)*C0S(N+Q*l

)

1250 R=SQR(X*X+V*V+Z*2)*1000
1260 RETURM
1270 REM Converts R.fl. For Display
1275 R1-R
1280 H=R R=<H-INT<H))*600
1290 GOSUB 1340

1300 M=R/10
1310 IF M=60 THEN H=H+1: IF M=60 THEN M=0
1320 K1=-1:H=INT<H):H=H+K1:IF H>24 THEN H=H-24
1330 RETURN
1340 REM Rounds to the Nearest Integer
1350 R9-R-INT(R)
1360 IF R9>=5 THEN R=R+1
1370 R=INT(R)
1380 RETURN
1390 REM Inverse Cosine Subroutine
1400 IF ABSCC-OX 000001 THEN I =3 14 159/2 : RETURN
1410 IF ABSCC- IX. 000001 THEN l=0:RETURN
1420 IF ABSCC+ IX. 000001 THEN 1=3. 14159 RETURN
1430 l-ATN<SQR<1-C*C)/C)
1440 IF 1=0 THEN I =3 . 14 159/2 : RETURN
1450 IF C<0 THEN 1=1+3 14159
1460 RETURN
1470 REM Converts Hours and Minutes to String$
1480 R=M: GOSUB 1340
1490 M=R: IF M=60 THEN H=H+1: IF M=60 THEN M=0
1500 H$=STR$(H)
1510 M$-RIGHT$<STR$<M),LEN<STR$(M))-1>
1520 IF LEN<M$X2 THEN M$="0"+M$
1530 RETURN
1540 END
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The NEC Portable Office.

Don't
leave work
without

NEC Corporation. Tokyo, Japan

Think of all the time you spend on planes and trains ... or

simply waiting for them. Why not put that time to use? Now you

can save time, accomplish more, and actually have more time left

for yourself. . , „
With the NEC Portable Office. Its a powerful, self-contained

word processor, spreadsheet, and personal filing system that lets

you transmit and receive information to and from your office.

Imagine you're on a sales call. You can work up proposals,

check inventory, call in orders ... all from your client's office. Or, if

you're just jotting down information, your field notes can become

the actual report.

The NEC Portable Office gives you a tremendous competitive

edge at work and in the field,~because it's like being in both places

at the same time.

The NEC Portable Office has a competitive edge of its own. It

costs just one-third as much as machines that, for most people, do

nothing more. Small wonder. It's from NEC, the world leader in

Computers and Communications.

SEC
NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc

Personal Computer Division,

1401 Estes Avenue. Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Call 1-800-447-4700



Some Historic Breakthroughs
Dont Take As Much Explaining

As CompuServe.
But then, some historic

breakthroughs could only
take you from the cave to
the tar pits and back again.

CompuServe, on the other hand,
makes a considerably more civilized

contribution to your life.

It turns that marvel of the 20th
century, the personal computer, into

something useful.

Unlike most personal

computer products you
read about, CompuServe
is an information service.

It isn't software. It isn't

hardware. And you don't even have
to know a thing about programming
to use it. You subscribe to CompuServe
—and 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
it puts a universe of information,

entertainment and communications
right at your fingertips.

A few of the hundreds
of things you can do with
CompuServe.

COMMUNICATE
EasyPlex T" Electronic Mail lets even
beginners compose, edit, send and
file messages the first time they get

online. It puts friends, relatives and

business associates—anywhere in

the country—in constant, conven
ient touch.

CB Simulator features

72 channels for "talking"

with thousands of other

enthusiastic subscribers

throughout the country

and Canada.The chatter

is frequently hilarious, the "handles"

unforgettable, and the friendships

hard and fast.

More than 100 Forums welcome
your participation in "discussions"

on all sorts of topics. There are

Forums for computer owners,

gourmet cooks, veterinarians, pilots,

golfers, musicians, you name it! Also,

Electronic Conferencing lets busi-

nesses put heads together without

anyone having to leave the shop.

Bulletin Boards let you "post"

messages where thousands will see
them. You can use our National

Bulletin Board or the specialized

Bulletin Boards found in just about
every Forum.

HAVE FUN
Our full range of games includes

"You Guessed It!", the first online

TV-style game show you play for real

prizes; and MegaWars III, offering the

ultimate in interactive excitement.

And there are board, parlor, sports

and educational games to play alone

or against other subscribers

throughout the country.

Movie Reviews keep that big

night at the movies from being a

five star mistake.

SHOP
THE ELECTRONIC MALE"gives

you convenient, 24-hour-a-day,

7-day-a-week shopping for name
brand goods and services at discount

prices from nationally known stores

and businesses.

SAVE ON TRIPS
Travelshopper 5-

lets you scan flight

availabilities (on

virtually any

airline— world-

wide), find airfare

bargains and order

tickets right on your computer.

Worldwide Exchange sets you up
with the perfect yacht, condo, villa,

or whatever it takes to makeyour next

vacationa vacation

.

A to Z Travel/News Service
provides the latest travel news plus

complete information on over 20,000
hotels worldwide.



MAKE PHI BETA KAPPA
(iroller's Academic American
Encyclopedia's Electronic Edition
delivers a complete set of encyclope-

dias right to your living

room just in time for

today's homework. It's

continuously updated . .

.

and doesn't take an inch

of extra shelf space.

The College Board, operated by the

College Entrance Examination
Board, gives tips on preparing for the

SAT, choosing a college and getting

financial aid.

KEEP HEALTHY
Healthnet will never replace a real,

live doctor—but it is an excellent and

readily available source of health and

medical information for the public.

Human Sexuality gives the civiliza-

tion that put a man on the moon an

intelligent alternative to the daily

"Advice to the Lovelorn" columns.

Hundreds turn to it for real answers.

BE INFORMED
All the latest news is at your

fingertips. Sources include the AP
news wire (covering all 50 states plus

national news), the

Washington Post,

USA TODAY Update,

specialized business

and trade publica-

tions and more. You

can find out instantly what Congress

did yesterday; who finally won the

game; and what's happening back in

Oskaloosa with the touch of a button.

And our electronic clipping service

lets you tell us what to watch for. We'll

electronically find, clip and file news
for you. . . to read whenever you'd like.

INVEST WISELY
Comprehensive investment help

just might tell you more about the

stock you're looking at

than the company's

Chairman of the Board

knows. (Don't know who
he is? Chances are, we
can fill you in on that,

too.) CompuServe gives you com-

plete statistics on over 10,000 NYSE,

AMEX and OTC securities. Historic

trading statistics on over 50,000

stocks, bonds, funds, issues and
options. Five years of daily com-
modity quotes. Standard & Poor's.

Value Line. And more than a dozen
other investment tools.

Site II facilitates business

decisions by providing you

with demographic and sales

potential information by state,

county and zip code for the

entire country.

National and Canadian business
wires provide continuously updated

news and press releases on hundreds

of companies worldwide.

GET SPECIALIZED
INFORMATION

Pilots get personalized flight plans,

weather briefings, weather and radar

maps, newsletters, etc.

Entrepreneurs use CompuServe
too for complete step-by-step guide-

lines on how to incorporate the IBMs
of tomorrow.

Lawyers, doctors, engineers, mil-

itary veterans and businessmen
of all types use similar specialized

CompuServe resources pertinent to

their unique needs.

And now for the
pleasant surprise.

Although CompuServe makes the

most of any computer, it's a remark-

able value. With CompuServe, you
get low start-up costs, low usage

charges and local phone-call access

in most major metropolitan areas.

Here's exactly how
to use CompuServe.

First, relax.

There are no advanced computer

skills required. _ _
In fact, if you know

how to buy breakfast, (4
you already have the /

/
"ef£|

know-how you'll need k
to access any subject

in our system. That's because it's

"menu-driven ," so beginners can

simply read the menus (lists of

options) that appear on their

screens and then type in their

selections.

Experts can skip the menus and
just type in "GO" followed by the

abbreviation for whatever topic

they're after.

In case you ever get lost or con-
" fused, just type in "H" for help, and
we'll immediately cut in with instruc-

tions that should save the day.

Besides, you can either ask ques-

tions online through our Feedback
service or phone our Customer
Service Department.

How to subscribe.
To access CompuServe, you'll

need a CompuServe Subscription

Kit, a computer, a modem to connect
your computer to your phone, and
in some cases, easy-to-use com-
munications software. (Check the

information that

comes with your

modem.)
With your Sub-

scription Kit, you'll

receive:

a $25 usage credit.

a complete hardcover Users Guide.

your own exclusive user ID

number and preliminary password.

a subscription to CompuServe's

monthly magazine, Online Today.

Call 800-848-8199 (in Ohio,

614-457-0802) to order your Sub-

scription Kit or to receive more
information. Or mail this coupon.

Kits are also available in computer

stores, electronic equipment outlets

and household catalogs. You can also

subscribe with materials you'll find

packed right in with many com-
puters and modems sold today.

rd Please send me additional information.

Zl Please send me a CompuServe Subscription Kit

L ] I am enclosing my check for $39.95. plus $250
handling (Add sola lax ifdetvard in Ohio.)

Please make check payable to CompuServe
Information Services. Inc.

D Charge this lo my VISA/MasterCard

#

Expiration Date

.

Signature

Name

AddrcM _

City_

Stale. Zip.

MAIL TO:

CompuServe
Customer Service Ordering Dept
RO. Box L-477
Columbus. Ohio 43260

An H4R Buck Company

EmyPmaMELECIWX4CMAlL.mBadKiMrtiolCompuS.no.
Incorporated Travwtihoppe* a a serwce mart ot TWA

J
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SPECIALASTRONOMY SECTION

Peer into the heavens, track Halley's Comet,
"artel learn"about the universe/Russ Lockwood

s Halley Comet fe-

.
ver heats up, we

i have*been seeing

an increasing number of

ads for telescopes, T-

shirt3, tours, and, yes,

even some computer
•packages. Although, we
wtfcOld like to evaluate

some-of the tours, we de-

cided^ made more sense

to take a critical look at

an Assortment of astro-

nomy software packages.

This area of software gen-

erally continues in the

hobbyist tradition, with

plastic bag packaging,

typewritten documenta-
tion, and very little mar-
keting prowess. For'the

most part, the programs
offer information on
scanning the nighttime

sky, plotting the move-

ment of Halley's Comet,
picking out constella-

tions, and locating other

deep sfface objects. You
do not need a degree in

astronoruy to appreciate

the programs, although

ypy should be able to input

longitude and latitude for

your area. Many of the

programs provide precise

coordinates for telescope-

wielding amateur astron-

omers.
To select the package

trtat is right for you, read

through our capsule de-

scriptions, pick a few that

interest you, and either

write or call the company
for more complete infor-

mation (don't forget to

tell them you saw the

product in Creative).

Astro Series and Cometwatch

Astroaid provides time/distance

conversions for the serious astronomer

and dedicated amateur astronomer. The
documentation lists the Basic program.

Astrobase finds 300 deep sky ob-

jects in space. You can use it as a logbook

and add objects to the database.

Astrocalc computes the basic astro-

nomical data for the sun, moon, and
planets. This hard core data is for the

serious astronomer only. The documen-
tation lists the Basic program.

Astrostell, the newest Basic pro-

gram in the line, lists and plots 88

constellations. Unfortunately, it may be

a bit too new, for in our copy, the text

files were fine, but the plot portion ofthe

program registered illegal function calls

at line 3260 and 9008.

Cometwatch provides information

about Halley's Comet, including orbit,

composition, and when to look. It is

functional but not spectacular.

System and Price: 64K IBM PC,

Apple II. C64, C128; $31.95 each
Manufacturer:

Zephyr Services

306 S. Homewood Ave.

Pittsburgh, PA 15208

(412)247-5915

Astronomy: Stars for All Seasons

Geared for grades 5 through 12,

Astronomy plots 34 constellations in the

sky and lets students observe seasonal

changes. It is generally good, sometimes
uneven, and a bit pricey.

System and Price: Apple II, C64,
TRS-80 Model III and 4; $59.95

Manufacturer:

Educational Activities

1937 Grand Ave.
Baldwin, NY 115 10

(516)223-4666

Celestial Basic

This compilation of programs from
the book of the same name by Eric Bur-

gess, Fellow of the Royal Astronomical

Society, provides programs to calculate

moon and planetary information. A sec-

ond disk holds time conversion, plot

guide, and other assorted Basic pro-

grams for astronomers.

System and Price: Apple II, C64,
Timex 2068; $29.95 per disk, $49.95 for

both disks.
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Manufacturer:

S&T Software

13361 FratiLn.

Sebastopol.CA 95472
(707)874-2352

Eclipse Map, Planetarium,

and World Map
EclipseMap shows you the best spot

from which to view a solar eclipse. The
program draws a map of the world and

places a line to mark the passage of the

sun and moon.
Planetarium is an unsophisticated

sky display program that takes 1 5 min-

utes to load on the Apple. Pass this one

right by.

World Map draws a map of the

world, divides it into day and night, and

plots the movements of the sun and

moon. It is not bad if you need this

information.

System and Price: Apple II, C64;

$23-530

Manufacturer:

Charles Kluepfel

11 George St.

Bloomfield, NJ 07003

Journey To The Stars

Halley

This is a really nice program for

tracking Halley's Comet. The graphics

display plots the path of the comet

through the solar system (heliocentric)

and from the ground (geocentric). It pro-

vides the coordinates for comet watchers

and prints out maps.

System and Price: 64K IBM PC;

$36.95
Manufacturer:
StarSoft

P.O. Box 2524
San Anselmo, CA 94960
(415)456-1308

Halley's Comet

One of the better programs we re-

viewed, Halley's Comet by Eric Burgess,

Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Soci-

ety, finds and plots the famous comet
among the stars. It provides a wealth of

information.

System and Price: IBM PC, TI Pro,

C64,Timex 2068; $49.95

Manufacturer:
S&T Software

13361 FratiLn.

Sebastopol, CA 95472
(707)874-2352

Unlike other programs, which con-

fine your viewing area to roughly half to

two-thirds ofthe screen, Journey To The
Stars uses the entire screen to display 48

constellations and 42 major stars against

the background of 1400 stars. It is an ex-

cellent "view-oriented" program.

System and Price: 96K IBM PC;

$60
Manufacturer:

COMPress
P.O. Box 102

Wentworth.NH 03282
(603)764-5831

Planet Probe

A fairly interesting arcade-style

space game requires players to dem-
onstrate knowledge about planets.

System and Price: C64; $17.95

Manufacturer:

MicroEd
P.O. Box 44405
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

(612)944-8750

(800)MICROED

Public Domain Software

This series of five public domain
programs is just the thing for those who
want to take a low-cost look into astron-

omy. Constellations plots 30 of the

brightest constellations. Astro Conver-

sions converts azimuth coordinates to

right ascension and declination. Sunrise

calculates time of sunrise and sunset on

any date anywhere in the world. Phases

draws the phases of the moon (no cra-

ters) on any date. Planet Show, a very

nice slide-show of the planets, displays

an artistic rendition of images returned

from planetary probes. And you can't

beat the price.

System and Price: Apple II; $1 plus

5.25' disk

Manufacturer:

Ron Dawes
882 Chestnut Circle

Wright-Patterson AFB,OH 45433

Saturn Navigator

An older program (circa 1982), Sat-

urn Navigator is designed by Wes Hunt-
ress of the Jet Propulsion Lab. It shows
how spacecraft are maneuvered by let-

ting you navigate from Earth to Saturn.

It is rather complex, presents many tech-

nical concepts, and displays good graph-

ics. Although not terribly exciting, it is

somewhat interesting and challenging.

System and Price: 48K Apple II +

;

$34.95

Manufacturer:
Sublogic

713EdgebrookDr.
Champaign, IL 61820
(217)359-8482

Sky Travel

This home planetarium for your

C64 finds and tracks constellations,

planets, and other celestial objects. The
text holds mostly dry facts, and you can
print out the contents of the screen. The
documentation is an excellent introduc-

tion to astronomy. Sky Travel is a very

fine package.

System and Price: C64; $49.95

Manufacturer:

Commodore Business Machines
1200 Wilson Dr.

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)431-9100

Solar System Astronomy

Although the program claims to be

geared for high school and college stu-

dents, the rudimentary information
within is better suited to third graders.

Solar System Astronomy is colorful and
well done, but the program offers only

introductory information about planets,

comets, the greenhouse effect, and other

aspects ofthe solar system.

System and Price: 64K IBM PC;
$30

Manufacturer:
Cross Educational Software

1802 N.Trenton St.

P.O. Box 1536
Ruston, LA 71270
(318)255-8921

Space Base and Halley Patrol

Spacebase displays the night sky,

complete with 400 stars, nebulae, and
other celestial objects. It is a rather nice

sky display program at a reasonable

price.

Halley Patrol provides an almanac
and observing aid for seekers of the fam-

ous comet. For those who do not own an
Atari, Urania sells a VHS, Beta, and
3/4" format video tape ofthe program in

action for $27.95. The video may not ri-

val MTV extravaganzas, but for the
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RAINBOW PAK
ARRIVES!

SPECIALASTRONOMYSECTION

Id a party in your printer!"

New! Jazzy Colors
It's here! Colored paper for your

printer. Rainbow Pak comes in 1 20 or

300-sheet packs, with red, blue or gold

paper—or a combination of all three.

Pages Explode;
Readers Dazzled

With Rainbow Pak, vibrant print-

outs are guaranteed. Use for attention

grabbing reports, flyers, newsletters,

memos, letters, invitations, banners,

greeting cards, drafts, contract phases—
you name it! Great for office, home or

school use.

Sheets are high-quality, 24-lb. bond
paper, with microperforated edges which
tear off to leave sharp, clean pages.

Available Where
Computer Paper is Sold
If your store doesn't yet stock Rainbow

Pak, call Eastern Software Distributors

at 1-800-638-7563 (in Maryland,
1-800-492-2141). for retail location

nearest you.

I Eastern Software

Distributors, Inc.

' 3904 Hickory Avenue
Baltimore. MD 2121 I

Rainbow Pak u a trademark of
Eastern Software Dlitnbutori. Inc.

10.. .9.. .8.. .7...

If
this software piques your interest in

the cosmos, you may want other astro-

nomical outlets. Some of our recom-
mendations are listed below.

Calling Young Astronauts
If the stars hold a particular attrac-

tion for you, you may want to join the
Young Astronaut Program. Launched
in October of 1984, it seeks to motivate
young students to study the sciences and
prepare them for space-related careers.

Schools, businesses, and community or-
ganizations form local chapters, which
receive study and other materials. If in-

terested, contact the Young Astronaut
Council, 1015 15th St. NW, Washing-
ton, DC 20005.

Astronomical Society
For those who want to become more

involved in astronomy, we suggest you
consider the Astronomical Society of the

Pacific, an international scientific orga-

nization founded in 1889 to increase
public awareness of astronomy. The
address is 1290 24th Ave., San Francisco,

CA 94122, (415) 661-8660.

This Is Major Tom To Ground
Control . . .

Frankly, we are surprised to see so
few space shuttle flight simulators on the
market. So far, we have tracked down
only two.

Space Shuttle, from Activision, of-

fers you the opportunity to launch the
shuttle, orbit, dock with a satellite, re-en-
ter, and land. The graphics are good; the
program is easy to understand and op-
erate; and the mission is tough. Space
Shuttle, for the Apple and Atari retails

for $24.95, Commodore 64 and 128,
$29.95.

Orbiter, from Spectrum Holobyte,
is still in beta testing. We have not seen
the IBM PC program, but expect good
things from the folks who brought you
Goto and A rt Studio.

Activision

2350 Bayshore Frontage Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415)960-0410

Spectrum Holobyte
1050 Walnut
Boulder, CO 80302
(303)443-0191
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classroom, it is oneofthe most visual and
least expensive ways to track the comet.

System and Price: 48K Atari;
$17.95 and $19.95

Manufacturer:

Urania Systems
Box 4890
Richmond, VA 23220
(804)358-4715

StorCol II

This program lists stellar events on
a month-by-month basis. StarCal II also
displays a representation of the night sky
on the screen for any time between
15,000 B.C. and 15,000 A.D. Overall, it is

quite functional.

System and Price: 64K IBM PC;
$39.95

Manufacturer:
Software City
P.O. Box 1 1082 Station H
Nepean, Ont., Canada K2H 7T8
(613)225-1305

Starchart

Starchart finds and plots 1 660 stars,

nebulae, and other stellar objects in

graphic or tabular form. It calculates co-

ordinates and has a print option. It is a
well done package with a steep price.

System and Price: 64K Apple II,

IBM PC; $52.95

Manufacturer:
Visionary Software

P.O. Box 1063

Midland, MI 48641

(517)835-9025

Star Finder

This program finds and displays 46
starsand 88 constellations. It includesan
option to print out information and dis-

play.

System and Price: Apple II; $44.95
Manufacturer:
Earl Enterprises

440HarrellDr.
Spartenburg, SC 29302
(803)579-1305

Star Search

This adventure game places you in

command of a ship on an expedition to

the Epsilon Eridani solar system to find

the source of alien signals. You choose
the crew and equipment and perform



HOW TO GE
OVER $2000WORTH OF IMI

CAPABILITIES FOR YOUR
COMMODORE64

OR $599 V\
The Spartan'" is the Apple" II f emulator for your Commodore 64" that will open

up a whole new world of hardware and software for youl Imagine adding these

features to your Commodore 64" for the Spartan" price of $599: Apple "II •

hardware and software capabilities 64K RAM expansion four

software selectable Commodore 64 '" cartridge slots non-dedicated 8-bit

parallel port standard audio cassette deck capabilities for your C-64"

The suggested retail value of comparable products offering only these

capabilities is over $2200.00* — but the Spartan" gives you much, much

more! By building on your investment in your Commodore 64"— an

excellent introductory computer — you create a whole new system

with both C-64" and Apple" II t capabilities. There is a whole other

world out there! The huge selection of Apple" II I hardware and

software is now yours to explore! Call toll free for the Spartan
'"

dealer nearest you _

FOR INFORMATION WRITE

MIMIC SYSTEMS INC.
1112 FORT ST.. FL. 6P
VICTORIA. B.C.
CANADA V8V 4V2

•All priest quoted ore in u S funds, freight ond loxes not included value or component* equivalent

to me Spartan system are quoted from Apple - lu CPU and Apple li « single dim dnve 19»3

list pricei and trom current suggested list prices and component specifications of other

penpherol manufacturers Commodore 64 • ond Commodore logo are trodemorlu ot

Commodore Jlectronlcs Ltd and or Commodore Business Machines inc Apple - il + is a

trooemork of Apple Computer Inc Spartan is a trodemar* of Mimic Systems Inc ond hos

no association with Commodore electronics or Apple Computet inc The Sportan - is

manufactured by Mimic Systems inc under license granted Dv ATG Electronics Inc of

Victoria BC Canada

TO ORDER

(663-8527)
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®ntt upon a time,

pou neebeb a manual cben to

tppe a memo . .

.

»,'ronto frees you from the curse of voluminous, unintelligible software manuals.

Just load the disk into your computer and you're ready to start typing. . . business
and personal letters, memos, notes, outlines, lists. . right now.

For just $69.95. Pronto offers you all the advanced features you find in the big.

complicated packages.
• A dynamic, interactive guide that lets you learn about those portions of the program
that are useful or interesting to you—at your leisure or as you need them.
• "Windows" and window "zoom". • Print previewing.

• Automatic text and format storing capabilities.

• Formatting capabilities enable you to change margins, line or paragraph justifica-

tion, line lengths or spacing, et cetera as you're typing.

• "How-to" indexes answer all your questions at the touch of a button.

• But best of all. because it's so advanced (and easy to use!) Pronto will keep up with

you as your typing needs become more complex.

Live and work happily ever after. Get Pronto right now! If you're not satisfied with its

performance, simply return the disk to us within 30 days for a full refund.

Until it's available in retail stores. Pronto can be purchased through ^^tt Ae
Electronic Software Publishing (ESP). Call (800) 228-1551 today! $69.95

1-800-228-1551
Send mail orders to: Electronic Software Publishing.
Dept. B. 27 Estrella Way. Novato. CA 94947

Name
Address
City

Telephone
Please send me

Money Back Guarantee

^40- ELECTRONIC
SOFTWARE
PUBLISHING

State Zip

copies at $69.95 each. (CA residents add $4 20/copy)

Amount Enclosed

4l

Pronto requires 256 K of RAM DOS 2 ana unm to operate for more than 3 windows 512 Ko* RAM ere needed IBM PC XT AT and
other compatible computers limned to document sues o« sections not to exceed 20 paces

Pronto is a trademark of Electron* Software Publishing COOs and Purchase Orders will MOT be accepted by ESP California
resident* add 6% sales tax Outside USA add $10 and make payment by bank draft payable .n US doiiais drawn on US bar*
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SPECIAL SECTION

scientific experiments in the alien solar

system. Star Search is an admirable
classroom experience.

System and Price: Apple II; $45
Manufacturer:
Earthware Computer Services

P.O. Box 30039
Eugene, OR 97403
(503)344-3383

TellStorll

One of the more polished astron-

omy programs, TellSlarll plots planets,

stars, the moon, and deep space objects.

It displays the starfield, draws lines be-

tween stars to form constellations, and
sends text and graphics to a printer. A set

of five utilities provides astronomical
conversions and data on the Solar Sys-
tem. We recommend a serious look.

System and Price: 128K IBM PC,
5 12K Macintosh, 48K Apple II; $79.95

Manufacturer:

Spectrum Holobyte
1050 Walnut
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 443-0191

The Halley Project

This is a game of solar system
navigation. You must decipher clues,

travel from Halley's Comet to a planet or
moon, orbit, and land at secret bases on
the various planets and moons. For
example, on the second mission, you
must land on a planet with no moons.
The third mission requires you to land on
a moon with an atmosphere. The docu-
mentation does not hold the answers

—

you must look them up in an outside ref-

erence source. You may learn a bit about
the solar system, and you will definitely

have some fun.

System and Price: C64, Apple II,

Atari; $44.95

Manufacturer:

Mindscape
3444 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook,IL60062
(312)480-7667

The Observatory

This quality program features a map
of the night sky with magnification of up
to 512x to provide a front row seat from
which to view eclipses, stars, and other
astral occurrences. Star location, dis-

tance, magnitude, and other galactic



XEROX

Three more
firsts from
the people
who
invented
the wheel.

From day one. Xerox and Diablo

haw been known as the two best names
in daisywheel printers. And now there

are three more in the Xerox line to

choose from.

The Xenix Advantage

I>25 Diablo printer turns

out letter quality documents
quickly and quietly. And it does all that

for the price ofa dot matrix printer.

At 80 c.p.s.. the D-801F is the fastest

daisywheel printer ever made by

Xerox. It has a built-in double bin

TeamXerox

sheet feeder. As well as the capacity to

handle up to 16 computers at once.

Then there's the D-36, It's so reliable,

it averages 4j000 hours ofprinting
between maintenance calls.

And each of these new
printers is compatible with

most computers on the

market, including the IBM-K.
So if you're looking for the latest in

daisywheel printing technology, call

I-KOO-K33-2323. ext 25. your local

Xerox office. an authorized Diablo

or Xemx dealer or send your business

card to Xerox Corporation, IX*pt.

^ 25051. R< ). Box 24: Rochester,

NY 14692.
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SPECIALASTRONOMYSECTION

information are readily available.

System and Price: 64K Apple II;

$49.95

Manufacturer:
Lightspeed

2124 Kittredge, Suite 185

Berkeley, CA 94704
(415)486-1165

The Sky

The Sky calculates the coordinates

of planets, Messier Objects, sun, moon,
and hundreds of stars. The 360-degree

scroll is very nice, and the locate object

feature is exceptional. You can even
print the information. The Sky is defi-

Youalreadyown a
computerthat can talk.

Now let it.

Now you can upgrade
and make it more powerful than

any personal computer
-, by giving it the power of speech.

The \*xrax Personal Speech System is trie least

expensive sophrsticated voce synthesaer avaxable today
The PSS's text-to-speech vocabulary s vrtuaJty unlimited,

and you can defne an exception word table and custom-
ize your translations So the PSS can say just about anythng'

It's a speech and sound specialist.

The PSS can also mix speech and sound effects or speech
and music it contans its own speaker a programmable
master dock. 256 programmable frequences, a program-
mable speech rate (or a more natural rhythm, and 16

programmable amplitude levels lor ncrecxble control of
word emphasis *u can control the volume Plus, it

doesn't use any of your computer's valuable memory

Its computer friendly.

The PSS « unbebevabty easy to use It doesn't need an
nterface card for most computers It comes wtth standard

serial and paratel ports Speech music and sound effects

are as simple as prntng out a document

What do you do with a talking
computer?
There are countless practical appitatons Busnesses may
want the PSS 'or spoken transmission of information,

narration of displays, and product demonstrations It

makes verification of data «iput posstxe for the band
It can be part of a burglar alarm system
Children can use the PSS as a study

*d And it helps games come alive,

speakrx? while you play

Whatever your computer can
do. the PSS can help it do it better, at

a cost that makes it al worthwnxe
c»*y $395* Cal (31 3) 583-9884 to hear an actual voce
demonstration of the PSS

There's also the Type 'N Talk.

K you want a less sopheticated unit and want to spend a
Ktle less, consider the Xfatrax Type N Tak (TNT) Its vocab-
ulary is also kmted only by what you can type. It doesn't

use any computer memory it's compatible with most
computers, and «s only $249* Just plug it r> to your own
speaker and go!

For more information about the Personal Speech
System or the Type N Tak see your local computer
retailer call toi-free or write:

IJ94R»*n
Troy rVrxam 4808!

1-800- S2I-I350
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nitely worthwhile for serious amateur

astronomers. An 8087 coprocessor is

recommended.
System and Price: 256K IBM; $60

Manufacturer:
Computer Assist Services

H22l3thSt.
Golden, CO 80401

(303)277-1014

The Visible Universe

Initially available for the Wang PC
and translated to the IBM PC, this Basic

program provides a view of the sky and
300 objects. It has the capability to print

out information. An upgraded version

with 10,000 objects is planned, to retail

for $69.95.

System and Price: 256K Wang PC,
IBM PC; $39.95

Manufacturer:
R.W. Parker
1949 Blair Loop Rd.
Danville, VA 24541

(804)799-1008

Not Reviewed But Available:

Astro 64

This utility program calculates the

location of the sun, moon, and planets.

System and Price: C64; $ 1 9.95

Manufacturer:
Michael C. Ciavola

6634 Montague St.

Philadelphia, PA 19135

Sinclair Series

A series of eight programs includes

Astro-Utilities, Relativity, Planets, Orbit,

Galaxy, Print Planets, Comet, and Al-

manac Generator.

System and Price: 16K Sinclair

ZX81 and Timex Sinclair 1000; $9.95

and $11.95

Manufacturer:

Robert C. Moler
5999SecorRd.
Traverse City, MI 49684

Solartek

Primarily for solar heating system
installers, Sungraph calculates and
graphs the position ofthe sun.

System and Price: TRS-80 Model I,

III, and 4, IBM PC, Apple II; $49
Manufacturer:
Solartek

RD#lBox255A
West Hurley, NY 12491
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TOWNS
Map Skills for Ages 6 to 9

PICTURES
Design Skills for Ages 8 to Adult
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CARS
Engineering Skills for Ages 8 to Adult
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AMV KEV TO EXIT TEST COMPLETE

Stickyoear Town Builder

Build and store up to 20 towns from the

ground up— roads, parks, buildings. Then
practice your map skills as you follow direc-

tions in your little purple car, reaching as

many places as possible before running out

of fuel. OOPS! You've lost your keys! Use the

compass and direction clues to locate the

mystery keys hidden in the towns.

Available for use with Apple and Commodore
64 personal computers.

Pic.Builder"

Construct color pictures block by block

—

from castles in air to satellites in space! Use
40 build-by-number pictures stored on the

disk to build up design skills. ..then go on to

invent your own pictures! Endless possibili-

ties, so the program never grows stale. Save
pictures and print them...or use Pic.Builder

with other graphic utilities to create outstand-

ing designs!

Available for use with Apple*, Atari*, and
Commodore 64* personal computers.

Car Builder
-

Design, construct, refine and test cars that

you build! Get firsthand experience as you
design chassis, engine, suspension system -

all the mechanics of car building. Use the

wind tunnel and test track to test the aero-

dynamic, racing, and fuel capabilities of your

car. No limit to the number of cars you can

design and store to disk.

Available for use with Apple personal

computers.

Middletown. CT 06457
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BUSINESS/PERSONAL PRODUCT REVIEW

ITT Xtra XP
The power of an AT for the price of an XT/Joe Desposito

XtraXP
CPU: 80286
«AM:512K
R0M:64K
Operating System:

MS-DOS2.il
Disk Drives: 10Mb hard

disk; 360K floppy

Dimensions/*!:

14" x 15.6" x 5.6";

21.5 lbs.

Summery: A high

performance system

at a competitive

price

Wee: $4365

ITT

320 Park Ave.

New York, NY
10022

(212)752-6000

CIRCU 401 ON
READER SERVK2 CARD

To paraphrase the Wendy's
commercial, "Where's the

Xtra?" was a legitimate

comment on ITT's first micro-
computer. Not so the second
time around. The ITT Xtra XP
abounds with extra features

that make it one of the most
powerful machines on the mar-
ket at a very competitive price.

Basically, what ITT has
tried to accomplish is to design
a PC with the performance of
an IBM AT (i.e., very fast) at

the price of an IBM XT. The
machine we reviewed had
1.64Mb of RAM, a 20Mb hard
disk, and a color monitor. The
standard configuration, how-
ever, includes a 10Mb hard
disk, 512K RAM, and a mono-
chrome display at a suggested
retail price of $4365.

What makes it so fast?

When you first start using
the ITT XP, it is immediately
evident that the machine is

very, very fast. One reason is

that it uses Intel's high perform-
ance 80286 microprocessor,
which runs at 6MHz. But there
are other reasons, too. A hard-

ware reason is that it uses 512K
of onboard, 16-bit, zero-wait-

state DRAM (expandable on
board to 640K). A software
reason is something called FXP
automatic I/O management.

FXP is a sophisticated en-
hancement to DOS 2.1 1. It both
establishes a disk cache for the

hard disk and provides a print

buffer. Both the cache and
buffer are alotted a dedicated
area of system memory. FXP
monitors the activity of the
hard disk. When a program
requests information from the

disk, FXP checks the RAM
cache first. If it is there, the

information is passed directly

to the program— no disk access

is made. This significantly re-

duces the access time of the

disk. Of course, if information
is not in the cache, things slow
down. An entire track con-
taining the information is load-

ed into the cache, and the rele-

vant data are then passed to

the program. And since the XP
does not use the AT's high per-

formance drives, access time is

about double that of the XT.
But depending on the applica-

tion, overall access time can be
less than with an AT.

FXP also tries to correct
some of the disk writing limita-

tions of DOS. Even for small
files, DOS moves the disk head
many times to access a file.

FXP, on the other hand, auto-

matically starts writing modi-
fied tracks in the cache to the
disk. It uses a technique called

"elevator" writes to do this.

This means that the track near-

est the current position of the

head is written first, followed
by the next nearest, and so on,

until all modified tracks are up-
dated.

This elevator technique is

analogous to what happens in a
real elevator. Though people
press numbers at random, the

electronics of the elevator sort

them out and deliver people to

their floors in sequence. On the

XP, this enables FXP to access
files on the disk more quickly.

Thus FXP increases disk access

speed in two ways. It keeps
frequently used files in RAM,
and it writes all files back to

disk in an optimum way.

The print buffer also in-

creases system performance.
Whenever you need to print a
document, FXP sends the infor-

mation from the program to an
area of memory at high speed
and then sends the information

to the printer from this buffer

area. In most cases, you don't

have to wait for the printer to

finish its work before you can
resume using a particular pro-

gram. But when a document
exceeds the buffer size, you
must wait until some of the
information is printed.

More About the XP
The ITT Xtra XP system

unit is fairly compact. At the

front we find a 10- or 20Mb
half-height hard disk drive and
a 360K half-height floppy drive

stacked one on top of the other.

The keyboard connects to the
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Apple Mac 512" 1BMPCAT" CommodoreAmiga"

THERE'SONLYONEWORD
FORTHESE PRICES:

Introducing theAtari 520STpersonal computersystem. $799.95*complete.

Go ahead Compare those other

machines with the newAtari 520ST™
They cost hundreds of dollars more, but

you don't get much in return.That's

what we call a rip-off.

For $799.95,* the 520ST comes com-

plete with high-resolution monochrome

IBM"
PCAT™

APPlf"
Macintosh'"

commodore'"
amga™

Price 1798 $4675 $2795 $1795

CPU
Speed MHz

68000
80

80286

60
68000
763

68000
716

Standard RAM 512K SSI 512K 256K

Number ot Keys 95 95 59 89

Mouse Yes No Yes Yes

Screen Resolution

(Non-Mvttced Mode)

Color

Monochrome

640x200
64,1 » 400

640x200
,
720 x 350"

None
512x342

640x200—
640x200—

Color Output Yes Optional None Yes

Number of Colors 16 None 4096

OisK Drive 3 5" 5.25" 35" 3.5"

Built-in Hard Disk

(DMA) Port Yes Yes No No

MIDI Interlace Ws No No No

No ot Sound Voices 1 4 4

"With option* monochrome hoard Iron M-mapped)

"•Wertac* Mode -640x400

monitor, 2-button mouse, 3.5" disk

drive,TOS™ Operating System, including

GEM™ Desktop plus Logo™ and Atari

BASIC programming languages. $200

more gives you an RGB color monitor

with 512 glowing colors.

Choose innovative business, enter-

tainment, education, systems manage-

ment, and integrated package software.

Expand your 520ST with industry

standard parallel printers, modems,
MIDI controlled synthesizers and key-

boards, 1

megabyte
floppies, 10

MB and
larger hard

disks, and
more. All

available

now. At re-

markably low prices.

So,go ahead. Compare the ST system
to those other guys.Only Atari gives

you so much For so little.

For the dealer nearest you, write Atari

Corp, Customer Services, 1196 Borregas

Ave, Sunnyvale,CA 94086.

"Plus applicable local taxes $99995 with color mortfor

All prices are manufacturer's suggested retail list

AATARf
Power without theprice.
CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IBM & PCAT are registered trademarks of Inter-

national Business MachinesCwp Commodore
& Amiga are trademarks of Commodore E lec-

trocncsLTD Apple & Macintosh are

trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

GEM is a trademark ol Digital Re-

i search. Inc Atari.TOS& Logo are

trademarks of Atari Corp
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rear with a 6' coiled cord. Also at the
rear are connectors for RS-232 serial and
Centronics parallel ports. Inside the unit
are five full-size PC XT compatible
expansion slots.

The display we used was an ITT
color monitor with a 14" diagonal CRT.
A non-glare etched surface and .31mm
dot pitch give the monitor good readabil-
ity in text mode. The monitor is mounted
on a base that can be swiveled and tilted

for easy viewing.

There are more software enhance-
ments.too. VDISK gives you a way to
create one or more RAM disks. And for
users concerned about compatibility
problems due to faster processor speed,
the speed can be reduced to 4.77MHz by
aCTRL-ALTA command.

Memory can be expanded beyond
640K with a proprietary expansion
board from ITT. The board is available
with 512K onboard and room for an
additional 5 1 2 K. . The board can be used
with FXP for cache and print buffering,
with VDISK as a RAM disk, or via a
software switch, as expansion memory
for programs that take advantage of the
Protected Virtual Address mode of the
80286.

A Keyboard with a Twist
The XP has an 84-key keyboard

that is almost identical to that found on
the IBM PC. However, there is one dif-

ference that touch typists will welcome.
The lefthand shift key has been inter-

changed with the backslash key. This is

great for first-time users, but somewhat
frustrating for those who have accus-
tomed themselves to the IBM PC layout.

The other change is that the return key
is horizontal instead ofvertical, with the

open single quote key removed to a po-
sition over the right half of the return
key. An improvement over the IBM key-
board is the inclusion of a small light

emitting diode (LED) in the caps lock
key.

Comments and Conclusions
We used the ITT Xtra XP for sev-

eral weeks and were thoroughly im-
pressed with its exceptional perfor-
mance. A database application {Pfs.File)

ran particularly fast on the XP. For
example, an initial search of the database
is performed at high speed due to the

faster processor speed and the hard disk.

If a desired record happens to reside in

the cache, it appears instantaneously

when requested. Then, if you need to

print a record or group of records, you
are returned almost immediately to the
program as the print buffer does its job.

What it all adds up to is much greater
productivity.

There are also some drawbacks to
the machine. The main one is with the

disk drive. Some ofthe high performance
drives for the IBM AT automatically

park the hard disk heads when power is

interrupted, which makes a disk crash
unlikely. With the ITT, however, you
must invoke acommand called spindisk
to park the heads. This means that a
careless bump could spell disaster if you
neglect to park the heads after using the
machine.

Overall, I was really pleased with
the performance of the XP. In some
applications it even delivers the instanta-
neous response that users crave from a
PC, and many prospective compatible
buyers will find this machine an attrac-

tive alternative to the IBM AT. Al-
though suggested retail price quotes can
sometimes be deceiving, it appears that

the ITT Xtra XP has lived up to its goal
of providing AT performance at XT
prices.

r EXTEND YOUR GRAPHICS REACH
with penware products by Inkwell S.vstems

' \WMl\MtT the light pen system for Commodore
users who want easy Computer Aided Design with
professional results. Whether drawing schematics
or practicing your artistic talents, FLEXIDRAW will

give you over 65 graphic features including two full

screens. 16 colors, sprite animation, and library of
technical symbols. The FLEXIDRAW system; qual-
ity light pen. disk, and manual, only $149.95.
Flexidraw is endorsed by the U.S. Commodore
Users Group.

/ttfGftoffiici

•SnttpLO&tX the long awaited integration

program for avid graphic artists and CAD users,
will not only convert other popular graphics
packages to Flexidraw and back, but also gives
you the ability to create your own self-running
slide shows in high resolution. Hi-res to Hi-res.
Hl-res to Flexidraw, Multicolor to Multicolor,
the Graphics Integrator is also compatible'
with Word Processing programs with
external file capability for integration
of text and pictures. ($29.95)

•^t'jl "^Sf
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' vxtfUtVrtT an indispensable addition to your
Inkwell graphics system, gives you character

generation ability at the touch of your FLEXI-
DRAW light pen. Choose from the 33 built in

letter styles or create with your own symbol
and partem libraries. Flexifont will Copy, Paste.
Flip, Rotate, Print, and Edit saved or loaded
symbols. At $29.95 (sugg. retail). Flexifont Is an
inexpensive necessity for creation of anything
from official documents and newsflyers to per-

sonal letters and formal invitations.

(joKmia a variety of clip art and artistic

renditions from Flexidraw users and pro-i^_fessional artists. The Qalleria will^^ provide you with diskette
libraries of large and small drawings from
fantasy images to real-life recreations. Ideal

^ for use in newsflyers, stationery, invita-

tions and poster work, the Graphics
Galleria can be used with Flexidraw

or many other graphics packages when used
with the Graphics Integrator. Available this
winter for $29.95.

Inkwell
Systems

For ordering, please call: (619) 268-8792 or write:

7677 Ronton Rd., Ste. 210, San Diego, CA 92111
Shipping and Handling $4 00. Canadian and Foreign $8 00
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WITH THE DOW JONES
HEWS/RETRIEVAL MEMBERSHIP
KIT, YOU CAN SAMPLE
A CONTINUOUS STREAM OF
KNOWLEDGE AT A PRICE
YOU CAN AFFORD.

Dow Jones News/Retrieval®
is the online news and information

resource that has something for

everyone in your family. Any per-

sonal computer and modem can
bring News/Retrieval right into

your home.
Use your Membership Kit and 5 \

free hours* of online time to sample v^
and explore News/Retrieval: find a fC

fact, shop at home, get the scores,

plan a trip, review a movie, choose

a stock or check world and

business news.

* "Free time" offer limited to five© hours

per household. Must be used within

30 days of receipt of password

Nominal service fee sol apples.

YOUR MEMBERSHIP KIT PROVIDES:

• 5 FREE HOURS of online usage*
• Your Password, a $75 value

• Easy, step-by-step User's Guide
• FREE subscription to Dowline™

the magazine of Dow Jones

Information Services
• FREE E-Z Access Software™ for

Apple He or He ($20 value)**

FREE El ACCESS SOFTWARE SAVES

• Automatically dials the phone,

sends your password, and gets

you online quickly;

• Lets you transfer information to

a second disc for permanent
storage;

• Allows you to print hard copies

while on- or offline, instead of

copying information by hand.

And, at $29.95, you'll enjoy the
dip without getting in over your
head. Available at computer
retailers and selected bookstores.

For the location nearest you, call

1-800-2575114.
In New Jersey, Canada and Alaska:
1-609-452-1511.

~ *u can use News/Retrieval without E-Z Access

Software

Dow Jones News/Retrieval
Keeping you a step ahead.

Copyright © 1965 Dow Jones and Company, Inc. AI rights reserved. Dow Jones News/Rrtneval is a registered service mark of Dow Jones and Company, Inc.

E-Z Access is a trademark of Dow Jones and Company, Inc.
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SOFTWARE COMMENTARY
A discriminating selection of current releases

Art Studio (and just about every

other icon-driven graphics pro-

gram for the IBM PC) owes quite

a debt to MacPaint. Without a doubt,

creating computer graphics (either busi-

ness or personal) is far easier using a

mouse than traditional methods. Why,
the difference between P.M. (Pre-
Mouse) graphics and A.M. (After
Mouse) graphics is like the difference be-

tween night and day.

Art Studio is an effort to put color

MacPaint on the IBM PC. The icons line

the perimeter ofthe screen and represent

all the familiar functions—boxes,
continuous straight lines, cut and paste,

fill, different fonts, spraypaint, and
grids. You can select any ofmore than 40
patterns and choose from several dif-

ferent color palettes.

The bad news is the standard four-

color graphics resolution ofthe IBM PC.
In this medium resolution mode (320 x

200 pixels), the choice and combination
of colors is limited. Art Studio helps you
wring the most from these hardware
restrictions, but do not expect the subtle

differences in hue aCAD terminal pack-
age creates. Switching to high-resolution

mode (640 x 200 pixels in two colors

—

black and white) improves the quality

and definition of the graphics at the ex-

Art Studio H (-f)

PERFORMANCE

H (-H

EASE Of USE

H 1+)

DOCUMENTATION

IH (4)

UTILITY

IH (-H

OVERALL VALUE

$y»Hw^Prk»:128K
IBM PC; $49.95

Summary: Well done

graphics package

Miefettettt .

Spectrum Holobyte

1050 Walnut

Suit* 325
Boulder, CO 80302
(303)443-0191

OKIE 402ON
READER SERVO CARD

pense ofcolor.

You might experience some diffi-

culties in choosing a pattern icon using

the keyboard. The cursor sometimes
stops between the closely-packed icons.

In addition, certain patterns tend to blur

together. Only practice and experi-
mentation will show you what works
and what does not.

A few icons deserve mention: the
arc, concentric circle and square, and ra-

dial line. The arc creates a quarter, half,

or even a full circle, depending on the

length of the arc. Concentric circle and
square create the equivalent of rings on a
archery target. Radial line is terrific for

geometric patterns when several lines

originate from one point.

One nice option, for those with

experience with DOS and especially the

debug command, is the ability to cap-

ture screens from a Basic program, Lo-
tus 1-2-3, or other paint program and
convert them to Art Studio. A similar

process enables Art Studio files to load

into other programs.

Spectrum Holobyte's Art Studio,

like other drawing programs, requires

quite a bit of practice before you can cre-

ate space shuttle scenes and other artistic

extravaganzas. Nevertheless, for those

with the diligence and interest, it is a

solid graphics package, and the $49.95

pricetag is bound to please. —RSL

Sidekick El 1+3
PERFORMANCE

(-)
( + )

System md Prkt: 1 28K

IBM PC, $54.95 (copy

protected); $84.95

(unprotected)

EASE OF USE

H ( + )

y: Handy
desktop organizer

DOCUMENTATION

H ( + )

UTILITY

(-)
(+ )

Borland International

4585 Scotts Valley Dr.

Scotts Valley, CA
95066

(408)438-8400
OVERAll VALUE

ORC1E403ON READER SERVO CARD

Like Tonto and The Lone Ranger,
Robin and Batman, Pancho and The
Cisco Kid, the newest version of the

Sidekick desk organizer and your IBM
PC form an inseparable pair. And faster

than you can say "Kimosabe," "Holy
Cow," or "Oh Cisco," Sidekick opens a
window on the screen and places a
notepad, calculator, Rolodex/modem
dialer, calendar, or ASCII table before

your eyes.

All windows can be moved around
the screen, enlarged, and contracted.

Multiple windows overlay each other,

although you can alter the order at any
time.

The notepad is a full-screen Word-
Star-like text editor that includes ad-

vanced features like search and replace,

full block operations, and use ofthe IBM

extended character set. In addition, you
can cut and paste data from anywhereon
the screen into the notepad and restore

deleted lines. Sidekick defaults the
notepad to about a 4K size, although

files can be as large as S0K. If you often

find yourself scrabbling around your
desk for a pen and paper to jot down an

idea while in the middle of something
else, the notepad function may well be
worth the price ofthe package.

The calculator works like a hand-
held calculator. It performs the four ba-

sic math operations, recalls a number
from memory, and includes binary and
hexidecimal modes.

The Rolodex/modem dialer keeps
track of names and phone numbers and
allows you to search for a particular

string of characters. If you have a Hayes
300, 1200, 1200B, or close compatible
modem attached to your computer,
Sidekick will automatically dial the

number you choose.

The calendar allows you to mark
appointments from 8:00 a.m. to 8:30
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f IJftffl
introducing our fs\EVV

Composite/RGB Color Monitor

Our first move was in 1896.

Make the winning move to SAKATA monitors

with SAKATAs New Composite/RGB Color

Monitor Model SC-150. This new monitor

provides top-quality performance; is an

unbeatable value SAKATA monitors are pre-

cision-engineered to produce high-resolu-

tion, brilliant graphics and vivid display

unmatched by the competition.

You'll be a winner by making the right moves

to SAKATA's full line of color and monochrome

CRT monitors, printers, and peripherals.

SAKATAs first move was in 1896. ..we'll be

here tomorrow, too. Make sure that you

make the right move by purchasing from a

source that will be here tomorrow make
the winning move to SAKATA today!

SAKATA computer products are available at

selected dealers, or write for technical and

illustrated literature and prices

SC-150

This New SAKATA Composite RGB Color

Monitor is capable of operating with NTSC
Composite. Y-C Sep. and separate input for

maximum flexibility With a 13" screen, high

resolution, and unequalled 0.42 mm dot pitch

NOTE: The industry average is 0.5 mm dot pitch

Better text quality is achieved with SAKATAs 42

mm dot pitch It provides the sharpest, clearest,

and most crisp text and graphics in 80 columns

Far superior to others. You re sure to win! Make
the winning move to SAKATA today!

SAKATA U.S.A. CORPORATION
G r

,i Ronnie Lane / Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 / 312-593-3211

800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)
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"Serving industry worldwide since 1896"

• our booth at Comdex :



IBM s most powerful PC word

IBM DisplayWrite 3.

For smal I jobs to big ones,

from PCs to mainframes.

Whether you're the writer or the
typer or both, how you put words to
paper should be limited only by your
needs, not by your tools.

Which is the whole idea behind IBM
DisplayWrite 3.

It's the latest PC version of IBM's
DisplayWrite Series; software that works
with a variety of IBM office systems.

So it not only turns your PC into a
powerful text processor, DisplayWrite 3
goes beyond your PC.

It lets you exchangedocuments with
a big computer, like a properly equipped

IBM mini or mainframe.

DisplayWrite 3 is "menu-driven" to

make learning fast and straightforward.

It lets you do all the expected things,

like centering andjustifying and moving
text every which way.

Plus a number of highly unex-
pected things, such as automatic outlin-

ing and footnoting.

You can edit parallel columns of



processing ever? That's the whole point.

text, then re-edit witljout a lot of re-

thinking.

\bu can print one document while

you work on another.

You can produce form letters that

seem more like per-

sonal letters.

Vmi can check

your spelling (with

the lielp of a built-

in dictionary! while you hyphenate and
paginate in one pass.

Ymi can even process numbers.

DisplayWrite 3 can add. subtract, multi-

ply and divide.

And if. after writing an important

proposal, you need to change your prod-

uct's name from Sudso to Suds> in 15o

places. >i hi can. automatically

'lb learn more, call jour IBM mar-

keting representative, or visit an IBM
Product Center or Authorized IBM W.
or Software Dealer.

For the store nearest you, and a free

brochure. callKOO- 1474770. (In Alaska

call MM)- 147-0890.1

Personal Computer Software
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SOFTWARE COMMENTARY

p.m. through the year 2099. This feature

consistsoftwo windows—the first to dis-

play an entire month, the second to dis-

play halfa day ofappointments.

The ASCII table command places

the ASCII table in a window. Although
of limited use to most people, program-
mers may find this helpful.

Sidekick certainly appears when
you need it. At the press of a couple of

keys, any or all of the functions pop onto
the screen. Ifyou like to do two (or more)
things at once, Sidekick is compact, fast,

easy-to-use, and handy, and could be
your salvation. —RSL

If

you are interested in integrated soft-

ware, but are unwilling to pay hun-
dreds of dollars for it, ClickOn Work-

sheet could be the product for you. This
new offering from T/Maker Graphics is

a spreadsheet and graphics program that

resides under the apple on the Mac menu
bar, which means it can be accessed like a
desk accessory.

It is simple to install and use. For
example, you can install the ClickOn
Worksheet on aMac Write disk by simply
moving an icon over to the disk and
opening it. Once installed, you can start

the program from the accessories menu
while you are running Mac Write. Thus,
you have an integrated word processor,

spreadsheet, and graphics program.
The spreadsheet is small but useful

with 50 rows and 20 columns. Though it

lacks some ofthe features ofa full-blown
product like Multiplan, it includes the
functions that are used most often. One
feature that might annoy users: calcula-

tions are not automatic and must always
be invoked from either the menu or the

keyboard. On the plus side, 12 popular
worksheet overlays are included with
the package.

The graphics feature lets you create

pie, line, bar, and stacked bar charts

from the information on the spread-

ClickOn Worksheet
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K'lo i

i .

(• )

PERFORMANCE

|H I • )

EASE OF USE

|H |+.

DOCUMENTATION

|H 1+)

UTILITY

|H (+1

OVERALL VALUE

aeciE404

System and Price:

Macintosh; $79.95

.:An

inexpensive way to

integrate spreadsheet

and graphics with any

other programs

Manufacturer:

T/Maker Graphics

21 15 Landings Dr.

Mountain View, CA
94043

(415)962-0195

ON READER SERVO CARD

sheet. You can also create titles and leg-

ends. Moving either a graph or data from
the spreadsheet into a Mac Write docu-
ment is done using Copy and Paste com-
mands. Once a graph is moved to Mac-
Write, its size can be changed.

The biggest problem I had with the

program was that it couldn't be easily in-

stalled on a Microsoft W<brd disk for lack

of disk space. I essentially solved the

problem by removing the System Folder,

installing the ClickOn Worksheet,
trashing the install program, and then
replacing the System Folder. Hard disk

users would not encounter this problem.
Another problem may arise for 128K

Mac users, who may run out of space

while building a worksheet.

ClickOn Worksheet can be used
with any program—not just a word
processor. For example, if you use it in

conjunction with MacPaint, you can
customize any graphs created from the

worksheet data.

At a price of$79.95, 1 think ClickOn
Worksheet is well worth the money

—

even ifyou have a more powerful spread-

sheet. The integration of word process-

ing, spreadsheet, and graphics just can't

be beat for saving time on those small

jobs we all encounter from time to
time. —JD

Wishbringer

H (4 1

PLAYABILITY

H + >

CHALLENGE

H H-l

ADDICTIVENESS

IH 1-t )

System end Price:

Apple II, IBM PC, Atari

ST, Amiga $39.95;

C64, Atari $34.95

Summary: Engrossing

interactive fiction

EASE OF LEARNING

Infocom, Inc.

1 25 Cambridge Park

Cambridge, MA
02140
(617)492-6000

CIRCIE 405 ON READER SERVO CARD

There is no harder task for a reviewer
like myself than to comment on a
work of interactive fiction. When I

was assigned the task of assessing Info-

com's new fantasy game, Wishbringer, I

accepted only because it was touted as an
introductory level game. I have had ter-

rible experiences with higher level

adventure-type games in the past.

Much to my dismay, Wishbringer
started in normal fashion for me—I was
stuck for about an hour in the first se-

quence of the game. If I went east, I

couldn't get past a ferocious poodle; if I

went west, I was eventually frustrated by
a locked cemetery gate. But persistence,

a small hint, and good documentation fi-

nally got me over the first hurdle, and I

was on my way.

Now I have another problem. I

can't get the game offmy mind. I'm sure
veteran players know what I mean, but it

is a new sensation for me. It is very simi-

lar to solving a complex mathematical
problem; ifyou get stuck, you leave it for

a while and let your subconscious work
on it.

So I found myself testing solutions

that popped into my mind at odd hours
of the day and night. Sometimes a solu-

tion worked, and it was very gratifying;

other times, the frustration continued.

Infocom adds to the pleasure of the
game by supplying real life props. In this

case, the package contains a map of
Festeron (later to be called Witch ville), a
special delivery letter to the proprietor of
Ye Olde Magick Shoppe, and a glow-in-

the-dark Wishbringer stone.

Wishbringer is no ordinary stone; it

is a powerful, magical stone. When you
hold Wishbringer, seven special wishes
can be granted to help you overcome
troublesome problems.

Though the game is a text-only fan-

tasy, it does not suffer. The visual images
conjured up in my mind have completely
sufficed.

I recommend WishbringerhigMy to

the novice player, and I have a good idea

that experienced players will find it

engrossing, too. To make the game more
challenging, advanced players may re-

frain from using the wishes, since "every
problem ye encounter in thy travels may
also be bested by the spell of Logick."
But I have to go now, I just had an idea

about how to spring the platypus from a
pit too narrow for me tojump in.

—

JD
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Discovery Software from World Book'

Recause
his mind is still open after

school closes.
Your child's inquiring mind needs continual

stimulation and challenge. World Book has long

been a trusted source lor supplying the quality

educational Information your child seeks. Now
you can buy educational software with tli.

same standards ( >t excellence 1 Msc< >vcrv s< >ftware

from World Book"

m World

programs designed to reinf

your child ationatthi

5) Primary (o-lo),

and Intermediate (10 and up).

Educational software that understands the
learning process.
Educators, consultants, and children have t<

and evaluated the concepts, presentation

methods, and educational value of I Ms

Software from World Book. When it comes to

learning, we're not playing games
See your local software dealer or call World

B(H)k Discovery, Inc. at 1-800-292-9090 (In Ohio
1-800-423-7755)

Available for the Apple II® family Tandy* Khm),

IBM® PC. and PCjr.
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World Book Discovery, Inc.

5700 Lombardo Centre, Suite 120. Seven Hills, OH 44131

1-800-292 9090 (In Ohio 1-800-423-7755)



SK3GRAPH '85

The State of Art/John J. Anderson

Like
the ascendancy of the abstract revolution-

ized art in this century, the ascendancy of the
computer will surely revolutionize the next.

Impressive evidence of this fact was lately

gathered at Moscone Center, San Francisco, where
over 30,000 people attended this year's SIGGraph
Conference, bringing together the most talented
computer artists in the world. The latest achieve-
ments in the field were presented, including a film
show, prints, large scale sculptures, interactive
installations, a display of computer graphics on
frame buffers, and a well-scaled viewing environ-
ment for videotapes of experimental pieces. This
year for the first time the art show provided visual

documentation of the creative process as well. Here
in pictures are glimpses of the most creative
computing of 1985.

i

»
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Opposite page, clockwise from top left:

Cloudscope, Geoffrey Y. Gardner, On-line

image. Grumman Research Center, Hardware:

Data General Eclipse, Genisco GCT 3000, Mo
trix 2000; Software: G. Gardner. New Vi-

sion, Steve Martina, Cibachrome print, 16 x

20 in., Cranston 'Csuri Productions, Inc., Hard-

ware: VAX 11/780, Pyromid Technologies

Mainframe, Marc III frame buffer; Software:

Cranston/ Csuri proprietory. Homage a Bill

Max, Martin Heller, Plotter print, 13.5 x 22

in.. Hardware: Prime 250, Colcomp plotter,-

Software: Invisicalc. lominare. Dean
Winkler ond John Sanborn, Videotape,

Computer Graphics Center, VCA, Teletronics,

Hardware: MCI ' Quontel DP67000 Grass Vol

ley GVG-300, Ampex Digital Optics real-time

image processors, Quontet DPE5000 k with

frame store, Teletronics VI Square Communica-

tions control system; Software: Quontel
VER.3.2, Ampex VER. 4.2, Quontel VER. 4 with

enhanced BBC teletrock Teletronics VI square

Operating System VER. 12. 3 -R.Lund. Home
Again, Home Again (Higgeldy Jig), Laur-

etta Jones. Cibachrome and linen cord, 16.75

x 12.25 in., Hardware: Apple II f , Number

Nine Board; Software: V-Paint Plus.

This page. Above: Microfishe, Vibeke

Sorensen, Color stereoscopic prints, 15.75 x

19.7 in., California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, Hardware: VAX 11/780, Raster

Technologies frame buffer; Software: B. Von-

herzen, 0. Whelan. Right, top to bottom: Day-
dreams, Mark Lindquitt, Digital Effects, Inc.,

Hardware.- DEC 1 1 34, Lexidato frame buffer,

Dicomed film recorder,- Software: "C"-G.
Miller, Collaborator: K. Sebek Sushi To Go,

Martin Moguss, Print, 1 6 x 20 in.. Visual 1m-

oges. Hardware: Genigraphics 100C, Soft-

ware: System. Portrait, Elaine Cohen, Print,

11x14 in., Sheridan College Computer Graph-

ics Lab, Ontario, Hardware: Dicomed D38,

Software: System. Cheri 2, Diana Dosch, Ink-

jet print, 72 x 72 in.. Hardware: IBM PC,

Cubicomp frame buffer, Diablo CI 50 printer;

Software: Time Arts-Easel by J. Schier.



FEATURE

SIMULATIONS;
PUT THE REAL WORLD IN YOUR COMPUTER
Simulations are models ofone sort or

another of real systems; they allow
users to conduct trial-and-error

experiments to predict behavior of the

actual system over time or to allow a bet-

ter understanding of the behavior of the
real system (a system is simply an assem-
bly of interacting components and pro-

cesses). When we observe the output of
the trail-and-error experiments of the

simulation (or model) it is very much like

observing the real system.

The simplest simulations to under-
stand are actually iconic models—physi-

cal representations of actual objects.

These models have some (but not all) of
the characteristics of the systems they
represent; they have the most essential

characteristics. A model airplane is a
good example of an iconic model; the
model airplane may look very much like

a scaled-down version of the actual air-

plane, but it usually lacks some of the
operating parts of the real airplane (i.e.,

landing gear, control surfaces, commu-
nications equipment, etc.). The model
airplane, however, even though it lacks

many of the features of the real thing
may be quite accurate in behaving like

the real airplane in a wind tunnel. In fact,

many wind tunnel tests of aircraft and
airfoil design are not done on full-scale

aircraft but rather on models.
For the aircraft designer the equa-

tions describing the aerodynamics ofthe
airplane could be solved to predict the
behavior of the aircraft under various
conditions or, because those equations
are probably difficult to formulate and
solve, the scale model may be built and
tested in the wind tunnel as an alter-

native. Wind tunnel tests of iconic mod-
els arcphysical simulations.

In some ways computer simulation
is not much different from simulation us-

ing iconic models. We often use com-
puter simulation when a mathematical
solution to a problem is either impossible
or difficult to formulate. The advantage
to using a simulation from the point of
view of the user is that the likely results

of particular actions can be determined
prior to actually trying the implementa-
tion. A simulation user can test several
alternatives and choose the one that

gives the best results; proposed solutions

and policies can be compared in just a
few minutes of computer time, while
observation of real life results might take

years to accomplish.

Iconic models, like the airplane
model, are built because they are ex-

pected to behave like the real thing in

most instances. Radio control modelers
know that for the most part their aircraft

behave with startling realism; often
fooling passersby who believe they have
seen actual aircraft. But radio control

modelers also know that their aircraft

have some peculiarities not found in

their full-scale counterparts. Phugoid
oscillation, the tendency ofan aircraft to

first zoom upward, stall, and descend
rapidly over and over again, is much
more pronounced in scale models than in

actual aircraft. Modelers know this and
adjust for it when flying their models;
they realize the model is only an essential

representation of reality, not a perfect

representation. Likewise, computer
simulations are only an essential
representation of the reality they model.

The basics of simulation are in-

credibly simple, but actual applications,

ranging from air traffic control to finan-

cial forecasting, can be quite complex.
Computer simulations are mathematical
models rather than iconic models like

the model airplane; in these computer
based abstract simulations sets of equa-
tions and mathematical relationships

stand for the quantites and character-

istics of the systems being modeled. The
solutions to the equations form the
output of the model and can be used to

predict the behaviour of the real system.
Most often, the output is simply in the

form of text output or tables but some
simulations (even microcomputer simu-
lations) use graphic output as a better

way of describing results.

Reasons for Using Simulation
When a system is not able to be stud-

ied directly it may be studied using
simulation because:

• The necessary resources to ob-
serve the actual system may not be avail-

able (e.g., to build and test many
prototype aircraft could be too expensive

in practice).

• A precise mathematical solution

may not be possible to develop, or it

might take too long to develop.

• It might be impossible to observe

the results on an actual system (a materi-

als supply system for a continuously

operating process, for instance, cannot

be used to test different supply rates).

• There may not be enough time to

"wait and see" results from an actual sys-

tem; speeded-up results may require the

analyst to "telescope" time (e.g., to wait

for acid rain to possibly eliminate the gi-

ant redwood forests may be an ineffec-

tive way to study the effects of such
fallout on the forest).

Difficulties with Simulation
There are also instances in which

simulations as a problem solving tech-

nique or as a teaching tool are probably
inappropriate:

• Simulation does not yield exact

answers. It deals with situations in which
there is some uncertainty and so "an-

swers" are approximations (in some
cases, approximations that are not close

enough to be useful).

• Creating a computer simulation

of some situations may be quite expen-

sive and out ofdate by completion.

Simulation Basics

All simulation models are abstrac-

tions of the systems which they repre-

sent, and to build a simulation the user

must decide which characteristics of the

real system are essential to the model and
thus must be taken into account.

The two branches of simulation in

common use on the microcomputer (and
mainframes as well) are discrete event

simulation and continuous simulation.

A discrete event simulation is a sys-

tem constructed by defining the events

where changes in the state of the system

may occur. The model becomesdynamic
by producing changes in the state of the

system according to some time-ordered

sequence. Queuing (waiting-in-line)

problems are most often simulated as

discrete event simulations: Suppose a
bank has a single teller window; will the

line at the window grow in length or
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hover about some particular length?

Continuous simulations describe

the behavior of a system with a set of

equations so that the system changes

continuously with respect to time. The
simulation may consist of algebraic, dif-

ference, or differential equations and in

such a way is able to change continu-

ously with time. An example ofcontinu-

ous simulation would be a model of an

automobile front end suspension system

in which the dynamics of running over

various curbs, rocks, and potholes could

be examined.
While discrete event simulations

are characterized by large blocks of time

during which nothing happens, continu-

ous simulations assume that there is no

instant in which nothing is changing

(e.g., the suspension of the automobile is

constantly changing as the tire rolls over

new terrain).

Monte Carlo Simulations

Among the most frequently used

kinds ofdiscrete event simulations is the

Monte Carlo simulations. The name
dates back to World War II math-
ematicians John von Neumann and
Stanislaw Ulam, who were trying to

solve a problem at the Los Alamos Scien-

tific Laboratory.

The problem they were working on

was an extremely complicated one to an-

swer and involved finding how far neu-

trons would travel through various

materials. A trial and error solution

would have been expensive and time

consuming (there was a war on, and they

needed the answers quickly). Their sug-

gested solution was the equivalent of us-

ing a roiilette wheel to determine
step-by-sU'p the probabilities ofseparate

events and then merge them into a

composite picture which gave them an

approximate solution. At Los Alamos,
von Neumann gave the secret work the

code name "Monte Carlo," and this

successful tool retains that name today.

Monte Carlo models have features

that allow random events to be generated

internally. In Basic, with the use of the

RND (random) function, Monte Carlo

50 1 OiH -
100 PRINT "TOSS t»", "OUTCOME"
110 PRINT : PRINT
120 FOR I * 1 TO 10

130 X = INT < RND (1) « 2)

140 IF X - THEN 170

150 PRINT I,"T"
155 T » T 1

16C GOTO 180

170 PRINT I,"H"

175 H = H 1

180 NEXT I

185 PRINT "T* ";T: PRINT
*H» ";H: PRINT "PROBABIL
ITY OF TAILS IS "j<T /

<T H>>
190 END

Ustmgl. Coin toss simulation.

TOSS « OUTCOME

1 H

2 H

3 T

4 T

5 T

6 T
7 H

8 H
9 H

10 H

T- 4

H= 6

PROBABILITY OF TAILS IS .4

Figure 1 . Coin toss sample output.

A swarm of killer bees, 500
years of acid rain, design of

an SST, or even a salesman's

schedule can best be

studied with computer

models/Barry Keating

simulations can easily be run on a micro-

computer and are quite simple to

construct.

Consider the Applesoft Basic simu-

lation of tossing a coin in Listing 1 . Line

1 30 generates O's and 1 's randomly, and
we arbitrarily assign the occurrence of

to a "head" and the occurrence ofa 1 to a

"tail." Figure 1 shows the output to a sin-

gle run of the program simulating ten

tosses of the coin; each subsequent run

would produce results which could be

different from the six headsand four tails

in our trial run. As we simulate many
tosses of the coin, the number of heads

and tails would approach the 50% - 50%
we would expect of a fair coin (change

the number in line 120 to increase the

number oftosses).

Of course we knew that a fair coin

had exactly a 50% chance of giving a

head on each toss, but what ifwe had not

known the theoretical solution? That is

where simulation can be of value; we
could count up the results of thousands

ofactual coin tosses or we could simulate
them in a few seconds on a micro-

computer. The actual result in either

case will rarely be exactly 50% heads

and 50% tails, but the probabilities will

tend to approach those "true" probabil-

ities as thenumber ofsimulated tosses in-

creases. We have then performed a

Monte Carlo simulation using a power-

ful tool that can be applied to many busi-

ness situations, logistics problems,
scheduling studies, and system design

situations.

Consider an actual situation in

which simulation proved useful but in

which the technique used was virtually

identical to the coin toss situation. When
the Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport was being

constructed there was some question

about how to construct the baggage han-

dling facilities. Planners knew the

approximate schedule of landings to be

expected, the baggage capacity of the

various aircraft, and other relevant

pieces of information. They wished to

build the luggage handling facilities in

such a way as to minimize customer

waiting at some reasonable cost.

A simulation model proved to be an

ideal way to examine the effects of vari-
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Top of

the Line
The most sophisticated computer

simulations today are done by commer-
cial corporations like Link Simulations
Systems Division ofthe SingerCompany
(yes, the same people who make the sew-
ing machines). At their Silver Spring,

MD, location they develop simulators
for private corporations and for the U.S.
government as well.

The U.S. Army hired Link to create
a battlefield simulator called ARTBASS
which would leave most computer game
enthusiasts astonished with its capabili-

ties. ARTBASS is a battalion level simu-
lator for use in training battalion com-
manders in maneuver, fire support, and
logistics. It offers a computer controlled
scenario providing real time and inter-

active simulation of tactical operations.

ARTBASS is definitely not a microcom-
puter simulation— it requires a multi-

tasking processor of about the power of
three Vax 11/780 minicomputers.

While the simulator is capable of
running without graphics, it is the graph-
ics that make ARTBASS so useful. The
actual system is set up as five training

stations (two maneuver control stations,

one fire support station, one admini-
stration and logistics station, and one
threat station) each of which includes
CRT color displays. The screens depict
in either two-dimensional or three-di-

mensional format the view of a potential

battlefield from any map location. Peo-
ple training on the simulator, however,
do not sit in front of the screens but are
battalion commanders actually in the
field in their command posts.

The company commanders see the
screens and are in radio contact with the
battalion commanders (just as in a real

battle situation). The "combat math
model" which drives the simulation can
plot and move up to 200 separate units of
1 9 different types on 5000 square meters
of terrain. Movement is in real time with
updates every minute for land units and
every 1 5 seconds for aircraft. The com-
pany commander may change his view-
ing position, and all will appear as if he
were actually on location.

The "combat math model'* cal-
culates line-of-sight between all units,

monitors visual detection adjusting for

day/night and terrain features, and

ARTBASS display with 3-D shaded terrain

and mfontry unit markers.

nope Croak powor plant control room

Instructor work station tor the Hope Creek

simulates fire as units detect one an-
other. Air missions, degraded move-
ment due to "hits" and casualties are all

calculated in real time. The software is

written in Fortran with only a few graph-
ics routines in microcode for display
spee,d. The scenario we viewed on a visit

to Link was a Central Europe mock-
up, and it was like looking through a pic-

ture window. While the units themselves
were represented by "counters" and
looked unreal, the terrain was very
realistic, showing contours and lighting

effects for different times of the day and
night.

Link uses all off-the-shelf equip-

ment to build the training stations. The
entire training system (thearmy has pur-

chased ten) is loaded onto two semi-

trailer trucks—one truck for the genera-

tors and processors and the other for

storage of the actual workstations. The
workstations are unloaded at the train-

ing site and connected by cable to the

processor, which remains on its carrier.

Power Generation Systems
An older line ofbusiness for Link is

power plant simulation; Link has been
building simulators for the power in-

dustry since 1968. Both nuclear and fos-

sil fuel plants have been replicated. The
power plant simulators are typically

mock-ups of the control rooms of these

plants, complete with exact reproduc-
tions of the equipment used in the real

control room—even the walls are
painted with identical color schemes;
plant noises and lighting effects are also

reproduced in the simulators. As one
Link engineer put it: "Weare in the busi-

ness of fooling people into believing they

are where they are not."

The heart of these power plant
simulators is again a minicomputer
which remains behind the scenes run-

ning a mathematical model of every-

thing in the plant from the reactor core
(the most difficult part of any plant to

simulate) to the large generators most
plants contain. Since these replicas op-
erate in real time, the realism is almost
perfect (even boredom in watching for

certain occurrences is present).

An instructor station, which looks

like another computer terminal, allows
the instructor to simulate virtually any
plant condition: power demand, mal-
functions, routine changes, and so on. A
complete "history" of the happenings
during any training session can be kept

for review after the fact. Trainees can
also retry circumstances with which
they have had difficulty in previous ses-

sions.

While the power plant simulators
are built exclusively for training, there
have been instances where the design ofa
plant has been changed because the
simulator pointed out circumstances
that the actual plant did not handle well.

Innovative information displays used in

some simulators are now being incor-

porated into actual control room
panels.

Link Simulations Systems Division,
11800 Tech Rd.. Silver Spring, MD
20904,(301)622-4400.
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ous luggage handling configurations on
customer waiting time. With the model,

plannerscould vary the arrival pattern of

aircraft and see the results in passenger

waiting time or they could vary the

configuration of the aircraft landing
(inserting many large aircraft one after

another, for instance) and examine the

likely waiting times. Clearly, this ap-

proach to planning facilities is superior

to guessing at the results; of course, the

results are only as good as the informa-

tion fed into the simulation regarding

aircraft arrivals, aircraft luggage capac-

ity, occupancy rates, and so on.

An Example
Our example ofsimulation will be a

discrete event simulation (a MonteCarlo
simulation); we will examine bank cus-

tomers arriving and being served by an

automatic teller machine (ATM). Cus-

tomers arrive at the ATM, wait for ser-

vice if the machine is in use, are served,

and then depart.

Customers arriving in the system

when the ATM is in use wait in a single

line in front of the machine. The arrival

times of the customers and their service

times are drawn from a probability dis-

tribution which we believe accurately

describes the bank's customers. Our
objective in running the simulation is to

determine both how often a customer

must wait longer than three minutes to

be served and the average time a cus-

tomer spends in line.

Because this simulation involves

two instances of randomness in serial

(first the customer's arrival time and sec-

ond his service time) we call this a two-

stage or multiple-phase simulation. The
coin toss simulation was a single-stage

simulation while the Dallas-Ft. Worth
Airport simulation would obviously

have been a many-phase simulation.

Our bank is unsure how many of its

customers would use such a device and
therefore how many of the ATMs to in-

stall. You, the manager, feel that cus-

tomers would be quite annoyed at

waiting longer than three minutes for

service at the teller machine, and you

suggest that a simulation of one teller

machine might indicate whether the

purchase of a second machine is

necessary.

Gathering the Information. An
analysis of the arrival pat tern of 100 cus-

tomers at an ATM at a branch of the

downtown bank allowed the construc-

tion of the interarrival time frequency

distribution in Table 1 . Observations of

100 customers actually using the auto-

w.hen the Dallas-Ft.

Worth Airport was being

constructed there was some

question about how to construct

the baggage handling facilities.

mated teller machines at the branch re-

vealed the service time frequency dis-

tribution in Table 2.

The last column in each of these ta-

bles represents the set of assigned num-
bers (like the for heads and 1 for tails)

we will use to represent a particular cate-

gory. For instance, in Table 1 , 18% of the

digits between and 99 (i.e., the digits

through 17) were assigned to represent

an arrival interval of 1 minute; 17% of

the numbers (18 through 34) were as-

signed to represent an arrival interval of

2 minutes, and so on. When a particular

random number is generated in our

simulation, we will compare that num-
ber with the assigned numbers in column
4 to determine either when the customer
is arriving (Table 1) or how long the

customer uses the ATM (Table 2).

Running the Sim-
ulation. The form
shown in Table 3 was
constructed toallow the

simulation to be run by
hand. The form takes

into account that the

manager wants to look

at both the arrival

pattern of customers
(which involves ran-

domness) and the ser-

vice time accounted for

by each customer
which also involves ran-

domness).

To run the simu-

lation, a set of random
numbers between and
99 is generated and
placed in column 2 of

Table 3; these numbers
are used to determine
the arrival pattern of

the customers in the

simulation. We have
generated only ten num-
bers corresponding to

ten different customers
here but in actual prac-

tice a simulation run

might include several

thousand customers (many more than
either of us would like to calculate by
hand).

A second set of random numbers is

generated and placed in column 4 ofTa-
ble 3 to determine the service time for

each ofthe ten customers. These random
numbers cannot be the same numbers
used to derive interval arrival times, ifwe
believe arrival times and length of ser-

vice to be independent.

By comparing the random numbers
in column 2 to the assigned numbers in

Table 3, we can generate the interval ar-

rival times listed in column 3. The ran-

dom numbers in column 4 are used in the

like manner to generate service times.

Column 5 of Table 3 is arrived at by
taking the random numbers in column 4
and comparing them to the assigned
numbers (column 4) of Table 2. In this

way service times for our simulated ten

customers are generated independently
of their arrival times.

The First Customer. Column 6 of

Table 3 is the column in which we ac-

tually begin the simulation run. Assume
that the simulation starts at time 0. Row
1 of column 3 tells us that the first cus-

tomer arrives four minutes after the last

customer, but since there was no pre-

vious customer, we will take this to mean

Time Between Number of Probability Assigned

Customer Arrivals Occurrences Distribution Numbers

1 18 .18 0-17

2 17 .17 18-34

3 15 .15 35-49

4 12 .12 50-61

5 10 .10 62-71

6 9 .09 72-80

7 8 .08 81-88

8 5 .05 89-93

9 2 .02 94-95

10 1 .01 96

11 1 .01 97

12 1 .01 98

13 1 .01 99

Total 100 1.00

Tabic 1 . Interarrival Thus Ffoojuoncy Distribution*

Service Number of Probabil »y Assigned

Time Occurrences Distribution Numbers

1 48 .48 0-47

2 20 .20 48-67

3 16 .16 68-83

4 12 .12 84-95

5 2 .02 96-97

6 2 .02 98-99

Total 100 1.00

Table 2. SaffVK# Tim* Frequency Distribution.
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four minutes after the beginning of the

simulation. The customer's arrival time

will then be written in column 6 as 04 (or

four minutes "into" the simulation).

Since there are no customers cur-

rently using the ATM, this first cus-

tomer may be served immediately, so

"time service begins" in column 7 is also

04.

By consulting "service time" in col-

umn S we see that this customer requires

two minutes to be served, so that if ser-

vice begins at 04 the customer is free to

leave two minutes later at 06 (this is writ-

ten in column 8).

Subsequent Customers. Row 2 of

Table 3 represents the second simulated

customer. Note that this customer ar-

rives one minute after the previous cus-

tomer (column 3) and so arrives at time

OS (column 6). Since customer # 1 is still

at the ATM (because customer # 1 does
not leave until 06) customer #2 must
wait until # 1 has departed. This means
customer #2 must wait one minute (col-

umn 9). It is just such instances that we
are attempting to observe through
simulation. Note that in row 8 ofTable 3,

which represents the eighth customer, a

bottleneck occurs when three long ser-

vice times occur consecutively. The
eighth customer winds up waiting four

minutes.

From the simulation it appears that

with one ATM there will be some wait-

ing time for customers. Whether this

waiting time, on the average, is accept-

able to the bank depends on the bank's
willingness to accept the seemingly small

risk of a customer waiting longer than

three minutes. In this abbreviated
simulation only one ofthe ten customers
waits longer than three minutes.
Whether the bank accepts this 10%
probability that a random customer will

wait more than three minutes should be
compared with the costs involved in buy-
ing a second ATM with a resulting drop

# IN S OUT TIS WAIT STATUS

1 4 4 8 4 OK
2 6 6 14 8 2 OK

3 7 2 16 9 7 OVER
4 13 2 18 5 3 OK
5 14 2 20 6 4 OVER
6 18 4 24 6 2 OK
7 25 1 26 1 OK
8 27 4 31 4 OK

9 31 1 32 1 OK
10 37 4 41 4 OK
11 39 2 43 4 2 OK
12 45 1 46 1 OK
13 49 3 52 3 OK
14 55 1 56 1 OK
15 58 3 61 3 OK
16 61 3 64 3 OK
17 62 3 67 5 2 OK
18 63 2 69 6 4 OVER
19 69 1 70 1 OK
20 70 3 73 3 OK
21 73 1 74 1 OK
22 75 3 78 3 OK
23 82 1 83 1 OK
24 83 2 85 2 OK
25 86 4 90 4 OK

THE NUMBER OF TIMES A CUSTOMER HAD TO

WAIT LONGER THAN THREE MINUTES

- 3 TIMES

MAXIMUM WAITING TIME WAS 7 MINUTES

AVERAGE WAITING TIME WAS .26 MINUTES

Figure 2. Program output of waiting times for twenty

five customer sample.

in the probability of waiting longer than

three minutes.

Accuracy. It is very dangerous to

draw conclusions from truncated simu-

lations. Ifwe repeat the simulation many
times, we can feel more confident of the
accuracy of the results. We assumed that

the variables in the simulation (arrival

interval and service time) were indepen-

dent of each other. If this is not true,

then the simulation will provide poor re-

sults. Finally, we used discrete (as oppos-
ed to continuous) simulation. In actual

practice continuously distri-

buted variables might provide

more accurate results.

Microcomputer Version

Almost any programming
language can be used to write a

simulation, but we will continue

our extended example by using

Applesoft Basic (see Listing 2).

The subroutine at line 200 gen-

erates one random number for

the arrival interval and a second
(different) random number for

the service time.

In lines 80 through 140, the

first of these numbers is used to

calculate the customer's arrival

interval (J), and in lines 160 to

185 the second random number
is used to assign the same cus-

tomer's service time (K).

The customer'sarrival time

(IA) is calculated in line 195;

waiting time ( IWA) is calculated

in line 200; leaving time (IO) is

calculated in line 210; and the

customer's time "in the system"

is given in line 215.

Each customer is repre-

sented on one line of output

like the program output in Fig-

ure 2 where 25 customers were
run through the system and 3
customers waited longer than

three minutes. Given only this evidence,
we would conclude that the probability

a customer would wait longer than three

minutes would be:

3 occurrences
25 customers

xl00= 12%

However, since we would like ac-

curacy approaching the real world
probability, we would be better off

increasing the number of customers shut-

tled through the bank by increasing the

number 25 in line 60 to simulate a much

1.Customer

Number
2. Random
Number

3. Interarrival

Time

4. Random
Number

5. Service

Time

6. Arrival

Time

7. Time

Service

Began
04

06

8. Departure

Time

9. Customer

Waiting

Time
1

2

3

4

57

03

4

1

50
89

2

4

04

05
06
10 1

95

38

9

3

31

70
1

3

14

17

14

17

15

20
5

6

62

80
5

6
08
54

1

2

22

28
22

28
23

30
7

8

11

17

1

1

90
75

4

3

29
30

30
34

34
37

1

4
9

10

78
34

6

2
00
44

1

1

36
38

37

38
38
39

1

Table 3. Sin uiotiofl run. Average waiting time = 0.7 minutes Maximum waiting time — 4 minutes
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larger group ofcustomers.
By changing the number of cus-

tomers from the 25 in line 60 to 1000, I

found that SI customers had to wait

longer than three minutes with the long-

est wait being ten minutes. In addition, I

found the average waiting time to be .708

minutes. Because 51 of the 1000 cus-

tomers waited longer than three min-
utes, the simulation suggests that there is

approximately a 5% chance that a cus-

tomer will wait longer than three
minutes:

5 1 occurrences

1000 customers
x 100 = 5.1%

This result is quite different from

the result obtained using only 25 cus-

tomers and is characteristic of this type

of simulation. Convergence on the

"true" answer will occur as large runs of

the simulation are attempted. Try sev-

eral 1000-customer runs and you will

quickly convince yourself that the true

answer is closer to a 5% chance ofa cus-

tomer waiting longer than three minutes

than to the 12% chance we estimated

with a run ofonly 25 customers.

Simulation Languages and Tools

While simulations can be written in

virtually any computer language, it is of-

ten easier to use one of the specialized

languages or software packages cur-

rently available. For small, short simula-

tions, Basic or Fortran can be used. The
disadvantage to using these general pur-

pose languages, however, is that simula-

tions can be very complex, and it is quite

easy inadvertently to adopt some bad

assumptions.

Special purpose simulation lan-

guages, on the other hand, are specifi-

cally adapted to those situations that

occur most often in modeling. They run

faster and make the programming sim-

pler, and the finished product is less

likely to containcommon errors. Using a

special purpose simulation language can

be like gaining years of experience
quickly. Simulations from Actuarial Mi-

cro Software is one such package avail-

able both for the Apple 1 1 series and IBM
computers.

Simulations is actually a combina-

tion of two separate packages: Monte
Carlo Simulations and GASS. Monte
Carlo Simulations is a general purpose

simulator which incorporates statistical

analysis as well as the ability to run a

Monte Carlo type discrete simulation.

The statistical analysis section allows the

fitting of the proper statistical distribu-

tion to your raw data. That distribution

I *- -* 9 CimiiIhIuui mA i ~itj— tiiii *--
usimg x. jHTniKmon or waning une tot ouiwiwini

1 HOME
10 L =

20 A =

30 IA =

40 10 =

50 MAX =

55 PRINT
1000

56
57

; TAB( 6>;"1N"; TAB< 12> ;"S* ; TAB< 15>;"0UT";

TAB< 20)j"TIS ,
i TAB< 25>;"WAIT"; TAB< 30>;"STATUS"

PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
LINE 58 SETS A WINDOW WITH THE LE6END AT THE TOP OF

IF YOU ARE NOT USING AN APPLE, DELETE THE LINE.

REM
THE SCREEN.

POKE 34,2
FOR M = 1 TO 25
G0SUB 2000
REM "IR" REFERS TO INTER-ARRIVAL TIME OF CUSTOMERS

58
60
70

75
80

85
90
95

100

105
110

115

120

125
130

135
140

150 D* =

1 55 REM

IF IR

IF IR
IF IR
IF IR

IF IR

IF IR

IF IR

> = THEN J = 1

> =18 THEN J = 2

> = 35 THEN J = 3

> = 50 THEN J = 4

> = 62 THEN J = 5

> = 72 THEN J = 6
> = 81 THEN J = 7

IF IR > =89 THEN J = 8

IF IR > = 94 THEN J = 9

IF IR = 96 THEN J = 10

IF IR = 97 THEN J = 11

IF IR = 98 THEN J = 12

IF IR = 99 THEN J « 13

160

165
170

175

180

185

240

245

255

*0K"

IS"
>

>

>

REFERS TO SERVICE TIME FOR CUSTOMERS
= THEN K » 1IF IS

IF IS > =48 THEN K » 2

IF IS > = 68 THEN K * 3
IF IS > =84 THEN K = 4

IF IS > = 96 THEN K - 5

IF IS > =98 THEN K - 6

195 IA = IA J

200 IWA = 10 - IA

205 IF IWA < THEN IWA =

210 10 = IA K IWA

215 ITS = 10 - IA

220 IF IWA > 3 THEN D» = "OVER"
225 IF D» = "OVER" THEN L = L 1

230 A = A IWA

235 IF IWA > MAX THEN MAX = IWA

PRINT Mi TAB< 6);IA; TAB< 12) }K; TAB< 15>;I0; TAB< 20>

;

ITS; TAB< 25); IWA; TAB< 30) ;M
NEXT M

250 A A / M
254 PRINT : PRINT

PRINT "THE NUMBER OF TIMES A CUSTOMER HAD TO
WAIT LONGER THAN THREE MINUTES = ";L;" TIMES
PRINT

'MAXIMUM WAITING TIME WAS ";MAX;" MINUTES"
257
260
262
265
280

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

290 D* = CHR» <4>

300 PRINT
320 END
2000 IR = INT <100 *

2010 IS = INT < 100 »

2020 RETURN

AVERAGE WAITIN6 TIME WAS ";Aj" MINUTES"

RND <1>)
RND <2))
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is then used to generate the random
events in the simulation. A set of results

for a simulation run are presented in Ta-
ble 4. This report gives a description of

the results of a simulation.

The graph in Figure 3 displays the

results of fitting a negative binomial dis-

tribution to a set of raw data. While the
manual and the programs in Simulations
are easy to use, they lack the power to

perform multiple-phase operations like

the one in the bank simulation above.
This severely restricts the type of prob-
lem that can be handled with the pack-
age. As a teaching tool, however, Simu-
lations is the best on the market for

demonstrating Monte Carlo type
simulations.

EZQ from Acme Software Arts is a
package available only for the Apple II

ki

1
II

SB

PJI
ox

ii

«W.r
sx oc.ljj

MX
USI

at •Ossumpt
ftp 9 Bin

BX
JS

.rv.r.gj

""IIS
fWarag* Std Dpv

IB
•Std DpvH

Olinimum (Tla imum f itnns
noi

Tri
fBl

— 4 ii n ..ft, r -.! Tmiiilulirigure j. mumvmw jwnuiwrwms

set of raw data to o porhculor

DATASET PARAMETERS

DATASET NUMBER: 2
DATASET NAME: SAMPLE

NUMBER OF CELLS i 23
TIME <HHMM)i 1200

DISTRIBUTION ASSUMPT: 3 N«Q Bin
ASSUMED AVERAGE: 30

ASSUMED STANDARD DEV: 10
NUMBER OF TRIALS: 100

OBSERVED RESULTS

Frobl«» IDUFF1NGI Sttt'4 < • 23 2
RUN C0HPLCTC Fr.n on* »«»•

Rgure4.EZQ.Duffing'seqtHitionisa

nonlinear differential #911011011 which connot

be solved analytically but con be simulated.

NUMBER OF ITEMS
AVERAGE

STANDARD DEVIATION
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM

100.00
30.80
10.29
27.00
88.00

GOODNESS OF FIT
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
CHI -SQUARE VALUE
SX CHI -SQUARE VAL
I/2Z CHI -SQUARE

CELL RANGE
BEGINNING ENDING
VALUE VALUE

OBSERVED RESULTS
NUM- PROBA- CUM AVERAGE
BER B1LITY PR06 VALUE

Good
10.00
12.66
18.31
23.1?

-EXPECTED RESULTS-
NUM- PROBA- CUM
BER BIL1TY PR06

ALL BEL0U
23.33
25.67
28.00
30.33
32.67
33.00
37.33
3?. 67
42.00
44.33
46.67
49.00
31.33
33.67
36.00
38.33
60.67
63.00
63.33
67.67
70.00
72.33
74.67
77.00
79.33
81.67

23.32
23.66
27.9?
30.32
32.66
34.99
37.32
39.66
41.99
44.32
46.66
48.99
31.32
33.66
33.99
38.32
60.66
62.99
65.32
67.66
69.99
72.32
74.66
76.99
79.32
81.66

ALL ABOVE

2

1

I

2

10

13
7

8
14

3
9

11

4

2

2

2

2

4

0.00
0.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
2.00
10.00
13.00
7.00
8.00
14.00
5.00
9.00

11.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
0.00
4.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1. 00

0.00
0.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
6.00
16.00
29.00
36.00
44.00
58.00
63.00
72.00
83.00
87.00
89.00
91.00
93.00
95.00
95.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
100.00

TOTAL 100 100.00 100.00

0.00
0.00
27.00
2?. 00
0.00

33.00
0.00

38.50
40.60
42.77
43.43
47.73
4?. 86
32.60
34.67
37.43
5?. 50
61.30
63.30
67.00
68.00
0.00

73.50
0.00
0.00
0.00

88.00

50.80

1

I

1

3

3
5
6

10

8

8
12

7
7

?

5
4

4

2

I

1

1

I

0.11
0.16
0.58
0.81
1.34
3.43
3.48
4.36
3.64
10.22
7.67
8.00
11.90
7.43
6.76
8.39
4.62
3.76
4.19
1.98
1.47
1.47
0.63
0.39
0.23
0.15
0.25

0.11
0.27
0.83
1.66
3.00
6.43
9.91
14.47
20.11
30.33
38.00
46.00
37.90
63.33
72.09
80.68
85.30
89.06
93.25
95.23
96.70
98.17
98.80
99.39
99.62
99.77
00.02

TaeJe4.MonteCorfoSimijl<itMmresuftssum
dataset parameters frtteci by the program.

100 100.00 100.00

items along Willi the

series computers and is definitely for

those with some simulation experience.

It is not designed to handle Monte Carlo

type simulations but rather is oriented to

solving differential, difference, and alge-

braic equations.

Dynamic simulations can be han-
dled easily by EZQ. The author of the

program, Gerald Gottlieb, sent us sev-

eral articles from medicaljournals which
describe the use ofEZQ to run simula-

tions of muscles, neuromuscular stimu-

lation, and energy absorption of football
helmets. This package requires good
grounding in differential equations but

can be invaluable for those who have
expertise in that area.

EZQ provides both tabular and
graphic output for easy analysis of re-

sults. An example of the graphic output
is shown in Figure 4.

Slam II from Pritsker and Asso-
ciates is a simulation language for the
IBM PC which handles both discrete

event and continuous simulation as well

as any combination of the two. Main-
frame simulation users will be familiar

with Slam, the mainframe version ofthis
language, which has been around since

1979. Slam is in wide use in industry for

modeling production lines, transporta-

tion networks, communications net-
works, military operations, computer
systems, and material handling con-
figurations. Many universities also use
the mainframe version as an instruc-

tional tool for neophytes to simulation;

there are some fine teaching materials

available for use with Slam.
The IBM PC version is relatively

new and sure to catch the attention ofold
Slam users, because the commands are
similar. The Slam II system starts by
designing a network, or flow diagram,
which graphically portrays the flow of
entities (e.g., people, parts, information)
through the system. The network is

made up of nodes, and Slam II includes
20 different node types from which to
choose. To analyze the model, the net-

work is translated into a statement
model which serves as an input file for
Slam II. It is possible to write the state-

ment form ofthe simulation directly, but
most users will probably resort to the di-

agrammatic approach. Slam II for the
IBM PC allows output to be written to
DIF files so that users can manipulate
output to create bar charts, pie charts,

or plots with Lotus 1-2-3, VisiCalc, or
any other software recognizing the DIF
format.

Micro-Dynamo is a simulation lan-

guage, available for both the IBM and
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Not Just

for the

Fun of It

Simulations can be among the very

best entertainment software on micro-

computers. Most of t he simulations tend

to fall in one oftwo categories:

• Mechanical simulations in which

some device or vehicle is simulated.

• Historical simulations in which

some situation is simulated.

I have some personal favorites in

each category to share with you. For

mechanical simulations my choices are

Flight Simulator II, Goto, and Space

Shuttle. For historical simulations,

among the best are Fighter Command,
Carrier Force, and Legionnaire.

Each of my favorite mechanical

simulations is a carefully researched

recreation of an actual vehicle. Flight

Simulator II from Sublogic mimics the

characteristics ofa Piper PA-28- 1 8 1 Ar-

cher II, a single engine, 148 mph, fixed

landing gear aircraft common in the U.S.

today. Flight Simulator is by far the

closest thing to actual flying on a micro-

computer. It is a bit like a game, and yet it

can be startlingly realistic.

My other favorite mechanical simu-

lations are not quite as realistic as Flight

Simulator, but they are true simulations

in their own right. Goto from Spectrum

Holobyte is a simulation of the most

common type of fleet submarine in use

duringWW II.

In Goto you are confronted with a

"mission" each time you boot up; the

mission changes each session and is "dis-

played" to the commander through
Morse code (it also prints out on the

screen). Like an actual commander of a

Gato class submarine, you have limited

resources with which to complete the

mission; your submarine is not an imagi-

nary supervehicle of arcade quality but

rather a limited vehicle with quickly re-

alized limitations. After a few frustrat-

ing attacks on shipping you will quickly

learn to think ahead and spend some

SpaceShuttle.

time practicing maneuvers or forever re-

main committed to Davy Jones' locker.

Space Shuttle from Activision is

your opportunity to replace Jake Garn
and experience everything but g-forces.

While Space Shuttle is less detailed as a

simulation than either Flight Simulator

or Gato, it is still great fun and a bit ofan

education for space flight neophytes.

Be forewarned that Space Shuttle is

an attempt to model a flight ofthe shuttle

in true simulation form and is not exactly

the arcade game we would expect from
Activision. Your mission is always to

launch, rendezvous, and dock with a sat-

ellite as many times as possible while

conserving fuel for the return to earth.

Since I know virtually nothing about

flying the real shuttle, I can't vouch for

the realism, but I can say that the experi-

ence is enjoyable and even a little edu-

cational.

Now for the best historical simula-

tions: there are so many good historical

simulations, it is difficult to pick the best.

By far the most popular with me is

FighterCommand, the historical simula-

tion of the Battle of Britain, which took
place during WW II in August and
September of 1940.

The simulation is as realistic as

Strategic Simulations could possibly

make it. You are placed in the position of

Air Marshal for the RAF with all that he

had at his disposal on any given day dur-

ing the battle. The model simulates ac-

curately the availability of different

aircraft, the problems of logistics, the

capability of the lately installed British

radar, and the destructive force of vari-

ous bombloads.
Another ideal situation for histori-

cal simulation purposes is the Midway
campaign in the Pacific duringWW II.

Carrier Force, also from Strategic
Simulations, accurately depicts that

situation as well as the Coral Sea, East-

ern Solomons, and Santa Cruz cam-
paigns. In the Midway scenario you can
choose the historical setup, which places

ships and aircraft at their historical loca-

tions just prior to the battle; you can
determine for yourself if the American
victory was an historical fluke (as many
have suggested) or if the odds were
stacked in favor ofthe United States (al-

most nobody suggests this) by replaying

the scenario a number of times using

various strategies.

In both Carrier Force and Fighter

Command you are confronted with a

great deal ofdetail that must be absorbed

and used. These commercial simulations

are not designed for players who wish to

boot upand start playing five minutes af-

ter opening the box. Skill in these games
requires some learning and repeated
practice.

A much less demanding (as well as a

much less detailed) historical simulation

is available in Legionnaire from Avalon
Hill. This is really a quasi-historical

simulation in that few details of particu-

lar battles are known with certainty.

Legionnaire is a real-time simula-

tion ofcombat in the time ofCaesar; you
must make decisions as the battle is

proceeding at a realistic pace. You con-

trol a varying number ofRoman legions

and some cavalry. Each unit has its own
strengths and weaknesses, and you must
keep these in mind as you issue orders to

the unit commanders. The entire display

is in graphic form, so the simulation is

the easiest ofthose mentioned to play; it

even includes the sound of marching le-

gions. Your mission is to wipe out
marauding armies ofbarbarians who are
a threat to Rome.
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FEATURE

Apple II series computers, that deals

solely with dynamic simulations. The
language will be familiar to some as the

language used to model world resources

by Jay Forrester in the World II Model.
That simulation created quite a public

debate because it illustrated the limits to

economic growth imposed by natural re-

sources and increasing pollution and
overpopulation.

Figure 5 shows the "basic behavior"
of Forrester's model as replicated in the

Apple version of Micro-Dynamo. The
model has fallen into some disrepute be-

cause of Forrester's generous assump-
tions, but that need not concern us here.

In Figure 5, the NR curve is natural re-

sources; the P curve is population; the

QL curve is quality of life; and the POLR
curve is pollution. Figure 5 presents the

most powerful characteristic of Micro-
Dynamo, its ability to display output
with color graphics in easy-to-under-

stand formats.

Dynamo is not a new simulation lan-

guage; it dates back to 1958 and is in

common use on mainframes. Those
familiar with the mainframe version will

see the similarity of the microcomputer
version. The authors indicate that no
special training in mathematics is nec-
essary to use Dynamo, unlike the back-

Figure 5. Joy Forrester s World II simulation

uses Micro-Dynamo's color graphics.

ground required for EZQ. A knowledge
of high school algebra is deemed suf-

ficient for using the software. No knowl-
edge ofprogramming is necessary either,

because Dynamo places the equations in

proper order for processing.

Addison-Wesley Publishing, which
produces Micro-Dynamo, also publishes

a college textbook titled Computer
Simulation which uses extensive exam-
ples, which can be programmed in Dy-
namo. The book is a good bet for those

interested in dynamic simulations (note

that the book does not treat Monte Carlo
type simulations).

While most microcomputer users

would not consider an integrated pack-

age to be a specialized simulation lan-

guage, it is possible to perform Monte
Carlo type simulations with some pack-

ages. A good choice for such a use would
be SuperCalc3 for the IBM PC or
SuperCalcia for the Apple He enhanced
with 128K.

The SuperCalc software from
Sorcim/IUS includes a random function

similar to that found in Basic. This al-

lows a user to set up a spreadsheet calling

random numbers as any point to rep-

licate any probability distribution. Since

many microcomputer users are more at

home with spreadsheets than with any of
the programming languages, this could

be a definite advantage in setting up
simulations.

SuperCalc also has the ability to

graph output from a spreadsheet, so

graphic output from a simulation is rel-

atively simple using the SuperCalc soft-

ware. TheSuperCalci packages includes
such a simulation as a demonstration
template. Their demonstration is ac-

tually a blackjack game. A look at the

formulas in the template will reveal the

use of the random function to generate

outcomes. The only bounds to using

SuperCalc for simulation of discrete
events is your own imagination.

PRODUCTAND MANUFACTURER INFORMATION
Carrier Force

Apple II, C64, Atari

$59.95
Fighter Command
Apple II, C64, $59.95

EZQ
Apple II (3 versions)

$79.95, $99.95, $199.95

Flight Simulator II

Apple II, C64 disk. Atari

$49.95; C64 cassette, $39.95

Gato
IBM PC, Apple II

$39.95; Macintosh

$49.95

Legionnaire

Atari, C64 cassettes

$25;

Atari, C64, Apple II disks

$30

Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Rd„ Bldg. A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800)227-1617

(800) 772-3545 (CA)

Acme Software Arts

P.O. Box 61 26
Evanston, IL 60204
(312)942-6412

SubLogic Corporation

713EdgebrookDr.

Champaign, IL 61 820
(217)359-8482

(800)637-4983

Spectrum HoloByte, Inc.

2006 Broadway, Suite 301
Boulder, CO 80302
(800)621-8385
(303)443-0191

Avalon Hill Microcomputer
Games
4517 Harford Rd.

Baltimore, MD 21214
(301)254-5300

Micro-Dynamo
IBM PC, $395;
Apple II (w/ Pascal 1.1)

$245

Simulations

Apple II, IBM PC
$395

Slam ll/PC

IBM PC
$975

SuperCalc 3a
Apple II

$195
SuperCalc 3 Release 2
IBM PC
$395

Space Shuttle

Apple II, Atari XE, XL

$24.95;

C64.C128
$29.95

Addison-Wesley Publishing

Company
Reading, MA 01 867
(617)944-3700

Actuarial Micro Software

391 5 A Valley Ct.

Winston-Salem, NC 27 1 06
(919)765-5588

Pritsker & Associates, Inc.

P.O. Box 2413
West Lafayette, IN 47906
(800) 428-7636
(317)463-5557

Sorcim/IUS Micro Software

2 195 Fortune Dr.

San Jose, CA 95131
(408)942-1727

Activision, Inc.

P.O. Box 7287
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415)960-0410
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Let's compare
Apples toiQ>ples.

/ /

apc^rrr^p^pC3U-1U.

An Af>f>/e lie

Tin.- Apple Ik on the- right works exactly the same as the

Apple Ikon the left. Almost. The Apple on the right has a

powerful memory expansion coprocessing card called Z-RAM
From Applied Engineering, which means the Apple on the

right can completely load AppleWorks into RAM—and then

am it up to thirty times taster than the Apple on the left.

Z-RAM also acts as a solid-state disk drive Which means

the Apple on the right will load and store programs up to

30 times Taster And, OUT included RAM disk is compatible

with Apples* >ft . PRt >-DOS, DOS 33, l-vst !AI .
and ( :iVM.

Turbo Charged AppleWorks.

BvCfl i 250K /.-RAM can completely load AppleWorks

into RAM With Z-RAM, the moment your lingers touch the

keyboard AppleWorks resp mds, A 25(.K Z-RAM lets your

Rerun AppleWorks up to 30 times faster, increase's available

deskti >p K ) 229K and maximum number i >f red >rds f r< >m 1 ,.3S(

)

to over lt>.<XX), doubles the number of lines allowed in the

wc >rd pn x.c.ss< >r. pn >vides a print s|* k >ler, and aim >- -~-\

segments large hies so they can be saved on two or

more disks A SI _!K Z-RAM Ik * MS AppleWorks

desktop to an incredible 413K-

Take a closer look.

There's more Z-RAM has a built-in high speed

Z-kob microprocessor that allows you to run CI'Al

programs. Which means you now haw access to the

single largest body ofSoftware in existence, including

popular packages likeW ndStar, dBase II. TUlbi I RASCAL and

Microsoft BASIC.

And still ni( >re. Z-RAM is a >mpatible with all I lc S< iltwai e and

hardware, installs easily in just ten minutes with a screwdriver

( slightly l< mger with* >ut \, is available with 2S(>K or 512Kof

additional memory ( a 2S(>K Z-RAM can lx- upgraded to S12Kat

An Affile lie with Z-RAM

any time ) Z-RAM is easily handled by the I lc |> >wer supply

with < >ur patent pending |> >wer saving design.

The only thing Ix-tter than that would lx- a recommendation

from Steve Wo/niak

"/ recommend Applied
Engineering products wlxtle-

heartedly. " (Ofcourse, Slav's lie

has aZRAM installed

)

Smw Wautiak Ibeerector

<>f/yif>lc Oampunr.

For fast response.

Z RAM comes complete with simple instructions, RAM disk

software. /. KO , >|XT.ning system. ( 'JVM manual And a five year

"hassle free warranty Make a good Apple great. W ill

i

2S6K Z-RAM ( $399); or with 512K($479)
If you want to run CIVM software, but don't need

more memory, we suggest t hit Z-SOc card. The Z-SOc

has no memory expansion ports and is priced at

only $159.

Call 21 1 241 6060TOORDERTODAY 9am to

1 1 p.m. seven days, ( >r send check i >r m >ney < >rder

toApplied Engineering MasterCard, Visa and C.O.I),

welcome. Texas residents add S 1«"> sales tax Add $10.00

outside l.S A

•Applied Engineering
P.O. Box 798, Carrollton. TX 75006

(214)241-6060



Your Apple owner's manual is a great starting point. But for current

information on the newest applications—and the products that make
them work—you need A+, The #1 Apple Magazine for the Apple II

series and Macintosh computers.O Run Your Office More Efficiently and Profitably Every issue of

A+ is a seminar series on the newest professional applications. You'll

learn how to streamline your accounting and billing. . reduce tele-

phone costs ... set up a database management system . . . select the

right word processing software . . . transmit and receive data . . . and more

!

t>Learn a Foreign Language BASIC isn't the only language your
Apple knows. With multi-lingual software, you can learn to speak
Spanish, French, Russian, and even Chinese and Japanese, like a native!

D>Advance Your Career With Computer-Aided Training Need to

learn spreadsheet analysis, accounting or word processing? You can
learn these skills on your own with your Apple and new interactive

software. It's the fastest and easiest way to get ahead!

t>Manage Your Finances Like a Pro Our monthly column "Money
Matters" focuses on how your Apple can help you make, save and
manage your money more effectively. You'll learn about stocks, bonds,
tax shelters, real estate, home budgeting, and more!
£>PLUS you can enlist your Apple to: create attractive reports with

graphics... improve interpersonal skills ... print in color without a

color printer... cope with stress more effectively ... learn CPR
...manage mailing lists... make your home safer... plot football

strategy . . . access outside networks . . . learn auto mechanics ... and
much, much more!

To subscribe,

call toll-free

or use the attached

order card and tell us

how much you want

to save on A + :

20%—1 year only $19.97

26%—2 years only $36.97
A +, The Magazine Apple Users

Turn to for New Applications

8Z30O



YES!
I don't have to look any
further. A+ is here! Please

enter my subscription to

A+for
PI One year ( 1 2 issues) for

J

only $19.97 -SAVE 20%

n Two years for only
S36.97 - SAVE 26%!

Savings based on full

one-year subscription price

of $24.97.

THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE
FOR apple COMPUTING

Mr. /Mrs. /Ms..

Company

—

please print name m fu* CC 8H823

Address.

City.

State

Check one:

Charge my:

_Zip_

Payment enclosed Bill me later

] American Express

] Visa MasterCard

Card No.. .Exp. Date.

Add $6 a year for postage in Canada and all other foreign countries.

Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first Issue.
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BUSINESS/PERSONAL PRODUCT REVIEW

Build a Bet
A look at some new,

interesting, and affordable

additions for your IBM PC

Russ Lockwood

We did a cover story last fall on
upgrading your IBM PC. In

particular, the expansion
boards proved especially enticing—an

easy and relatively inexpensive way to

boost your computer power. IBM PC
users have discovered what Apple II

users have known for years—new expan-
sion boards can infuse older hardware
with new designs, applications, and
productivity.

A horde of boards has been in-

troduced for the IBM PC during the past

year. We could easily fill several issues

of the magazine with reviews of new
boards, but space limitations restrict us

to a selective approach.

In upcoming issues, we will follow

through with 10,000 baud modems, 2Mb
extended RAM boards, and other excit-

ing developments. For now, we are tak-

ing a look at five innovative and inexpen-

sive enhancements for the IBM PC.

Graphics boards have come a long

way since IBM settled on a four-color

resolution of 320 x 200 pixels as the stan-

dard for color graphics on the PC. Many
ofthe new enhanced boards show ^col-
ors at the same resolution. The Paradise

Modular Graphics Card displays both

standard and enhanced graphics, drives

a monochrome monitor, and displays

true gray scale (in 1 6 shades) on a mono-

chrome monitor. In effect, it functions

like four graphics boards in one.

The board produces RGB or com-
posite color graphics as well as graphics
on an IBM or other monochrome mon-
itor. Only one monitor at a time attaches

to the board and a jumper (easily moved
when the system unit cover is removed)
matches the board to the type of mon-
itor. The DIP switches on the IBM PC
motherboard are always set to indicate a
color graphics board.

Several DIPswitches on the graphics
board must be set to match the manufac-
turer and model for monochrome mon-
itors. Forexample, the IBM monochrome
monitor has a different switch setting

from that ofthe Amdek 310A. Paradise

includes a software program to calibrate

and provide switch settings for mono-
chrome monitors not already included.

If you own an older IBM PC (circa

1982, before the ROM chip was
changed), you may experience problems
booting software using graphics on the
IBM monochrome monitor. In our case,

the monitor suffered from severe vertical

roll, even after we used the Paradise-sup-
plied calibration program and changed

the switch settings. Paradise does pro-

vide a utility program to correct this de-

ficiency, allowing us to run graphics

programs from the A > prompt.

Paradise also includes a utility pro-

gram to turn the screen flicker off. This
marvelous little program benefits those

who use a color monitor for text work.

The modular aspect ofthe Paradise

Modular Graphics Card includes the

ability to piggyback two modules to the

main card. The $125 "A" module adds
either an RS-232 serial port or a parallel

port . The $ 1 95 "B" module adds a clock

calendar and 64K (expandable to 2S6K)
RAM. Paradise includes RAM disk,

print spooler, and clock calendar
software.

The Paradise Modular Graphics
Card is easy to install, earns excellent

marks for performance, and carries a

competitive price of $395. It is best used
with one -monitor set-ups, as removing
the system unit cover to change the

jumper from monochrome to color and
back proves to be rather inconvenient. If

you need a feature-packed graphics
board, we recommend you take a look at

the Paradise Modular Graphics Card.
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The STB Graphix Plus II is another
second generation graphics board. It

supports the standard RGB four-color

IBM PC graphics at a resolution of320 x

200 pixels as well as the enhanced 16-

color graphics at the same resolution.

However, while the board displays

true gray scale ( 1 6 shades) on composite
monochrome monitors, it will not dis-

play such graphics on the IBM mono-
chrome monitor unless the software
comes with special drivers. STB includes

the drivers only for Lotus 1-2-3, Lotus
Symphony, and Ashton-Tate's Frame-
work. Without drivers, you can still run
the IBM monochrome monitor for text

and character graphics, but not true

graphics. DIP switches on the graphics

board determine whether color, mono-
chrome, or both modes are used.

In theory, the board automatically

switches between color and mono-
chrome monitors depending on the soft-

ware. In practice, the board works as

advertised most of the time, but certain

programs requiring graphics do not
automatically switch to the color mon-
itor. In these cases, you must use the

DOS 2.0 mode command to change
monitors and run the program from the

A> prompt.
The board comes with a built-in

parallel port attached to the end of a rib-

bon cable. The port peeks out from the
rear ofthe system unit.

The STB Graphix Plus II combines
the color graphics adapter and the
monochrome display adapter on one
board and offers solid performance on
both. It does not run graphics software
on an IBM monochrome monitor with-

out special software drivers, which are

few and far between (STB manufactures
the $395 Chauffer graphics board which
runs graphics software on an IBM
monochrome monitor).

At $395, the STB Graphix Plus II is

competitively priced. For those with a

two-monitor (text in monochrome,
graphics in color) setup, we suggest you
consider the Graphics Plus II. Those
who are content with one monitor
should look for another board.

If you own a Data General/One,
Kaypro 2000, or other laptop computer
with 3.5* floppy drives: just how do you
transfer all those files created on 3.5"

floppy disks to your IBM PC desktop

computer with 5.25" floppy drives?

You could tangle with the RS-232
port, send the file via a modem, or lug

around the optional 5.25" drives. How-
ever, a better solution is to plug the disk

into the Manzana MDP3 drive.

This external unit connects to the

disk drive controller board inside the

IBM PC. A shielded signal cable runs

from the 37-pin D connector on the back
of the controller board to the rear of the

MDP3 drive. An AC adapter provides

power to the drive. You do not even have
to remove thesystem unit cover to install

the device.

Two utility programs, a device
driver and a format program, control the

drive. The manual shows you how to set

up an autoexec file to load the device

driver automatically. The format utility

operates much like the format com-
mand in regular MS-DOS. Several
formatting options are available, includ-

ing disk formats for single-sided drives,

standard IBM 40-track schemes, and
separate disk formats for the DG/1, TI
Pro-Lite, HP 150, HP 110, and
GridCase laptop computers. Note that

the format for the DG/1 also works with
a Kaypro 2000.

We tested file transfer and opera-
tion between an IBM PC and a Kaypro
2000. In a nutshell, the process was
accomplished smoothly and without a

hitch. In seconds, we exchanged several

data and program files, all of which

worked on the Kaypro 2000.

We think the trend toward 3.5"

disks is gathering momentum—witness

the Macintosh, Amiga, Atari ST, Apri-

cot, and recently released laptop
computers—and will eventually cause

the 5.25" disks to go the way of 8" disks.

Sooner or later, you might need a 3.5"

drive for your IBM PC. Manzana, which
is working on versions of the MDP3 for

Compaq, AT&T, Leading Edge, IBM
PC AT, and Tandy 1000 computers, of-

fers a drive that is easy to install and even

easier to use.

The $625 pricetag is a bit steep for a

disk drive, especially when you can buy

an add-on 5.25" disk drive and adapter

for the Kaypro 2000 for about $450. On
the other hand, the drive might save you
enough time in transferring files to make
it worth the price.

Do you remember Quadram's
Quadlink? To jog your memory, the

Quadlink (reviewed December 1983) is a

plug-in expansion board for the IBM PC
with 80K of RAM and a 6502 micro-

processor. This Apple computer on a

card allows you to run Apple software on
your IBM.

In short, the Quadlink did the best it

could, running Apple software that did

not use half-track protection schemes,
read parallel or serial ports, or check a

specific area ofApplesoft ROM.
Enter Diamond Computer Systems

with an IBM PC expansion board called

Trackstar. It includes a 6502 micro-

processor for running Apple III soft-

ware and a Z80A microprocessor for

running CP/M software. The board
works with the IBM PC disk drives, al-

though it has a connector to hook up an
Apple drive. Diamond aims for the edu-
cational market, where Trackstar allows
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schools to combine the resources of the

vast library of Apple educational soft-

ware with IBM PC business software.

We tried a variety of Apple pro-

grams using just the PC and PC drives.

Almost all of the educational programs

ran without a hitch. For games, the

board worked about half the time. Di-

amond claims the board reads half-track

protected software, although the com-

pany suggests using an Apple drive for

"difficult programs." We tried a few

business programs, and they also op-

erated without difficulty, although pro-

grams written specifically for the He
did not run. All IBM PC software ran

without problems while the board was

installed.

The pricetag of$499 is tempting, al-

though you must decide ifadding an Ap-
ple 11+ and CP/M to an IBM PC is

worth that much. We suggest strongly

that you try the software you intend to

use before buying the board. If the soft-

ware runs and ifyou need to use a large li-

brary of Apple and CP/M software on
an IBM PC, by all means take a look at

Trackstar from Diamond Computer
Systems.

The RAM 7 is an expansion board

with 256K RAM (expandable to 384K)
and a clock calendar. Seattle Computer
includes utility programs—RAM disk,

print spooler, and diagnostics- with the

board.

It installs quite easily: flick a few

DIP switches and plug the board into an

expansion slot. The RAM 7 board per-

forms well, and we had absolutely no

problem running software and setting up

RAM disks.

Perhaps that is the highest accolade

we can give this no-frills memory expan

sion board—it offers trouble-free in-

stallation and operation—except, of

course, to point out the price of $195 for

256KRAMand$225for384K

Firms Mentioned in this Article:

Paradise Systems
HON. Hill Dr.

Brisbane, C A 94005
(415)468 6000

i IRC IF 406 Of -I

READER SERVICE CARD

STB Systems

601 N Glenville

Richardson, TX 75081 c*aE407ON
(214)234-8750 reader servo card

Man/ana
935 ( amino Del Sur

Isla Vista. CA 93117 orcie408On
(805)968-1387 k service card

Diamond Computer Systems
3380 Montgomery Dr.

Santa Clara, CA 95054 cirqe4090n

(408)986-0100 re ader servo card

Seattle Computer
7649 S 180th St

Kent, WA 98032 orcie410On
(206)251-9677 re ader servo card

IF YOUFIT THIS DESCRIPTION
DATA SOURCES ISJUST WHAT
YOU'VEBEENLOOKING FOR.
You're a data processing professional, or you're the recognized

microcomputer specialist in your company
So you need product information that's accurate, up-to-date and

complete—and you need it last

To find it. you wade through stacks of magazines, mailers, cata

logs and trade show brochures

You could call in several dozen salespeople

Or. you zero- in on your best options—by turning to the single re

source that contains all the information you need DATA SOURCES.
DATA SOURCES is a two-volume reference tactbook that

gives you:

• Comprehensive details on more than 43.000 software, hardware

and data communications products

• 10.000 company profiles for instant access to product manufacturers

• At a-glance charts that help you make
fast product comparisons

To subscribe, call toll-tree

1-800-443-0100. ext 251 We II send your

first two volume edition on a 30-day
approval basis and enter your one year

(four editions) subscription lor just $170—
more than 40°c off the regular pnce

SOURCES
IMC ONLY COMPREHENSIVE BUYERS
GUIDE TO THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY
PO B©,%»4t> C*»~ .

T789

ISOBAR...
most complete
computer protection!

More features to prevent errors, false printout, disc

skips! Only ISOBAR has 3 way spike protection, noise

suppression for RFI PLUS isolated filter banks' In-

dividual filter banks isolate each load from other loads

minimizing data errors of any kind MOV surge sup-

pressors arrest both common mode and differential

mode surges L/C filter network rejects radio fre-

quency noise at any amplitude Torroidal coils for

greatest efficiency! All-metal housing

Order toll free 1 800 662 5021 TftSStSft

Indus-Tool, 325 W Huron Dept CC

j
Chicago, IL 60610

Send model />

Enclosed is $
1 MasterCard or [ ] Visa

T Model IBAR 4-6

(4 outlets.

! 6 ft cord)
I Only S79.9S

or charge on . Mo<Je| IBAR2-6
! in *\. itlntc-Expires

Card no

Name

Signature

I
Address

Li « 2 J Only $1

CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD

I

(2 outlets.

. 6 ft cord)

I Only $54 95

I Model IBAR 8-15

J
(8 outlets.

I 15 ft cord)



240K Apple Compatible
® Computer System •

ooAPIus 3000 computer system includes 192K RAM. 48K ROM
(32K Microsoft Basic plus 16K ROM Emulator). 144K Laser
5%" Disk Drive (Runs Apple II Software). Magic Window
Wordprocessor, MagiCalc spreadsheet. Magic Memory
Database. All for only $499.00

• IS Day Free Trial

$499
Complete System

JMAfflC WINDOW//

4MAGJCMEMORY .

MAGICAi

"Aphis 3000"
System POWER

SWITCH

• DISK DRIVE
CONTROLLER INTERFACE

COMPOSITE VIDEO
CASSETTE
INTERFACE

II

«u£itw<"«

Double Immediate Replacement Warranty
If any of the Aplus 3000 computer system
equipment fails due to faulty workmanship or

material within 180 days of purchase we will

REPLACE it immediately with no service charge!

!

• Over 10,000 existing Apple programs • Centronics printer interface included

• 240K (192K RAM. 4«K ROM) • ArtSci's Magic Window II, Magic Memory, and MagiCalc included
• 144K Laser S%" Disk Drive (Runs Apple II software) • RGB (80 columns in color) and composite included

SPECIFICATIONS
A plus 3009 is a complete, self-contained computer based on
the popular 6S02A microprocessor and can tap into the
tremendous software library of Apple II. Features include
192K Bytes RAM. 32KB Enhanced Microsoft BASIC. 80 column
text. S60H X 192V color graphic display. 81 key sculptured
keyboard and high efficiency switching power supply. Also
included as standard are Centronics bus printer interface.
Cassette interface. 4 channel sound generator, and 5'/."

Apple Compatible Disk Drive.

• TIXT
40 columns X 24 rows or 80 columns X 24 rows software
selectoble.

— 5X7 characters in 7 X 8 matrix.
— Upper and lower case characters.
— One of Eight colors for characters/ graphics and background.

Red. Green. Blue. Cyan. Magenta. Yellow. Black and White.
— Character set with normal, inverse ond flashing capabilities.

• GRAPHICS
— 280H X 192V 6 colors Block. White. Violet. Green. Blue. Orange.
— 280H X 192V 8 colors bit image - Black. White. Red. Green Blue. Cyan,

Magenta. Yellow.
— 560HX 192V 6 colors Black. White. Violet. Green. Blue. Orange. (High

resolution color monitor required)

Super Apple Compatible Disk Drive Sale
Quieter. Cooler. Better Disk Drives for your Apple II plus. He. He
I specify when ordering). List $299.95. Sale $149.95.

15 Day Fr«o Trial — If It doesn't meet your expectations
within 15 days of racalpt, fust sand It back to us UPS
prapald and wa will rafund your purchase price!!

More Features than Appier for less than Commodore Commodore 1

Features Aplus 1000 Apple He 128

RAM 192K 64K 128K
Runs Apple II Software res Yes No
Function Keys 14 None 16
4 Voice. 6 Octave Sound Yes No Yes
Composite Video Vet Yes Yes
Disk Drive included Extra Cost Extra Cost
Numeric Keypad Included Extro Cost Included
Video Cable Included Extra Cost Extra Cost
RGB Color Card Included Extra Cost Included
80 Column Card Included Extra Cost Included
Centronics Printer Interface included Extra Cost Extra Cost
Drive Controller Included Extra Cost Included
$150 Wordprocessor (Magic Window) included Extra Cost Extra Cost
SI 50 Spreadsheet (MagiCalc) Included Extra Cost Extra Cost
$60 Database prg. (Magic Memory)

Your Cost
Included

$499.00

Extra Cost Extra Cost

$1745.00 $1117.90

ACCESSORIES
2nd Disk Drive
2 professional analog joysticks
Z 80 cart, allows CP M use
RS232 adapter
R F Modulator (TV hookup)
RGB cable (RGB Monitor hookup)
Centronics cable (for Centronics printer)
Technical reference manual
Comstar lOx 120-1 40 CPS dot matrix print*
80 columns Hi-Res Amber Monitor
80 column Hi-Res RGB Monitor

LIST
$299.95
$ 39.95
$ 99.95
$ 99.95
$ 29.95
$ 24.95
$ 34.95
$ 29.95
$399.00
$199.OO
$399.00

SALE
$149.95
$ 24.95
$ 59.95
$ 59.95
$ 19.95
$ 19.95
$ 24.95
$ 19.95
$189.00
$ 89.95
$279.00

Add S25.00 for shipping and handling!!
Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14
days for delivery. 2 to 7 days for phone orders. 1 day express mail

!

We accept Visa ond MasterCard. We ship COD. to continental
U.S. addresses only. Add $10 more if C.O.D.

AWt ond COMMODOtf o>o foa<t»orod trobvmorkt I Applo Compute Im ond Commodo>o Svunott Moth.no* Inc ro*pot ,'^t¥

COMPUTER DIRECT
We Love Our Customers
22292 N. Pepper Rd.. Barrington. III. 60010

312/382-5050 to order



Famous Canon National Brand
10" Carriage HI SPEED 15" Corriog.

PRINTER SALE
BgIow Wholesale* Cost Prices!!!
• 160-180 CPS • High Speed Dot Matrix • Letter Quality Modes
* Tractor/ Friction • 4 Character Styles * Business or Personal
• Programmable Characters * 2K Buffer • 15 Day Free Trial

• ONE YEAR IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
Check these features &prices

10" Printer
List $499.00

$ | 9^00
Call for Volume Discounts

15" Printer
List $699.00

$249°°
Call for Volume Discounts

(IBM - Commodore) SPECIFICATIONS (Apple - Atari - Etc.)

Super Graphics!
Print Sample

*** NLQ PITA PRINTING ***

CANON IMPACT MATRIX PRINTER CANC

CANON IMPACT MATR

Printing Method
Impact dot matrix

Printing Speed
1 60 CPS at standard character printing

27 CPS at NLQ character printing

Printing Direction

Text Mode Bidirectional

Graphic Mode Unidirectional

Print Hood Life

100 million characters

Printing Characters

Stondard 11x9 dot matrix
NIQ 23 x 18 dot matrix

Character site 2 x 2 42 mm (standard)

Character set: Full ASCII character set (96).

32 special European characters

Down Loading
11 x 9 dot matrix. NLQ 23 x 18 dot matrix

optional

Print Buffer

2K byte utility buffer

Image Printing

Image Data: Vertical 8 9 and or 16 dot

Resolution. Horizontal 60 dots inch

Horizontal 1 20 dots inch (double density)
Horizontal 240 dots inch (quadruple density)

Interface

8 bit parallel interface (Centronics type)

Paper
Plain paper Roll paper Single sheet
Fanfold Multipart paper: max 3 sheets
(original plus 2)

Interfaces

Ink Ribbon Cartridge

Ribbon life. 3 million characters/cartridge

Maximum Number of Characters

Standard: 10 cpi 80 cpl

Enlarged: 5 cpi 40 cpl

Condensed: 17.1 cpi 136 cpl

Condensed enlarged: 8.5 cpi 68 cpl

Elite: 12 cpi 96 cpl

Elite enlarged: 6 cpi 48 cpl

NLQ pica: 10 cpi 80 cpl

NIQ pica enlarged: 5 cpi 40 cpl

Physical Dimensions
Size: 15'/.' x 12 5/8' x 4 3/8' (10")

Weight: 17.6 lbs. (10")

Cartridge) Ribbon.
List $29.95. Sal* $19.95.

IBM $89.00 Apple $59.00 Atari $59.00 Commodore 539.00

Add $13 50 ($15 00 tor IS" Printer*) tor shipping hondlmg and
insurance Illinois residents please add 6% tax Add $20 00 for

CANADA PUERTO RICO. HAWAII ALASKA APO FPO orders

Canodian orders must be in U S. dollars. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO
OTHER COUN1RIES EXCEPT CANADA
Enclose Coshiers Check Money Order or Personal Chech A"ov» 14

doys for delivery 2 lo 7 days toi pt.onst orders t day expiess >

VISA MAS1ERCAR0 COD No l G to Coi.odo APO FPO

COMPUTER DIRECT
We Love Our Customers
22292 N. Pepper Rd., Barrington. III. 60010

312/382-5050 to order
CIRCLE 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PRINT ABOUT PRINTERS
Double duty printers/Owen Linzmayer

The theme of this month's column is

Double Duty—which in this case

refers not to Howdy Doody's twin

brother but to printers that can perform

more than one function. We look at the

Brother Twinriter 5, which features a

dual daisywheel and dot matrix print-

head, and the Epson DX-20, a daisy-

wheel printer that can function as a

typewriter. But first, a few words about a

book I would like to recommend to both

prospective printer buyers and Epson

printer users.

Although as a rule Epson user man-
uals are well written and exhaustive,

infomaniacs may wish to pick up a copy
of Addison-Wesley's Epson. Epson.
Read All About It!. This 280-page tome
authored by Julie Knott and Dave
Prochnow is professionally done and
contains informative reading on the en-

tire line of Epson dot matrix printers

Epson DX-20

BoldPace.

Underline .

Super 8"^
full feature
typewriter.

r

Type: 96-character daisywheel

Feed: Friction (tractor, single sheet optional)

Speed: 20 cps Interface: Diablo API

Summary: Inexpensive daisywheel with op-

tional keyboard

Price: $459

Epson America

2780 Lomita Blvd.

Torrance, CA 90505

(213)539-9140

OIICU 411 ON READER SERVO CARD

One ofthe highlights ofa recent trip

to California was visiting the Epson
plant in Torrance, nestled between a cor-

porate park and oil fields with pumping
stations as far as the eye can see. Even so,

the scenery was not as impressive as the

new Epson DX-20 daisywheel printer

that I had a chance to evaluate on the

spot.

The Epson DX-20 is the wide-car-

riage big brother of the recently an-

nounced DX-10 with some significant

improvements. Selling at $299, the DX-
10 churns out characters at a rate of 10
per second and is healthy competition
for the Juki 6000 that I reviewed on these
pages last month. As its name implies,

the Epson DX-20 is capable of reaching
print speeds of 20 cps and retails for

$459.

A peek under the hood reveals that

the DX-20 accepts large Olivetti ribbons
and can be fitted with any of 1 2 available

96-character printwheels. Also located

under the front cover are the DIP
switches which control certain printer

defaults. Unlike many other manufac-

turers, Epson is thoughtful enough to la-

bel the functions of these switches.
Character pitch (10, 12, and propor-

tional), auto linefeed, page length, and
sheet feeder options can all be set via this

bank of switches as well as by software

escape codes. The Epson DX-20 comes
standard with a control panel featuring

on-line, linefeed, and form feed switches

in addition to power, ready, and paper

out lamps.

When operating, the DX-20 sounds
like those teletypes that drone mind-
lessly in the newsroom behind the eve-

ning anchorwoman. While it is just as

loud as any other daisywheel printer, the

DX-20 is unique in at least one respect: it

can act as a typewriter with its optional

keyboard module. Although several

manufacturers offer typewriters that can
function as printers, they often sacrifice

quality and many desirable features. The
DX-20, on the other hand, is a first rate

printer and doubles as a fine typewriter

for those tasks that are easier done man-
ually than with a word processor.

The keyboard module plugs into the

(FX, MX, RX, and LQ-1500) and com-
patibles. Explaining print technology

with practical programs and patches,

this book retails for $14.95 and is a fine

addition to any computer library.

Conversely, I recommend that you
stear clear of Ballcntine's Epson Printer

User's Handbook. It offers little that isn't

covered thoroughly in the Epson man-
uals that come packaged with the print-

ers. Furthermore, the illustrations are

childish and the text reads poorly.

back of the DX-20, next to the Diablo

API. interface. Its cable is six feet long

and ofthe curled telephone handset vari-

ety. The full-sized keyboard is contained

in a hard plastic case and can be propped
up one half inch thanks to two support

feet, an idea obviously borrowed from
the IBM PC keyboard. Incidentally, the

DX-20 keyboard boasts a caps lock light,

something the IBM PC lacks.

All of the functions present on a

standard typewriter can be found on the

DX-20 keyboard including tab, margin,

underline, pitch select, and shadow
print. The "feel" of the keyboard is not

on par with that ofa Selectric, but it suf-

fices, especially in light of the fact that

the keyboard option is used only when a

job is so small that it is most appro-

priately done without a computer. There
is a slight delay between the time you
strike a key and the time that the daisy-

wheel prints that character. Although
disconcerting at first, this effect is com-
mon on many electronic typewriters,

and I did get used to it after a while.

The Epson DX-20 is a fine daisy-

wheel printer in its own right, but the

keyboard option merits additional
praise. To be priced in the $100 range,

the keyboard module obviates the need
to buy both a typewriter and a computer
printer. The DX-20 needn't be dis-

connected from the computer to func-

tion in its typewriter mode, just placed

off-line, which means that it can be used
as a typewriter by your secretary while

you are busy preparing a report on the

computer. I am very impressed with the

Epson DX-20, and for that matter, the

DX-10 as well. Both offer competitive
features and exceptional value, in addi-

tion to reliability afforded them by their

Epson heritage.
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XEROX

Store this in

your memory:
buytwo packs
of Xerox Flopf
Diskettes
and getone
pack free.

It's true. When you buy two packs ofour new 3W
micro diskettes or selected 5 Vf diskettes, you'll receive

an additional pack absolutely free.* It's our way of intro-

ducing you to our superior new floppies.

Try them out on your IBM-PC, PC-AT, Macintosh,

Compaq, AT&T, ITT, Olivetti, HP or on our own PCs

and word processors. You'll see how superior they are,

both in quality and performance. And they're packed in a

durable library case as well.

To get your free diskettes (or for more information)

simply call 1-800-822-2200 Dept. 22 and order any of the

items specified below:

D 11R66003: 5Va double-sided/double density disk-

ettes (10 per pack) for your IBM-PC or IBM-

compatible PC
8R2467: 5W high density

diskettes (10 per pack) for your

IBM-AT
8R2466: V/i" single-sided micro diskettes

(5 per pack) for your Apple Macintosh

This offer ends December 31, 1985 and is limited to

five free packs per customer.

So remember, call 1-800-822-2200 Dept 22 and order

your free diskettes today. That's a pretty memorable offer!

•Your free pack will he of comparable or lean value than Ihc two you purchase

XERCMI isa trademark of XEROX CORPORATION.

r mote inrmmalion from Xerox circle # 1 7 1 on the reader «erv«x card

TeamXerox

I



from
COMPUTER
HOUSE

Specialties...

AMERICAN COVERS
LEATHER LKE COVERS FOR COMPUTERS DRIVES &

Prmteo Colt for Pricing loo mony fo list

ANCHORS AUTOMATION
Vc*s Modem 12 $18900
J Coble foe Commodore 29 99
Express Modem 265 95
Work 12 24995

VIOfO 7
MastermodemCM 34 95

INDUS DISK DRIVE
Alan 19995
C-64 224 95
Apple 17995

RING KINO
Datodefenders 70 16 37
PS 1200 Print Stand 14 95

TECH SKETCH LIGHT PEN
C64 2995
ATARI 24 95

WICO
IBM Keyboard 249 95

XETEC INTERFACES
Supergrapnic w/8K Butler 79 95
Supergrophic > 39 95
Atari 3995

VUTEK
384K Short Board 99 00
6M Coiorgraptvc Board
w/Prmter Port 135 00
Economono w/Ptmter Port 109 00
Monographic card
w/Prmter Port 235 00

GRANNY SMITH
Interlaces tor Moctntosh 99 00

Rombow Ribbon Pock fits

Okidata » Star SG10.
10X SG15 15X

6 m Be* Assorted Colors 15 00

STAB MICRONICS PRINTERS
SG10 S214 9S
SGWC 20900
SG15 36900
SOW 33900
SD15 43900
SRW 47500
SR15 59900
Pt 29900
SB 49500

LEGEND PRINTERS
808 14995
1080 174 95
1385 274 95

COMPUTER HOUSE Specialties
P.O. lex 26

Balton, MO 64012
Call Toll Fre* to Ordor:
Mon.-Ff I. • a.m. • 6 p.m.
Outside Kansas call

1-800-255-0390 then 454457
In Kansas Call

1 800 332-0274 then 454457
WE Will NOT BE UNDERSOLD

BY ANY LEGITIMATE MAH ORDER HOUSE
You must odd shipping costs to the price of the
article purchased We decept checks money
order Visa MasterCard (include » & eipiranon
date) or snip UPS C O D Please odd 3'i\ for credit
cord pure hoses Personal A Company checks
allow 2 weeks to eleor School purchase orders
occepted Price subtect to change without notice
Dealer inquiries welcome Missouri residents odd
6h% sales tan Visa MasterCord Cdshier s Checks
or Money Orders will be shipped ne«t day Due to
our low prices on sales are final All returns must
have authorization number Can to obtain one

COMPUTER
HOUSE

Specialties

PRINT ABOUT PRINTERS

Brother Twinriter Brother Twinriter
Normal Text
Expand
Emphasized

CIRCLE 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Normal Text
EH! :-< f>a i-~i cdle crl

Emphas i zed
Boldface
Under 1 i ne
Subset- 1 t=*

Type: 96-choracler daisywheel, 9-pin dot matrix

ffJtjfc&iction (tractor, single sheet optional)

1: 36 letter quality cps, 1 40 draft cps

Interface: Parollel Price: $ 1 295
Summary: Dual printhead tills most printer needs

Manufacturer: Brother International

8 Corporate PI.

Piscotaway, NJ 08854
(20 1) 981 0300
ORClf 4 1 2ON RE ADER SERVO CARD

Truly exciting developments in the

printerindustry are fewand far between,
but with the arrival of the Brother
Twinriter 5 at our lab, we saw the in-

dustry reach another milestone. The
Twinriter is the first printer to incor-

porate both daisywheel and dot matrix
mechanisms in a single printhead.

Users have long been trust rated by
the need for a daisywheel printer for
word processing and a dot matrix unit

for graphics and data processing. The
Twinriter 5, with its unique dual print-

head, solves this dilemma and saves
time, space, and money as well.

The Twinriter 5 is a wide-carriage
printer in an attractive off-white case
that measures 23.2" x 7.9" x 15.0". The
elaborate front control panel not only
has the standard select, linefeed, and top
of form buttons, it also comes complete
withswitches that allowyou toconfigure
the lineand character pitch and the print

mode. These buttons are accompanied
by small lamps which indicate their sta-

tus. The mode switch determines which
print mechanism is to be employed and
how it will behave. Although covered
rather extensively in the 172-page user's

manual, the print mode option is some-
what ambiguous.

Basically the Twinriter 5 operates in

one of two modes: letter quality or draft.

In the former, the daisywheel is used
primarily, and the dot matrix printhead
only comes into play to print special

characters not in the daisywheel charac-
ter set. The dot matrix printhead func-
tions exclusively in draft mode. To
confuse the issue further, the Twinriter
also has WP (word processing) and DP
(data processing) software command
modes that act in combination with the

letter quality and draft modes. Ifyou arc-

using software that was intended to drive

a daisywheel printer, you should select

WP. In the DP mode, programs that

support graphics and require printing

with the dot matrix can be used. Among
these program types are spreadsheets,

business graphs and charts, specialized

graphics, and integrated software. Luck-
ily, once you have selected your default

settings, you needn't worry about what
modes to use with your software.

As the sample printout dem-
onstrates, the Twinriter 5 is capable

of printing bold, shadow, sub/super-
scripts, auto underlined, emphasized,
and expanded characters. In its native

letter quality mode, the daisywheel can
produce 36 cps, compared to the maxi-
mum of 17 near letter quality cps from
the dot matrix printhead I .est you be
misled into thinking the Twinriter is

slow, it should bemade clear that thedo)
matrix printhead iscapableoftop speeds
of 1 40 cps composed on a 7 x 9 matrix in

draft mode. All in all, the Twinriter can
hold its own against the competition,

regardless of print mode.
However intriguing the dual print-

head, the most astonishing aspect of the
Twinriter 5 is that it costs only $1295,
considerably less than two full-carriage

printers. At this price, the Twinriter

comeswitha parallel interface, 3K buffer

(expandable to 1 9K). and the option for a

sheet- or tractor-feed mechanism. The
Twinriter 5 can be used w ith virtually ;in>

computer system. Its versatility suits it

ideally to office automation, yet its tinni-

est price makes it attractive for home
businesses as well. Certainly the folks al

Brother have proven once again that two
heads are better than one.
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to IBM, Kaypro, Apple, NEC and Epson. Portable, transportable,
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Programs that

Understand Language
How they do it—syntax-directed methods/Part 2/ William Wright

Last month, in Part 1 , we began to discuss programming
methods for understanding or "parsing" artificial lan-
guage. This month, we continue with an investigation of

top-down vs. bottom-up parsers and conclude with a dis-
cussion of recursive subroutines.

Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up
The syntax ofany valid sentence can be represented with a

tree structure. "The boy ran down the road" can be di-
agrammed as in Figure 1

.

The diagram is called a derivation tree. Each name on the
tree is called a node. Each set of nodes is a production of the
node from which it descends. In the diagram above, VERB
PREP-PHRASE is a production of VERB- PHRASE. Obvi-
ously a language contains enough productions to build many
different derivation trees (sentences), and it is unlikely that any
particular derivation will contain all of the productions of a
language.

The automatons that we discussed in Part I are called top-
down because they deduce the top of a tree first and the
bottom of a tree last. They don't output actual diagrams, but
they "think" in a top-down fashion. Suppose that we were
parsing "The boy ran down the road." A top-down machine
would start at the top with SENTENCE.

We can think ofSENTENCE as the first state of the ma-
chine. We hope that SENTENCE or one ofthe states that fol-
lows it will accept "the," at which time the machine will add
nodes to the bottom ofthe tree:

SENTENCE

ARTICLE NOUN

the

We can think of ARTICLE as the state that accepted
"the," and we can think ofNOUN as the NEXT of the accept-
ing state. We hope that NOUN or one ofthe states that follows
it will accept "boy," and that the parse will continue in this
fashion until the derivation is complete. Top-down parsing is

called predictive because the NEXT of each state (each non-
terminal node) predicts what should come next in the sentence.
In the example, after the machine sees "the," it predicts
NOUN and won't bother to check for ARTICLE or VERB.

Trees can be built from the bottom-up. In this case, ma-
chine begins at the bottom as in Figure 2.

The machine recognizes that PREP ARTICLENOUN is

a production of PREP-PHRASE, so it places a new node on
top of the tree as in Figure 3.

The machine continues to build upwards this way until it

reaches a single node at the top ofthe tree (SENTENCE). Bot-

SENTENCE

ARTICLE NOUN VERB-PHRASE

•he boy VERB PREP-PHRASE

ran PREP ARTICLE NOUN

down the road

Figure 1,

ARTICLE NOUN VERB PREP ARTICLE NOUN

the boy ran down the road

ARTICLE NOUN VERB

the boy

PREP-PHRASE

PREP ARTICLE NOUN

down the road

Figure 3.

tom-up parsing is said to be data driven because it attempts to
build a derivation with whatever words it finds, rather than
expecting to find a particular class ofword.

The top-down strategy is faster and simpler, but the bot-
tom-up strategy has more power and reduces backup.

The primary shortcoming of top-down parsing has been
mentioned already: the parser is stalemated if it can't make a
prediction about the next word. Consider these sentences
which arecommon in programming languages:

CMPVAR
CMPVAR.X
In the first sentence, VAR functions as a complete op-

erand (analogous to a noun). In the second sentence, VAR
modifies X (analogous to an adjective). Each ofthese sentences
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requires a different ACTION and NEXT for VAR, but the

only way for the parser to choose is to peek ahead at the word
that follows VAR. Will it be a comma or a carriage return?

In other words, the parser must use the bottom-up data-

driven approach for a moment. Switching from top-down to

bottom-up and back again is an accepted parsing technique
when the application justifies the extra programming. Human
beings probably read in this fashion. They expect certain stan-

dard constructions (top-down) and take a second look (bot-

tom-up) only when their expectations aren't satisfied. Most
artificial intelligence programs operateon this principle. When
incoming data don't match the expectations of the program,

the program looks for an alternate explanation that does fit

.

Ofcourse, a top-down parser can make an arbi t rary choice

without looking ahead, so long as it is prepared to back up ifthe

choice proves incorrect. Sometimes backing up is unavoidable,

but it is an expensive strategy. The automaton must save a copy
of its variables whenever it faces an ambiguous word in case it

needs to back up and test the other options. Another method of

backup is to start a new set of variables (in addition to the orig-

inal set) and to keep both sets up-to-date until a firm decision is

possible. With this strategy, each ACTION must be prepared

to start up and abandon extra variable sets also.

Backup becomes especially important when a language al-

lows conversational variations. Conversational usually means
that an error or ambiguity will be resolved by other words in

the sentence. When the automaton finally reaches the words

that resolve the problem, it will need to back up and do some
reinterpretation.

Since bottom-up parsing checks the input against every

word class in the language, rather than only those it expects,

the bottom-up approach automatically distinguishes between

spelling and syntax errors. A top-down parser can do this also,

but only with extra effort.

Bottom-up Automatons
A bottom-up automaton consists of:

• A table of all the productions in the language.

• A model ofthe sentence.

• A loop that compares the model against the table.

The initial model is the sentence itself: The boy ran down the

road.

The loop compares the model against the table and rec-

ognizes the following productions:

Finite vs. Stack Machines
The model introduces a new mechanism: dynamic storage

of information. The model is dynamic in the sense that its size

and contents change in response to the needs of the moment.
Automatons are called stack machines if they maintain dy-
namic information ofany kind. Otherwise they are called finite

machines. While it may be a misnomer, finite is intended to

suggest static information that occupies a finite section of
memory. Stack refers to the stack upon which dynamic
information is stored.

For those who are unfamiliar with stacks, consider the
analogy ofa stack of plates. You can add or remove plates to or
from the top of the stack whenever you wish. If you remove a
plate, you get the one that was added most recently. Adding is

called "pushing onto the stack" (suggests the spring-loaded

stack of plates in a cafeteria), and removing is called "popping
from the stack." In a computer, a region of memory is named
"the stack," and a variable is initialized to point at the bottom
boundary of the stack. Pushing is simulated by moving the

pointer one location and then storing the datum where the

pointer is pointing. Popping is the reverse operation. Thus, a
stack is dynamic storage. It can be nearly full one moment and
nearly empty the next.

Figure 4a illustrates how a bottom-up parser uses the

stack to build and manipulate a model of "The boy ran down
the road." The stack begins empty. The machine pushes nodes
onto the stack for each of the words in the sentence and then

consolidates the nodes into successively higher productions.

Since the machine moves through the sentence from left to

right, the rightmost node will always be on top ofthe stack. The
stack pictures in Figure 4a are a movie of the progress of the

machine up the derivation tree ofthe sentence. Most machines
use small integers to represent the nodes. We will talk about
Figure 4b in a moment.

Parsers can store other information on the stack besides a

model of the sentence. We have hinted at the backup problem
already. The parser must keep extra copies of its variables until

an ambiguity has been resolved. A stack is the perfect storage

depot for this dynamic information. As each ambiguity is re-

solved, the parser can "forget" about it by popping it off the

stack.

The stack can be used to delay action subroutines when
the meaning of a word is unclear (e.g., VAR in our earlier

example). Whereas a finite machine calls each ACTION im-

ARTICLE

VERB-

PREP

->the

->ran

NOUN

NOUN

->boy
Figure 4a. Stack movie during a bottom-up parse of "The boy ran down the road.'

road

->down

So the loop rewrites the model by substituting:

ARTICLE NOUN VERB PREP ARTICLE NOUN

The loop compares the updated model against the

table and finds another matching production:

PREP-PHRASE »PREP ARTICLE NOUN

So the loop substitutes again:

ARTICLE NOUN VERB PREP-PHRASE

This procedure continues until the model has

been consolidated into the top node of the

derivation (SENTENCE). Presumably, the loop

will call the proper action subroutine each time it

applies a production to the model.

(EMPTY) ARTICLE

-

(EMPTY)

NOUN >VERB -

ARTICLE NOUN
(EMPTY) ARTICLE

(EMPTY)

PREP -
VERB
NOUN
ARTICLE

(EMPTY)

ARTICLE

PREP
VERB
NOUN
ARTICLE

(EMPTY)

NOUN
ARTICLE

PREP
VERB
NOUN
ARTICLE

(EMPTY)

PREP-PHRASE
VERB
NOUN
ARTICLE

(EMPTY)

VERB-PHRASE
NOUN
ARTICLE
(EMPTY)

SENTENCE
(EMPTY)
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mediately after a certain word is recognized, a stack machine
can keep a list of pending actions on the stack until the full

meaning ofan ambiguous word is known.
A parser needs a stack to handle recursive constructions

like the parentheses in arithmetic expressions. No matter how
many levels of parentheses have occurred in the sentence al-

ready, the expression can be enclosed in one more set of paren-

theses. Each new level forces the parser to suspend its current

operation for a moment, so it needs a place to store information

about the suspended levels until it has finished with the lower
ones.

Finite machines live for the moment. They have no queue-
ing ability. Stack machines can have queues, which adds an-

other dimension to the expressive power ofa language.

How Stack Machines Work
As Figure 4a illustrates, a bottom-up parser uses the stack

to show what part of the derivation has been recognized al-

ready. Initially the stack is empty because no nodes have been
recognized. As the machine examines each word from the sen-

tence, it asks itself: "Can this word be added to the nodes al-

ready on the stack—as part of a production from the
language?" If not, the sentence contains a syntax error. If so,

the machine pushes the node ofthe word onto the stack. If this

latest node happens to complete a production, the machine
pops the entire production and pushes the appropriate higher
node in its place.

In Figure 4a, the final NOUN (road) completed a PREP-
PHRASE. Therefore the machine popped the entire phrase
and pushed PREP-PHRASE in its place. Because PREP-
PHRASE completed a VERB-PHRASE, the machine did an-
other pop and push, and so on. The parse is complete when the

machine has consolidated the contents ofthe stack into the top
nodeofthe tree (SENTENCE). Hopefully, thesentence will be
exhausted at the same moment.

In top-down parsing, the procedure is reversed. Figure 4b
shows a prototypical top-down parse of"The boy ran down the
road." This time, the stack shows what is needed to complete a
valid derivation. The stack is initialized with the top nodeofthe
tree (SENTENCE) because initially an entire sentence is

needed to complete the derivation. As the machine examines
each word from the sentence, it asks itself: "Is this word part of
the derivation fragment on the stack?" Ifnot, the sentence con-
tains a syntax error. If so, the machine updates the stack to

show which node will be needed after this one for a complete
derivation. In Figure 4b, the first article (the) caused the ma-
chine to pop SENTENCE and push ARTICLE NOUN
VERB-PHRASE in its place. Then "the" and "boy" caused

figure 4b. Stock movie during o top -down parse of "The boy ran down the road.

the machine to pop ARTICLE and NOUN, leaving only

VERB-PHRASE on the stack. "Ran" causes the machine to

pop VERB-PHRASE and to push VERB PREP-PHRASE,
and so on. The parse is completewhen the stack isempty (when

nothing else is needed to complete the derivation). Hopefully,

the sentence will be exhausted at the same moment that the

stack is emptied.

A bottom-up machine is synthetic. It pushes a node for

each word onto the stack and combines them into higher nodes

until it achieves a single SENTENCE node. A top-down ma-
chine is analytic. It splits upper-level nodes into lower ones and
then pops them off the stack as it matches them against words
from the sentence. In both cases, the stack is available for other

purposes such as pending actions, recursive productions, back-

up, etc. As we said earlier, the configurations through which
the stack passes during a parse are a movie of the trip the ma-
chine makes up or down the derivation tree ofthe sentence.

To direct the continual updating of the stack, the machine
has a control table. Each row in the table represents one ofthe

stack symbols (nodes), and each column represents one of the

input symbols (word classes). Each intersection ofrow and col-

umn contains the name of a subroutine that will perform the

appropriate operation on the contents of the stack. A
representation ofthe control table appears as Figure 5.

Input Symbol (Word Class]

Top OP-1A OP-2A OP-3A
Stack OP- IB OP-2B OP-3B
Symbol OP-1C OP-2C OP-3C

OP-ID OP-2D OP-3D
. . . (etc) . . .

figure 5.

SENTENCE
(EMPTY)

ARTICLE
NOUN
VERB-PHRASE
(EMPTY)

-> NOUN
VERB-PHRASE
(EMPTY)

VERB-PHRASE
(EMPTY)

The parsing loop consists of:

• Identifying the input symbol for the current word (by

applying spelling rules).

• Looking up the intersection ofthe input symbol with the

stack symbol that is currently on top ofthe stack.

• Executing the op-routine whose name is stored at the

intersection.

Some op-routines are error routines that represent illegal

intersections of input symbol and top stack symbol. At least

one op-routine must be a "parse-is-complete" routine that

causes the parser to exit.

For the rest of this article, stack symbols will be capital-

ized and enclosed in brackets: |NOUN|. Input

symbols will be in lowercase:
| noun |

. We will use a
special stack symbol called | EMPTY | to indicate

the bottom of the stack.
VERB >
PREP-PHRASE
(EMPTY)

PREP-PHRASE-
(EMPTY)

PREP

ARTICLE

NOUN
(EMPTY)

^•ARTICLE

NOUN
(EMPTY)

• NOUN
(EMPTY)

'(EMPTY)

T

Top-down Stack Machine
Figure 6a is the control table for a top-down

parse of "Tom saw the dog." Admittedly, this

table will parse only a few simple sentences from
natural English. Figure 6b is the stack movie. You
should read each row of the movie this way:
"WORD is an INPUT SYMBOL. The intersection

of INPUT SYMBOL and TOP STACK SYMBOL
is OP. After OP has been executed, the stack will

contain STACKCONTENTS."
Applying this to the first row of the movie, we

would read as follows: " 'Tom' is a |noun|. The
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[noun] [verb] [article] [period]

[SENTENCE] OP1 ERROR OP2 ERROR

[NOUN-PHR] OP3 ERROR OP4 ERROR

[NOUN1 OP5 ERROR ERROR ERROR

[ARTICLE] ERROR ERROR OP6 ERROR

[VERB] ERROR OP7 ERROR ERROR
[EMPTY] ERROR ERROR ERROR EXIT

Hgwc 6a. Control table for top-down pane of "Tom saw the dog'.'

intersection of |noun| and |SENT|isOPl. After OP1 has been

executed, the stack will contain [NOUN] |VERB| | NOUN-
PHRASE| |EMPTY |."

The movie shows that both OP1 and OP5 are required to

process "Tom." OP1 splits [SENTENCE] into a production

beginning with [NOUN], and then OP5 pops [NOUN] ofTthe

stack. Stack machines often require more than one operation to

process a single word.

Notice that the intersection of [EMPTY] and [period]

causes the parser to exit. If[period] doesn't arrive exactly when

the machine expects it, a syntax error will result.

Somehow the machine must generate calls to action sub-

routines. Each op-routine can call an ACTION itself, or the

op-routine can bury an action symbol somewhere on the stack.

When the action symbol rises to the top of the stack, the ma-

chine will call thecorresponding action subroutine. By burying

the action symbol, the op-routine can delay the action until

more ofthe sentence has been processed.

The machine can store the translation of a word (or a

pointer thereto) on the stack. This allows the translation to be

altered several times before it is used. Compilers usually eval-

uate an arithmetic expression by burying the translation ofthe

first word ofthe expression on the stack and then updating the

translation as each subsequent word in the expression is pro-

cessed. At some moment during the parse, the stack might look

like this: [ARITH-OPERATOR]
[VARIABLE-NAME]

[action symbol]

[translation]

[EMPTY]

As [ARITH-OPERATOR] and [VARIABLE-NAME]
are recognized and popped off the stack, [translation] is up-

dated. Now the stack will look like this:
[oct!on symbo|)

[updated translation]

[EMPTY]

Figure 6b. Stack movie of top-down pars* of "Tom saw the dog/*

The machine calls [action symbol], which outputs [up-

dated translation] and clears the stack of everything except

[EMPTY]. Throughout all of this, the machine must not be-

come confused by the various types ofdata on the stack (nodes,

actions, translations, etc). Usually each routine knows exactly

what to expect on the stack. In more complex cases, the ma-

chine might need a convention for data types, such as setting

the high bit or odd vs. even.

Bottom-up Stack Machine
The control table and stack movie for a bottom-up parse of

"Tom saw the dog." are shown in Figure 7. To simplify the

illustration, some intersections in the control table have been

left blank.

Havre 7a. Control table for bottom-up porse of "Tom sow the dog."

OP1 is one ofthose op-routines that must search the stack

for a complete production after it has pushed a node. In the case

of"Tom," the stack contained only [NOUN] [EMPTY] after

the push. Therefore, the search ofOP1 for a complete produc-

tion failed. In the case of "dog," the stack contained [NOUN]
[ARTICLE] after the push, so OP1 popped them both and

pushed [NOUN-PHRASE] in their place. This search-and-re-

place operation is the method by which a bottom-up stack ma-

chine consolidates lower nodes into higher nodes.

To streamline the search-and-replace operation, the ma-

chine can have alternate stack symbols for t he same node. Each

symbol will represent not only itself but also the symbol im-

mediately below it on the stack. Suppose a language includes

these productions:
[A] > be

[E] -> fc

Word

Tom
Tom
saw
the

the

dog

Input

Symbol

[noun]

[noun]

[verb]

[orticle]

[article]

(noun]

[period]

Top

Stack

Symbol

[SENTENCE]

[NOUN]
[VERB]

[NOUN-PHR)
[ARTICLE]

[NOUN|
|EMPTY]

OP

OP1
OP5
OP7
OP4
OP6
OP5
EXIT

(< Top of Stack)

Stack Contents

[SENTENCE] [EMPTY]

[NOUN] [VERB] [NOUN-PHR] [EMPTY]

[VERB] [NOUN-PHR] [EMPTY]

[NOUN-PHR] [EMPTY]

[ARTICLE] [NOUN] [EMPTY]

[NOUN] [EMPTY]

[EMPTY]

The machine can have two alternate symbols for

c, such as |CI| and |C2|. The machine will push

|C1] if the stack already contains |B|. but it will

push |C2| if the stack already contains |F|. This

way, the top stack symbol will always be an

encoding of everything below it, and op-routines

won't need to look any deeper to know which

production (if any) to use. This method increases

the size of the control table (several rows for the

same node), but the machine executes faster.

The search-and-replace operation allows a

bottom-up parser to postpone decisions. In the

case of an ambiguous word (e.g., VAR in our

earlier example), the machine can push an ambigu-

ous symbol such as |OPERAND-OR-MODIFIER |.
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Word
Input

Symbol

Top

Stock

Symbol
« Top of Stack)

OP Stack Contents

Tom [noun] [EMPTY]

Jaw [verb] [NOUN]

the [article] [VERB]

dog [noun] [ARTICLE]

[period]

(period]

[NOUN-PHR]

[SENTENCE]

[EMPTY]

OP1 [NOUN] [EMPTY]

OP3 [VERB] [NOUN] [EMPTY]

OP2 [ARTICLE] [VERB] [NOUN] [EMPTY]

OP1 [NOUN-PHR] |VERB] [NOUN] [EMPTY]

OP4 [SENTENCE] [EMPTY]

EXIT

Figure 7b. Stock movie of bottom-up parse of "Tom saw the dog."

Then the machine continues processing words until the stack
contains enough information for the search-and-replace op-
eration to select the correct production. The only limitation is

that the machine can't push so many ambiguous symbols that
the op-routines must become parsers themselves.

Bottom-up machines can use a similar technique to re-

cover from syntax errors. Suppose the sentence was: "The light

xyz shining." When the machine encounters the error (xyz), it

pushes a special symbol, such as [UNKNOWN], and keeps go-
ing. Later, when the op-routine of [GERUND] attempts its

search-and-replace operation, it will notice [UNKNOWN] on
the stack. Rather than print an error message, it can ask:

DID YOU MEAN: The light "is" shining?
We have already discussed the disadvantages of backup

during a parse. Most artiftcal languages are designed carefully
to avoid backup. They are called deterministic because there is

only one valid choice at each location in the sentence. Even if

the language isn't totally deterministic, a bottom-up stack ma-
chine can avoid most backup by postponing decisions (pushing
ambiguous nodes) and performing the search-and-replace op-
eration when more information is available.

Recursive Machines
Another method of parsing uses subroutines that can call

each other recursively. Each subroutine corresponds to the left

side of a production. Suppose the language consists of four
productions:

[SENT]

[SENT]

-»o[B|

-> c

IB]

IB]

-> a [SENT]

-» d

This language could be parsed by the program outlined in Fig-
ure 8a. Figure 8b shows the two recursive subroutines in the
program, and Figure 8c shows the events in a parse of "a a c."
The machineisrecursivebecause each subroutine can call itself

via the other subroutine. Recursive parsing is relatively easy to
code and debug, but it consumes quite a bit of time and mem-
ory. It is a camouflaged stack machine because it needs a stack
to store the RTS (return) linkages between the subroutines as
they call each other. It is a top-down machine because each
subroutine expects certain specific words to appear next in the
sentence.

Formal Theorems
We have discussed parsing machines

from an intuitive point of view. Languages
can be categorized formally according to

their production rules. Each category is

parsed most effectively by a different config-

uration of tables and routines. If you are
interested in a rigorous discussion, the
following reference is more readable than
most: Compiler Design Theory; Lewis.
Rosenkrantz, Stearns; Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishing, 1976.

Figure 8o. Program for recursive parse of "oat.'

Initialize WORD POINTER to the beginning of the sentence.

Call SUBR-SENT

If WORD POINTER is at end of sentence, the parse was successful.

Else call ERROR and abort.

Figure 8b. Recursive subroutines for parse of' 'oac"

SUBR-SENT: If the current word is "a," call the ACTION for a,

advance WORD POINTER, call SUBR-B, and return.

If the current word is "c," call the ACTION fore, advance
WORD POINTER, and return.

Else call ERROR and abort.

SUBR-B: if the current word is "a," call the ACTION for a,

advance WORD POINTER, coll SUBR-SENT, and return.

If the current word is "d," coll the ACTION for d,

advance WORD POINTER, and return.

Else coll ERROR and abort.

Figure 8<. Events during recursive parse of one.

Parser calls SUBR-SENT

SUBR-SENT processes the first "a" and calls SUBR-B

SUBR-B processes the second "a" ond calls SUBR-SENT

SUBR-SENT processes "c" and returns

SUBR-B returns

SUBR-SENT returns

Parser verifies end of sentence
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automated portfolio management.
Grolier's full-text, online encyclo-

pedia. The chance tojoin stimula-

ting Special Interest Groups. Plus,

services like electronic mail,

comprehensive news and travel

services.

All at very competitive

online charges*
There's even a tutorial that's

free-of-online-charges so you'll

have unlimited time to master

the system. On us.

But you have to act now. To
take advantage of our free mem-
bership offer, call 1-800-336-3366**

and give our representative this

•Online rates as low as IOC/minute. $10 monthly

minimum applies.** In Virginia, call 703-821-6666.

claim number, 78A9717. Or mail the

coupon today.

Because joining The Source is

smart. But joining The Source for

free is ingenious.

The most powerful resource any personal computer can have.

Send no mono. To sign up, just mail this coupon.

Or call The Source toll-free at 1-800-336-3366 and give

our representative this claim number, 78A9717.

YES. I want tojoin The Source and take advantage

of your free membership offer.

Send my new SourcePak Manual (shown) for the

reduced rate of $9.95 plus postage and handling,

charged to credit card below. ($10 off retail price)

Please bill my future online charges to:

Visa Master Card American Express

Credit card #.
(must be provided)

Expiration date.

Name

Address.

City. . State. .Zip.

Signature

Mother's maiden name
(for online password verification).

PC type.

Phone (day) (evening).

Offer expires November 30. 1985.

L"
MAIL TO: The Source, PO Box 1305. McLean, VA 22102
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WHAT'S NEW
The latest in hardware and software/Russ Lockwood

AmstradCPC6128

Amstrad has introduced the
CPC6128 microcomputer. It features

128K RAM, CP/M and AMSDOS op-
erating systems, Basic and Logo lan-

guages, built-in 3" disk drive, WordStar
word processor, and monochrome mon-
itor for $699. Substituting an RGB color
monitor for the monochrome monitor
increases the price to $799. The Artisoft

software publishing division ofAmstrad
has already published more than 100
programs in the 3" disk format.

Amstrad Computers
Merchandise Mart
Chicago, IL 60654 circie4130n
(312)295-7100 reader servo card

Sublogic Graphics
System

Sublogic, the folks who brought you
the original Flight Simulator, has an-
nounced the High-Speed Graphics Sys-
tem for the IBM PC. Based around a
custom graphics chip set designed spe-

cifically for graphics microprocessing,

the system displays up to 16 colors from
a palette or 4096 at a resolution of 640
pixels x 400 pixels. It performs polygon
fill at 400 million bits per second and
draws up to 70,000 vectors per second.
The System consists of two boards and
retails for $2990. The custom chip set re-

tails for $500.

Sublogic
7 1 3 Edgebrook Dr.
Champaign, IL 61820
(217)359-8482

4MON
READER SERVK I ( ARD

More on LANs
Since our special section on local

area networks in the October 1985 issue,

Space Coast Systems has released
SpaceWorks, a combination hard disk
drive and streaming tape backup system
available in 10Mb ($3295), 21Mb
($3995), and 42Mb ($4395) sizes, and
SpaceServer, a disk server ($1995 plus
$ 1 80 per connection) for up to eight sta-

tions on a local area network. Both prod-
ucts are compatible with the Apple II

and III, IBM PC, and Apricot
computers.

Space Coast Systems
301 S. Washington Ave.
Titusville, FL 32781 ckcu41Son
(305) 268-0872 reader servo card

Complexx Systems has introduced
the Traverse Network Software System, a
set of utilities including electronic mail,
file transfer, remote access, and terminal
emulation for the IBM PC. The system
operates over a variety of transmission
media including modems, RS-232 ca-
bles, and the Complexx XLAN local

area network. It costs $195 for a single
user and $795 for a multi-user Unix V
version.

Complexx Systems
4930 Research Dr.
Huntsville, AL 35805
(205)830-4310

aRClE4160N
READER SERVO CARD

More Modem Magic
Since our May 1985 cover story on

modems, several companies have in-

troduced new modems.
Digital Communications has re-

leased Irma's Fastlink, a modem that

transmits and receives data at speeds of

up to 10,000 bits per second. The prod-
uct analyzes line quality and adjusts
transmission speed, includes a self-
checking feature, and uses a new data
flow technique to respond to changes in

the amount of data transferred between

Houston Instruments

Graphics Tablets

Houston Instruments has an-
nounced the True Grid line of graphics
tablets. Designed primarily for com-
puter-aided design applications in

architecture, surveying, and engineer-

ing, the tablets provide a high resolution

of 0.01 inch and accuracy of +/- 0.01

inch, include choice of a light pen or
mouse input device, and comes with an
RS-232C compatible interface. Seven
models range in size from 5" x 5" to 24" x
36" and are priced from $495 to $4340.

Houston Instruments

8500 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78753
(800)531-5205

(512)835-0900

CIRCIE4170N

READER SERVICE C ARO

sender and receiver. Fastlink also trans-

mits at 1200 and 300 baud, includes the
Microstuf Crosstalk-Fast telecommuni-
cations program, and retails for $1995
(internal board) and $2395 (external

unit).

Digital Communications
1000 Alderman Dr.

Alpharetta, GA 30201 4180N
(404)442-4000 reader serv

Tecmar has introduced the Phone-
gate 2400, a 2400/1200/300 baud in-

ternal modem for the IBM PC. It
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features a Hayes-compatible command
set, pulse and tone dialing, and off-hook

detection. Tecmar bundles Respond, a

telecommunications program, and Tele-

phone Management, a directory pro-

gram that also keeps track of calls, with
the $789 Phonegate 2400.

Tecmar
6225 Cochran Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44 139 circie4190n

(206) 349-0600 reader service card

Quadram has announced the Quad-
modem II, a 1200/300 baud internal

modem for the IBM PC that can be up-

graded to 2400 baud with a piggyback
board. It features three auto call/answer

modes, comes with Crosstalk XVI tele-

communications software, and retails

for $495. The piggyback board costs

$300.

Quadram
4355 International Blvd.

Norcross, OA 30093 (iioi4200N

(404)923-6666 riaixrservki < ard

Universal Data Systems has un-

veiled three modems: the 300 baud
FasTalk desktop model for $345, the

1200 baud FasTalk desktop model for

$525, and the 1200 baud FasTalk in-

ternal model for $525. The FasTalk line

is Hayes-compatible, routes voice and
other non-data signal during an online

connection to the modem speaker, and
comes with SignOn telecommunications
software.

Universal Data Systems
5000 Bradford Dr.

Huntsville, AL 35805 <ii«u42iON
(205)837-8100 reader servo card

Simon & Schuster
Software

Simon & Schuster, well-known
publisher of books, has released five

programs.

Star Trek: The Kobayashi Alter-

native sends the crew of the Enterprise

into a "Bermuda Triangle" in space to

look for a lost ship. This $39.95 inter-

active text adventure holds a "personal-

ity database" for each ofthe well-known
characters.

The Great International Paper Air-

plane Construction Kit, based on the

book ofthe same name, offers arm-chair

engineers the opportunity to design and
fly paper airplanes electronically. The
Macintosh version sells for $39.95; Ap-
ple II and IBM versions, for $34.95, and
the Commodore 64 version, for $29.95.

Webster's New World Word Proces-

sor for the IBM PC and Apple II includes

a spelling checker and thesaurus for

$124.95. Webster's New World Elec-

tronic Thesaurus for the IBM PC holds

lOO.OOOsynonymsandretailsfor $59.95.

Lovejoy 's Preparationfor theGMA T
for the IBM PC and Apple II presents 20
separate practice modules and over 1 50
pages of tips and techniques for taking

the test. It retails for $79.95.

Simon * Schuster

1230 Avenue ofthe Americas
New York, NY 10020 oroe 422on
(212)245-6400 reader servo c ard

Managing Your Money
Link to Fast-Tax

MECA, the publisher of the

Managing YourMoney (see full review in

August 1985 issue) personal finance pro-

gram, has announced Fast-Tax 1040
Bridge. The utility program, which
reads the data disks of Managing Your
Money, allows accountants and other
Financial advisors to send data disks di-

rectly to Computer Language Research,

an income tax preparation service, and
cut tax preparation time by up to 70%.
Fast-Tax 1040 Bridge is included in

Managing Your Money version 2.0. De-
pending on the warranty plan, owners of
version 1 .0 will receive the upgrade free

ofcharge, for $39.95, or for $49.95.

MECA
285 Riverside Ave.
Westport.CT 06880 orcie4230n

(203)222-1000 reader servo card

Memory-Resident
Outline Processor

Living Videotext has released
Ready!, an outline processor and
desktop organizer for the IBM PC. It re-

sides in memory and can be called up
while other application programs like

word processors, spreadsheets, and
databases are running. The program al-

lows users to define theirown structures,

including a notepad, Rolodex, and cal-

endar. Ready! retails for $99.

Living Videotext
2432 Charleston Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94043 circif4240n

(415)964-6300 reader servo card

Source 2400 Baud
The Source Telecomputing has

started 2400 baud service via Uninet and
Tymnet. Initially available for 10 major
cities, additional cities will be converted

as soon as possible. Prime time access
(weekdays 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.) costs

$0.46 per minute, $0.03 more than 1200
baud service, and non-prime time (all

other times) costs $0.20 per minute,
$0.02 more than 1 200 baud service.

Source Telecomputing
1616 Anderson Rd.
McLean, VA 22102 circie4250n

(703) 734-7500 reader servo < ard

Enhanced PC Paint
Mouse Systems has released PC

Paint version 1.5, a mouse-driven, 4- or
16-color graphics package for the IBM
PC. It features automatic fill and shift

functions, supports any mouse with a

Microsoft-compatible driver, works in

16 colors with the STB Graphix Plus II

board, and offers 44 on-screen patterns.

PC Paint retails for $99; with optional

mouse, $220.

Mouse Systems
2336 H Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 9505

1

<mru(4260n
(408)988-0211 reader servo card

VP Planner
Adam Osborne's Paperback Soft-

ware has released VP Planner, a spread-

sheet and relational database program
for the IBM PC. It is compatible with
Lotus 1-2-3, dBase II, and dBase III and
retails for $99.

Paperback Software
261 2 Eighth St.

Berkeley, CA 947 10

(415)644-2116
CIRCIE427 0N

READER SERVO CARD
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APPLE CART
Changing times; Managing Your Money,- creating quilts; a new Nibble Notch;

and new AppleWorks products /Joe Desposito

Years ago I worked with a guy who
made an investment in a harness

horse. The horse developed into

one of the top pacers on the New York
circuit and launched my pal into a career

as a standardbred owner. Recently, he
came to me with a problem.

He wanted to keep track of the

performance of each of the 25 horses he
now owns. He is using Multiplan on an
Apple He and is having trouble with an
apparently simple problem. All he wants
to do is combine a horse's finish time
with the track variant for the night. (A
track variant is an indication in fifths ofa
second ofhow fast or slow the track sur-

face is on a particular night.)

A problem arises when you enter

times like 2:02. 1 (read as two minutes,

two and one-fifth seconds) into a

Multiplan worksheet. The program
doesn't know how to handle a number
entered in this format. Additionally, the

track variant is given as an integer value.

For example, + 1 1 would mean that the

track surface was 1 1/5 faster than nor-

mal. In this case, the desired perfor-

mance factor would be 2:02. 1 plus 1 1

.

Naturally, when you input a num-
ber like 2:02.1 into a worksheet, it is

treated as text rather than a number (the

colon is a dead giveaway). So the first

problem is transforming the text into a
number. This can be done with the

value function. The next hurdle is

caused by the intrinsic nature of time it-

self. As a number, time does not run in

the same pack as ordinary decimal num-
bers. So a transformation is needed.

This can be accomplished with the mid
function.

As an example we'll transform
2:02. 1 into its decimal equivalent, which
is 122.2. First we'll use the mid function,

which allows you to choose one or more
charactersofa text expression. The func-

tion has three arguments: text, start po-

sition, and numberofcharacters. Wecan
select the first 2 in the expression by us-

ing MID("2:02.1",1,1). Next we select

seconds by using MI D("2:02. 1 ",3,2). Fi-

nally, we select fifths ofa second by using

MID("2:02. 1 ",6, 1 ). Using the mid func-

tion, we have isolated the numbers we
want. But remember, the program still

thinks that these characters are text!

To change each character to a num-

ber we need the value function. So we
use the two functions in combination as

follows: VALUE(MID("2:02.1", 1,1)),

which returns the number 2. To finish off

the formula we need the time-to-decimal

transformation, which means multiply

minutes by 60, divide fifths by 5 and add.

In this case we have the following
formula:

60*VALUE(MID("2:02.r,l,l))
+ VALUE(MID("2:02.1",3,2))

+ VALUE(MID("2:02.r',6,l))/5

The performance factor is cal-

culated by adding the track variant di-

vided by five to the expression shown
above. Once time is transformed into its

A,A least one company thinks

that Apple II users have an

interest in sophisticated

software.

decimal equivalent, it is much easier to

graph and perform statistical calcula-

tions on a group oftimes.
The only remaining problem is one

of flexibility, and this is easily solved.

Naturally, you wouldn't want to create a

formula that had a specific time asso-

ciated with it. Instead, you would in-

clude a cell reference. Thus you might
have something that looks like MID
R2C3,6,1) where R2C3 is a relative cell

reference.

In closing, it is appropriate to note

that this method can be used on any ver-

sion ofMultiplan.

Managing Your Money
Though much Apple II software

has been ported to the IBM PC, it is rare

to see a blockbuster IBM PC product re-

vised for the Apple. Forexample, I don't

think you'll ever see Lotus 1-2-3 or
Framework running on an Apple He.
But at least one company thinks that

Apple II users have an interest in

sophisticated software. That company

is MECA, developer of Andrew Tobi-

as's Managing Your Money.
According to John Hawkins, exec-

utive vice president ofMECA, the Apple
lie version will have all the features of

the IBM PC version 1.52 ofA/KM. Ifyou
are not familiar with the program, take a

look at what Ken Uston had to say about

it in our August, 1985 issue. I think the

program (on the IBM PC) deserves all

the accolades it has been receiving.

Though MYM retails for $199, it

has been significantly discounted at

some outlets. The Apple version will run

only on the He or an enhanced He with

I28K. And Macintosh users have some-
thing to look forward to also. Hawkins
says that a Mac MYM product is in the

works.

Quite a Quilt

If you have ever created a quilt (or

watched someone else do it), you can
appreciate the amount ofwork involved.

Now a new program from Random
House, called Patchworks, can take at

least some of the drudgery out of quilt

making.
There are two parts to the program.

One helps you design the quilt, and the

other calculates the material needed for

your design. I tried the program and
found it exceptionally easy to create

elaborate designs.

Patchworks

Becauseofthe limitations ofthe Ap-
ple II as regards color, the program uses

a unique way of creating color prints.

When you create your designs, the pro-

gram always uses the same three colors.

If you have a color printer and want to

print out your design, you can change
the original colors.
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The program was created by Doro-
thy and George Zoph. Dorothy has

quilted for 36 years and has garnered

some awards for her talent; her husband
wrote the program.

The program is helpful in other

areas of design, too. For example, you
could use it to create a floor or wall pat-

tern. However, you could not get auto-

matic calculations for materials for these

designs. Suggested retail price of Patch-

works is $59.95.

Nibble Notch II

I suppose there are plenty of people

who wonder why you can't use the flip

side of your Apple II diskettes. Well, in

fact, you can. Nibble Notch has been
helping people do it for years with their

disk notcher product. They also offer a

disk called the Disk Optimizer that will

Nibble Notch Disk Optimizer II

verify the integrity of the media on the

flip side. Their new product is the Disk

Optimizer II, which works with ProDOS
and Pascal as well as the older DOS 3.3.

It also offers many user refinements, ex-

panded documentation, and on-screen

prompts. Purchased alone. Disk Op-

timizer II retails for $24.95. When pur-

chased with the disk notcher, the cost is

$29.95.

New AppleWorks Products

The popularity of AppleWorks has

not been overlooked by third-party soft-

ware vendors. Here are a few of the new
products that enhance the capabilities of

Apple Works.
PBI software has released a new

version of GraphWorks, the business

graphics program for AppleWorks.
Graph Works 1.2C uses menus and fold-

ers similar to Apple Works and includes a

new tutorial on the program disk. The
program allows you to store and recall

graphs and has increased compatiblity

with interface cards and printers. PBI

has also removed copy protection from
the new version, which sells for $79.95.

Another product from PBI is

Jeeves, a desktop accessory for Apple-
Works. It runs in the background and
can be called with a single keystroke.

There are five desk organizers: an
appointment calendar, a four-function

calculator, a memo pad, a phone dialer

with directory, and a software alarm
clock. Jeeves sells for $49.95.

Spellworks is a spelling checker for

Apple Works from Advanced Logic Sys-

tems. It contains 90,000 words and
checks 10 words per second, yet sells for

just $49.95.

And just so Apple II Plus users

don't feel left out in the cold, Videx has

developed the AppleWorks Modifier, a

product that reconfigures the Apple-

Works startup disk so the program can
be used on the Apple II Plus with a

Videoterm or Ultraterm card (80 col-

umns) and the one-wire shift modifica-

tion. The program requires a 64K Apple
II Plus and provides 10K of editing

memory. For more editing memory, the

AppleWorks Modifier supports RAM
cards (up to an additional 128K) from
Titan Technologies, Abacus, and Leg-

end Industries. Suggested retail price of
theAppleWorks Modifier is $59.

Firms Mentioned in this Column

MECA
285 Riverside Ave.

Westport.CT06880
(203)222-1000

Random House
201 East 50th St.

New York, NY 10022
(212)751-2600

Nibble Notch
421 1NW 75th Ter.

Lauderhill.FL 33319

(800)642-2536

PBI Software, Inc.

1155B-H Chess Dr.

Foster City, CA 94404
(415)349-8765

Advanced Logic Systems, Inc.

1 195 E. Arques Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408)730-0307

Videx, Inc.

Corvallis, OR 97330
(503)758-0521

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE
DESIGNERS

MicroProse Software — the leader in

simulation software for home compu-
ters, is looking for a few of the best top-

flight professionals to join our rapidly

growing simulation software design
team in beautiful Hunt Valley. Maryland.

Qualified individuals will have a genuine
interest and commitment togame design
and experience in machine language
programming on 6502. 8088. or 68000
microcomputers.
We offer a challenging, super-charged

environment where your outstanding

effort and commitment will be recog-

nized and rewarded You'll be part of a

first-rate design team — our simulations

continue to be ranked at the top of the

software best-seller charts. So. if out-

standing compensation, profit sharing,

future equity, recognition and the

opportunity to be part of a dynamic
organization is what you're aiming for,

send your resume and an example of

your best work in a hurry to:

John Harris

Manager. Software Department

/MICROPROSE
120 UUCEFRONT DRIVE • HUNT VALLEY MO 71030

301-M7-11S1
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—products and.
services

_Jhemost_
_complete_
sourcebook
.for apple.

A+ BUYERS GUIDE
is the most
comprehensive
directory of prod-
ucts and services
for the Apple II.

Il+.llc. We. III. Lisa

and Macintosh
on the market
today! You'll find

over 3.500 com-
plete listings covering
software, hardware, peripherals
and services available for Apples and
compatibles with essential information
you need to evaluate what each prod-
uct does and what you need to use it!

Don't shop in the dork again! Get
your copy of A + BUYERS GUIDE
today!

Available at your local newsstand,
bookstore and computer store.

FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF
A

,
THE INDEPENDENT GUIDE

FOR APPLE COMPUTING



IBM IMAGES
Trade shows and other mysteries/Will Fastie

About ten years ago, I went to my
first computer trade show. I had
to sweet-talk my boss; the com-

pany couldn't see a good reason forme to

go and, at the time, neither could I. But
go I did, and how! What a time! The
mother lode\ I was in hacker heaven (I

think I may have been a hacker back
then).

Nowadays, when a trade show rolls

around, I feel the way I used to when my
mother yelled at me for the umpteenth
time to take out the trash. Much of the

glamour is gone, but I must go for very

sound business reasons. This year I went
to the National Computer Conference
(NCC) and SIGGraph '85, the con-
ference and exposition of the ACM's
special interest group on graphics. The
NCC was good, and SIGGraph was
spectacular.

NCC
In the past, NCC was my show.

Working, as I did, for a company doing

systems integration, the need to under-

stand the marketplace for commodity
items (computers, disks, controllers, pe-

ripherals, etc.) was very great. NCC has
always been perceived as a show for DP
andM IS; I viewed it as a show forOEMs.

As the microcomputer revolution

struck, I noticed that theconference pro-

ceeded apace, but the exposition became
more DP-oriented. Two years ago I

think NCC reached its zenith in that

regard—there was very little interest in

the OEM side of the market. Last year

the show was an incredible bore, but this

year, notwithstanding the conclusions of
the trade press that the show was off, I

thought it was returning to its roots. If I

had been in my former life, I would have
found much ofinterest. In this life, there

at least were signs offuture activity. Here
is a quick glimpse.

• Laser Printers: There is some ac-

tion here that may result in lower cost

printers by the time fall COMDEX rolls

around. Kyoccra displayed a print en-

gine that had a separate drum and toner

cartridge. Toner is good for about 3000
copies, but the drum can last for about
10,000, lowering the cost of operation

considerably. In the Canon engine (Ap-
ple, Hewlett-Packard), the drum and
toner get replaced at about 3000 copies.

• Other Printers: Because NCC
does not serve the retail market (that's

COMDEX territory), only a few print-

lothing in the computer

industry dazzles quite as much or

captures public attention quite as

effectively as computer graphics.

ers were on exhibit. However, I was sur-

prised to see a few new entries in the dot

matrix and fully-formed character race,

so again look for a busy COMDEX. It's

hard for me to believe that companies
still enter this crowded market domi-
nated by Epson and Okidata.

• Hard Disks: Capacity and perfor-

mance are up, and price is holding well. I

paid the most attention to S 1/4" drives

in the performance class required by the

PC AT, for which IBM specifies better

than 40 milliseconds for an average ac-

cess. Priam was the most interesting; af-

ter three years ofwork they have finally

solved their linear motor problems and
produced a high-performance device
(30ms) in the 5 1/4" form/factor. Pre-

viously their drive had been too deep.
• 80286-based Machines: The AT

has clearly sparked the market. Whether
the machines are AT clones or not,

IBM'schoiceof the next Intel processor

establishes it as an important de facto

standard. Rumors have it that Intel is

working on a special version of the 286
for IBM that includes the 80386memory
management technique, and the 386 it-

self is a natural successor for future sys-

tems. Everybody's 286 box runs at least

8MHz except, of course, for IBM's.
Drat.

• Tape Systems: Tape backup is

becoming a hot market right now as

companies begin to pay attention to ba-

sic DP issues long avoided by users of
micros. Data integrity and security are

well established for mainframes; the

word is filtering down. However, there

are several competing standards and
methodologies that confuse the end

user. A new IBM product, the 3480 tape

system, introduces a single-spool car-

tridge using 1/2" tape and with a capac-

ity of 200Mb that is more compact than

the traditional Scotch/3M 1/4" car-

tridges in wide use today. The IBM sys-

tem is for mainframes, but the existence

of the cartridge is the important thing:

look for clever third-party vendors to de-

velop low cost systems around that car-

tridge. This may be the most important

development shown at the NCC.
• Backup: One software product

did catch my eye. It is FastBack, a back-

up program for the PC family from Fifth

Generation Systems. It is a significant

product because of its very high speed of

operation, and it is faster than any other

backup program I have encountered.

The program performs backup to disk-

ettes, just like the IBM BACKUP com-
mand, but it has a very nice visual

interface and clever features, such as the

ability to alternate between two disk

drives automatically. A large number of

PCs have been upgraded not only with a

hard disk but also with half-height
floppies; FastBack allows such configu-

rations to be fully exploited.

That's about it. And, of course,

that's why so many reporters called the

show slow and boring. But I think my list

represents significant future develop-

ments that we should keep our collective

eyes on.

SIGGraph '85
Nothing in the computer industry

dazzles quite as much or captures public

attention quiteas effectively as computer
graphics. Witness our slavish devotion

to arcade games and to their subsequent

in-home version, the Atari 2600. Wit-

ness also our disdain for them now, as

technology offers more and more and
these old(!) things look so primitive, so

simple. And note the technical success of

"The Last Starfighter," a sci-fi melo-

drama whose special effects used not a

single scale model: everything was done
by computer-generated graphics. Some-
thing to see, and you should.

SIGGraph is the premier graphics

show in the industry. It is hard to de-

scribe the excitement I feel as I walk the

aisles, observing one miracle after an-

other. From a technical point of view,
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the graphics capability of even low cost

systems is rising dramatically, and this

fact was more evident at the show this

year than ever before.

I looked for two things. First, I

wanted to see how many IBM PCs were

on display as the computational engine

underlying a graphics system. Second, I

wanted to see how far the vendors had

come with resolution, color, and speed.

On the first count, I struck gold, but

not exactly with PCs. The IBM PC AT
was everywhere, doing everything. It

was the predominant desktop computer

at the show, and it was ubiquitous be-

sides. I could not even begin to recount

the firms with product offerings based

on IBM equipment; ifthis is an area ofin-

terest, you may be sure that you will soon

hear from these companies. It is interest-

ing to note, however, that few firms had

products specifically for the AT. Most

were built with the 8-bit bus ofthe PC in

mind and just demonstrated on the con-

siderably faster AT. I should also note

that most of these products should work

properly in AT clones like the Compaq
286 which, at 8MHz, are 33% faster

than the AT.
I looked for software products de-

signed to take advantage ofthe IBM En-

hanced Graphics Adapter(EGA) and its

640x350, 16-color capability. I saw al-

most nothing; most of the excitement

surrounded products of greater screen

resolution and more color choices. Al-

though I think that the EGA is quite

good and will become an important,

much-copied standard, it represents a

middle ground of capability in the

graphics market. That means the EGA
will be used for business graphics and vi-

sual presentations, but lacks the power

to be used effectively in demanding, seri-

ous graphics applications. IBM has cho-

sen something that can drop in price and

be popular, while the graphics market

needs devices that stretch the limits of

technology.

The EGA is thus a good benchmark

against which to measure other prod-

ucts. First, the EGA delivers a resolu-

tion of 640x350. Although that resolu-

tion is close to popular sizings like

400x400, 512x512, and 600x400, higher

resolutions of up to 1024x1024 are

becoming feasible and affordable. Some
such displays were shown at SIGGraph;
expect the vendors to move rapidly here.

Second, theEGA delivers a maximum of

16 colors chosen from a fixed palette of

64. Here IBM falters; the open market is

demanding and getting 256 from 4096 or

even more. A vast array of colors is an

important feature, perhaps more im-

portant than the resolution. With many
hues it is possible to shade objects much
more effectively, giving the illusion of

smoothnesseven in coarse resolution. As
the resolution rises, of course, such
shadings get smoother, but then the

color advantage can be applied to ever

smaller objects.

SIGGraph was a hotbed ofsuch dis-

play adapters. They certainly were su-

perior to the EGA in resolution and

color; in performance the comparison is

not fair. Because the cost of micro-

processors and memory is forever drop-

ping, the manufacturers of graphics

adapters are increasingly turning to the

solution of a complete graphics sub-

system on a plug-in board. The IBM Pro-

fessional Graphics Controller (PGC) is

an example in this genre, including its

own 8088 processor and a complete on-

board library of graphics display

primitives. Within months of IBM's an-

nouncement ofthe PGC, several compa-

nies produced clones with much greater

performance, due largely to the choice of

better processors (80188, 8086, 80186)

and faster clock rates. The general mar-

ket is building devices that are not only

faster but include even niftier features.

These were in great supply at SIGGraph;
expect to see software to drive these

boards emerge over the next year.

Another area of interest for me is

hard-copy graphics output. I expected

more than I saw. In particular, I guess

the market must be waiting for HP's

LaserJet II (I'm guessing that it will in-

clude full-page graphics) before it

pounces on laser-generated output.

There were very few laser printers in

evidence—a surprise. On the other
hand, the price of pen plotters continues

to drop, so conventional drafting
applications should filter downward
into smaller and smaller firms with the

expected benefit.

Both shows were fun for me, and

both had their share of surprises. Next

year's NCC is in Las Vegas in June (bet-

ter than July, but not much) so the heat

may mitigate my objectivity. SIGGraph
I will follow anywhere. Both are worth

the investment for their target audience,

and I look forward to reporting on them

again.

Firms Mentioned in this Column

Kyocero International, Inc.

7 Powder Horn Dr.

P.O. Box 4227
Warren, NJ 07060
(201)560-0060

Priam Corp.

20 W. Montage Expressway
San Jose, CA 95 134
(408)946-4600

Fifth Generation Systems
7942 Picardy Ave.

Suite B-350
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(504)767-0075

Compaq Computer Corp.

20555 FM 149

Houston, TX 77070
(800)231-0900

Hewlett-Packard
16399 W.Bernardo Dr.

San Diego, CA 92 127

(619)560-9414

IBM Corp.

Entry Systems Div.

P.O. Box 1328

Boca Raton, FL 33432
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TANDY GRAM ZZ
Alcor C—a serious, comprehensive implementation/Jake Commander

In
this column a few months back, I

took some space to extol the virtues of
theC language. Well, I am as adamcnt

as ever: I still think C is just about the
best language for everyday use by a pro-
grammer. It is easy to learn and develop
programs in the language and to produce
fast, working code in a fraction of the
time required to do it in assembly
language.

Admittedly, Basic has its uses. It is

there in ROM; there is no need to load a
compiler or interpreter. And it is pos-
sible to become addicted to it because of
its simplicity. For example, it is a rel-

atively easy task to open a file, do some-
thing with it, and write a new output file

containing the manipulated input file.

What takes you five minutes in Ba-
sic might take you 20 minutes in C. But
so what? The resulting program will

probably be machine code running at the
raw speed ofthe microprocessor instead

ofinterpreted speed as with Basic.

For as long as I have been program-
ming in C on my Model 4, 1 have been us-

ing my own 75% completed C compiler.
This has some strange side effects in that

writing programs for a compiler that is

only three-quarters finished means that

you become awfully proficient in a sub-
set of the language. Only as each new
function becomes integrated into the
compiler do you get a chance to exercise

that particular feature. For example, my
present compiler does not yet support C-
type structures (a way to define variables

that are accessed as a group). So when-
ever I program in C on my TRS-80 1 have
to kludge my way around any problem
that involves groups of variables. This
isn't really a big deal, because other lan-

guages don't support entities like struc-

tures, so I tend to use the same tech-
niques I used in a Basic program. (That
is one of the reasons I am convinced
Basic programmers should find a switch
to C relatively easy.) Nevertheless, it is

frustrating not to be able to use the entire
language on my Model 4.

Alcor C
In that frame of mind, imagine my

unrestrained enthusiasm at the prospect
of reviewing a complete C compiler. It

was my good fortune to receive a review
copy of a fully-fledged C compiler with
all functions intact—including my

heretofore missing features. This com-
piler is part of the Alcor C advanced
programming system from Alcor Sys-

tems, 1 3534 Preston Rd., Suite 365, Dal-
las, TX 75240. I remember promising a
review of this package a while back, and
it is a pleasure to recommend it highly.

I knew it was going to be good as

soon as I saw that 1 .25" thick manual. At
last on my TRS-80 1 have a rich set ofop-
erators and features guaranteed to keep
an avid C programmer happily hacking
into the small hours. This package is a
serious implementation of the C lan-

guage and is comprised of many func-
tional parts. This doesn't mean it is

difficult to use though; there are a couple
ofreasons why there are several different

modules. First, Alcor's C development
system is very versatile. For each way of
using the system, there is a different pro-

gram to support that feature.

Secondly, C itself is a very versatile

language. Although comprised ofonly a
few keywords and operators, it is very
flexible. As a result, any compiler that

hopes to support the entire C language
must itselfbe quite large. Now we bump
our heads against the fact that the hum-
ble TRS-80 has a mere 48K of RAM
(usually) available for programs other
than the operating system or Basic. So
any code over and above this (if there is

going to be room for I/O and edit buffers

and such) must be split into parts. The
disk operating system itself is split up for

just this reason. Hence it makes sense for

Alcor to have split their C compiler into

logically distinct pieces.

In fact, the compiler consists of five

parts: the main compiler and four over-
lays, each of which deals with a specific

part of the C language. This segmenta-
tion is normally invisible to the pro-

|

grammer whojust sits back and waits for

the result when a program is being com-
piled. However, Alcor's C compiler is

busily loading and running whichever
module is required at any given point in

the compilation process.

Alcor states in their documentation
that for the sake of efficiency there are

ways to write C code which (to couch it

in the vernacular) give the compiler a
break. By usingcommon sense in the lay-

out of a program, you can minimize the
swapping of compiler overlays. This in-

volves only such disciplines as definingC
constants all together in a contiguous
section ofcode. Ifyou don't follow these

guidelines, nothing comes out and slaps

you on the wrist; it just takes longer to

compile your program. The compiler,
left to itsown devices, does run quite fast.

Although by no means the fastest I have
ever seen, it is more than adequate for

serious work on the TRS-80.

Creating the Source Code
Before inputting anything to the

compiler, of course, you must create the
source code. This can bedone with either

a word processor or a text editor, but a
text editor is usually preferable. This is

the case with the Blaise text editor pro-

vided with the Alcor C package, which
lets you enter program text and do the

usual things like find and replace strings,

insert and delete characters, etc. It also

provides features that are unlikely to be

included in a word processor but are ex-

tremely useful to a programmer.
Forexample, an auto-indent feature

is provided. If you want to indent your
program text to set it off as a separate
loop or whatever, the editor will take
your lead as to where to start the next
line. If, for example, your program reach-

es a point where characters start at line

position eight, instead of making you tab
to that position on each new line, this

text editor will tab to position eight when-
even you hit return. This continues
until you change the start position of the
next line or turn the feature off.

The editor also neatly gets around
the lack ofsome of the keyboard charac-
ters on the TRS-80 such as left and right

square brackets, curly braces, tilde, and
other symbols that are important in the

C language. (Please Tandy, give us these
keys!) Alcor's editor provides these
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characters by using the ci far key as an
escape character. For example, to get an
underline character, you hit ci far and
then the 7 key. If you are a Model I user

with no way even to display these char-

acters, Alcor allows alternate characters

to be used in their place. Unfortunately,

this saddles you with an ugly non-
standard C notation, which I guess still

beats not being able to use C at all. In to-

tal, ten extra characters are provided by

this method.

The Blaise editor program is a

screen-oriented text editor, which means
that you can scroll around the screen at

will, hopping from one line to another,

making alterations at will. You are not

confined to editing single lines of text as

in old fashioned Microsoft Basic. I must
say I found the editor a cinch to use it

is enough of an improvement over my
previous editor to convince me to make
it my current editor of choice.

I found a couple of the text editor

commands a little wordy. For instance,

to direct the editor to jump to a certain

line for editing, you go into the com-
mand mode with a ci far-C, then type

the command showi inf. followed by a

line number I would have thought it

would have been much simpler to use a

ci-EAR-J forJUMPorci far-G for GOTO
followed by a line number. I am a lousy

typist and need all the help I can get

when sending an editor to a specific

line

—

ci.ear-C showi inf. 100 is too

many characters for such a simple
exercise.

One feature I liked which could

have been taken a stage further is the

ability to undelete a line. This allows you
to recover from a mistakenly deleted line

and also to undelete a line to a new po-

sition. It is a pity that the feature can be

used on only a single line at a time.

Compilation
The Alcor C compiler takes the

source code that has been produced by

the editor (which is assumed to have an

extension of/C) and outputs a file to disk

with the same name but with an exten-

sion of /OBJ for object. As it goes

through its compilation process, the

screen displays the text that is currently

being compiled.

The object file output from the C
compiler can be processed in one of four

ways. If desired, it can be used immedi-
ately after being output as an object file

by the compiler. To do this, you use a

runtime interpreter called RUNC.
This program takes a /OBJ file and

interprets it . This is because in its normal

mode of operation, the C compiler out-

puts what is called p-code. An abbrevi-

ation of pseudo-code, p-code is under-
standable only to a specially written

interpreter—in this case the RUNC pro-

Ihe editor neatly gets around

the lack of some off the keyboard

characters on the TRS-80.

gram. P-code has certain advantages

that make it popular in many develop-

ment languages. It tends to be very com-
pact, allowing for very small programs,

and it saves having to link the compiled

program with any libraries (such as

floating-point arithmetic routines) it

may need to use. All these runtime li-

braries are in fact part of the RUNC
interpreter program. So to test your C
program, all you have to do is type

RUNC followed by your program name.

Other options allow different

modes ofexecution of the compiled pro-

gram. Two programs, OPTIMIZE and
CODEGEN, in the Alcor C development
package can manipulate the compiled
program to produce an enhanced version,

version.

OPTIMIZE takes a p-code object

file and scans the code looking for redun-

dancies and long-winded code. Because

a compiler is only an automatic process,

it can never output code ofthe same cali-

ber that a human programmer can. The
optimizer cleans up the more obvious

pieces ofinefficient p-code. Alcor claims

that it will reduce the size of a program
by between 10 and 30%.

TheCODEGEN command takes p-

code and converts it to machine code di-

rectly executable by the Z80. This makes
the code run extremely fast, because the

RUNC interpreter is now bypassed com-
pletely. However, converting the p-code

to machine code involves an enlarge-

ment of the program; it may take two or

three machine code instructions to

represent a single p-code instruction.

Therefore the resultant program will be

two to three times larger but will execute

much, much faster.

All three ofthe above types ofobject

file can be input to yet another program

called I.INKI OAD. This utility is the
all-important linking loader which al-

lows separately compiled programs
and/or libraries to be linked. It is this

program that produces a stand-alone

machine code version ofyourC program
which can be executed directly from
DOS. Libraries allow disk file manipula-
tion, string handling, single and double
precision floating-point number crunch-
ing, and character input/output. These
are all linked with yourC program using

I.INKI OAD. To their great credit,

Alcor doesn't even ask for a royalty on
any code you sell using their runtime li-

braries. All they require is documenta-
tion of the fact that your code contains

Alcor runtime support.

Documentation
The documentation that comes

with such an extensive package as this is

obviously of extreme importance.
Thankfully, Alcor has taken the time
and effort to get this right. The manual is

about as complete as anyone could wish.

Over 400 pages in length, the docu-
mentation is as comprehensive to the

complete neophyte as to the advanced C
user. The manual isdivided into volumes
covering the editor, the compiler, the

runtime interpreter, and the object-code

utilities. The library functions are de-

scribed in full (and there are lots of

them).

There is even a huge tutorial cover-

ing the C language itself which is useful

both as a tutorial and as a refresher on
partsof the language used infrequently.

There is a great deal of information

in this hefty tome. Happily, it has even
been laid out with care. Paragraph head-
ings jump out. Examples are set apart

and clearly labeled. Lots of white space

keeps the whole thing digestible. Even
the editors of Creative Computing would
have a hard time improving on it. My-
self, I can't find fault with it. Maybe I

should complain about the color of the

cover or something just so as not to

sound too sycophantic.

There is one other advantage of this

thick manual for Alcor Systems. Any-
body wishing to pirate a copy of this

package will think more than twice. You
see, nobody in his right mind is going to

copy 400 double-sided pages of text.

Without the text you ain't got the pack-

age, and that's just the way it should be.

Alcor deserves all the revenue from this

superlative work. I recommend it.

Highly. If this package had been avail-

able four years ago, IBM wouldn't have
stood a chance.
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OUTPOST: ATARI
Atari ST: The good, the bad, and the ugly/Sheldon Leemon

After months ofwaiting for my new
Atari 520 ST system, its arrival

was almost anticlimactic. Al-
though I reacted to theannouncement of

the machine in January with enthu-

siasm, during the long waiting period

that followed, some of the initial op-

timism faded as the ever-present doom-
sayers spun their scenarios for disaster.

It was true that Jack Tramiel, Atari's

new proprietor, had built Commodore
into the premier survivor of the home
computer wars, but along the way he had
also acquired a reputation for announc-
ing more products than he intended to

deliver, for sacrificing quality for price,

and for alienating computer retailers and
third party software developers alike.

So while on paper theST looked like

a breakthrough new-generation prod-

uct, there were still plenty of reasons to

be cautious. As with any new computer
product, the first units would undoubt-
edly have more problems and less soft-

ware than more established machines.
The price would no doubt be higher at

first. So, as the waiting dragged on, it be-

came easier and easier to wait.

Blase as I was, I could not ignore

that big stack ofcartons for long. It con-

tained my 520 ST, two single sided 3.5"

disk drives, and two monitors—a high-

resolution black-and-white screen and
an RGB color display. As I hooked up
the system and turned it on, my dis-

interested facade quickly began to crum-
ble. Since the operating system is not yet

available in ROM, I had ample opportu-
nity to check the transfer speed of the

disk drive as it loaded TOS from disk.

The ST loaded the entire 200K+ file in

about 25 seconds. When it finished

loading, I found the GEM desktop star-

ing me in the face. For those of you
unfamiliar with GEM, it is a user inter-

face program which attempts to put a

Macintosh face on antiquated computers
like the IBM PC. It uses icons, "drop-

down" menus, a mouse— the whole nine

yards. I have used GEM on the PC, and I

found the implementation on the ST to

be identical, except for a couple of

important differences.

First, the Atari monochrome mon-
itor displays 640x400 pixels in living

black and white, as opposed to the
640x200 resolution ofthe PC. Therefore,

the display looks much better than that

provided by the standard PC graphics

adapter and, indeed, makes the ST a
close rival to the Macintosh. The letters

looked so big and blocky compared to

the skinny little characters found on
most displays that I had to count them fo

make sure that there were really 80 col-

umns (there were).

Some ofthe screen clarity may stem
from the large overscan area that leaves a

thick border around the display, so that

the actual display area is only about 9"

(diagonal) on a 12" screen. While the

color display has no worse resolution

than that provided by the PC color card

and much better color, the monochrome
mode gives the ST real credibility in

performing serious business applica-

tions which primarily display text.

The second difference was that on
the ST, GEM looked like it was running

about twice as fast as it does on the PC.

Windows that would crawl open on the

IBM burst open on the ST. I could feel

the commencement of a slight elevation

ofthe old blood pressure. Speed. Power.

Lots of RAM. Fast disk drives. Maybe
this ST was the breakthrough it was
cracked up to be.

Unfortunately, the feeling of eu-

phoria did not last long, as I realized that

I had no way to put the ST through its

paces. The only software I had was
Logo—a version so slow that I wondered
if the interpreter was written in Logo.

The fact that I had sprung the $1700 to

buy the developer's package hardly

made me any better off than the average

buyer. Although the package came with

development software like a C compiler

and assembler, it was essentially useless

out of the box, because the text editor

needed for writing programs was to be

sent out later separately by the manufac-
turer (apparently much later, since six

weeks after getting the machine, I'm still

waiting).

Moreover, the celebrated 6" stack

of documentation that comes with the

development package turned out to con-

tain more hints than answers. The bulk

of the material consisted mainly of
photocopies of Digital Research docu-

mentation that, though somewhat re-

lated to the machine, was by no means
ST specific. These included aCP/M 68K
manual and the full manual for develop-

ment underGEM on the IBM PC. Only
a few pages of the documentation ac-

tually came from Atari, including some
sketchy material on the BIOS routines,

the keyboard, printer codes, and a source

code listing for the boot ROMs. Of the

1 500or so pages included, more material

was devoted to the Kermit protocol file

transfer program (250 pages) than to the

ST.

With such modest development
tools available, it is small wonder that

application programs were not ready for

early buyers ofthe machine. This is a real

shame, because seeing the speed at which
GEM desktop ran gave me an idea. If

GEM ran at PC AT speed on the ST,
how would programs such as GEM
Write andGEM Draw stack up on the ST
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when compared to versions of the same
software running on the AT? And if the

ST ran applications at AT-speed, then

what real difference in potential comput-
ing power would there be between the

$1500 ST system with a hard disk and
the $5000AT system?

Although it may be that lack ofsoft-

Listing 1.

TO HEBREW

M«KE "N 220

REPERT 27 CTYPE CHPR IN

TYPE CHPR 32 MPKE "N :N -13

END

TO MAN

TYPE CHPR 28

PRINT CHPR 29

TYPE CHPR 30

TYPE CHPR 31

END

TO PTPRI

TYPE CHPR 14 TYPE CHPR IS

END

ware has caused me to wax philosophi-

cal, I can't help feeling that if Atari had

arranged to bundle these applications

with the machines (or even provided

them to dealers), many buyers would be

able to make head-to-head comparisons

that would cause them to ask some seri-

ous philosophical questions (like why is

the sky Big Blue?).

In the end, I was reduced to discov-

ering odd facts about the ST. For exam-

ple, did you know that although the ST
character set conforms fairly closely to

the extended ASCII used on the IBM
PC, it also includes the characters for the

Atari Logo, the entire Hebrew alphabet,

and a picture of a man smoking a pipe?

Some people say that the picture of the

man looks like Jack Tramiel himself,

smoking a cigar, but I think it looks more
like Hugh Hefner. By typing in the Logo
programs in Listing 1 , you can decide for

yourself.

Even this idle exploration was not to

last. After a few short hours of poking

around, my ST started to act like it had

eaten too much cotton candy and was

looking for the men's room. I started to

get duplicate images ofthe Busy Bee icon
all over the screen. Then, random dots

started speckling the screen as if bees

really were the cause of yellow rain. I

knew the end was near when mushroom
clouds began to appear. The more I

rebooted, the faster the machine would
crash, until finally I turned it on and
nothing happened. Sure, I had had fun

for a couple of hours, but I really didn't

feel as though I had gotten my money's
worth.

Fortunately, help was but a phone
call away. Dialing into the SIG*Atari
section of CompuServe (a hotbed of

information about the new ST series), I

discovered from a number of messages

that I was not alone. A large percentage

of the first batch of STs, it seems, had
shown the symptoms I have described.

In most cases, however, the problem was
a minor one, caused by the chips coming
loose in shipping. Some people had cured

the difficulty by taking the cover offand
pushing down on the chips, or by ex-

tracting and reinserting them. Others

had straightened out the shielding, mak-
ing sure that it did not short out the cir-

cuit board and soldering it into place

when they were done. Even proceeding

with extreme caution, I was able to com-

plete the "repair" in somewhat less than

an hour. Since then, my 520 has operated

flawlessly.

Still, the problem that was a mere

annoyance to me would have been far

more serious if it had happened to some-

one who was afraid to touch the key-

board, let alone take the computer apart.

Somehow, I can't picture going into a

store and hearing "Attention K-Mart
shoppers. Over in aisle 10, there will be a

short demonstration of Atari computer

home repair."

While the malfunctions en-

countered by ST owners do not rank

with the terrible quality control prob-

lems that plagued Commodore products

when that company was under Mr.
Tramiel's direction, they still must be

dealt with. My suggestion to potential

ST owners is that they buy their comput-

ers from a reliable dealer with a liberal

replacement policy, and go so far as to

have the dealer operate it at the store for

a trial "burn-in" period to make sure

that it works properly.

By the time you read this, the soft-

ware shortage may be alleviated some-

what and the high ST failure rate may be

just an ugly memory. When there are

plenty of working STs in the field, run-

ning software that demonstrates their

speed and power, we may have to run a

column entitled "The Atari 520 ST:

Good, Better, and Best."

Apple II +
. 64 K Ram
• Apple Drive

• 12" Monitor

. 3.3 DOS

$695.00
90 Day Warranty

icb
(415) 968-6811

2384 El Camino Real W.
Mtn. View, CA 94040

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOC STUDIES I

Elementary
Secondary
Post-Secondary

COURSEWARE
FOR APPLE', COMMODORE,

COLOR COMPUTER,
TRS-80, IBM'

mc
miCRO lEARMnGUIARE
P BOX 307 / MANKATO, MN 56001

(507) 625 2?05

CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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COMMODORE'S PORT
More on Amiga: Software, Basic, and IBM compatibility/Sheldon Leemon

Commodore has the hottest new
computer around, but you won't

find the word Commodore or its

company logo anywhere on the ma-
chine. You can't blame them, though,

for trying to disassociate their bargain

basement image from a premium prod-

uct like the Amiga. After all, the perfor-

mance of the machine is much more
important than the name. I was in love
with this computer when it was still the

product of an obscure manufacturer of
game cartridges and joysticks; at the

time it was known only by the code name
Lorraine. And it always makesme a little

queasy when I hear somebody ask if it is

compatible with his 1541 disk drive or

1525 printer.

To start Amiga offon the right foot.

Commodore held an elaborate press
conference on July 23 at Lincoln Center
in New York, which gave many of those

unfamiliar with the machine a first

glimpse of its raw power. Even long-time
Amiga watchers were somewhat sur-

prised by the announcement that Com-
modore plans to offer optional software
to allow the machine to emulate the IBM
PC. The press conference covered most
of the basic features of the machine, but
some nagging questions remained unan-
swered. The most concern centered
around who was going to sell the ma-
chine. Only a couple of dealers were an-

nounced by name, and many publica-

tions made much of the fact that the big

chains like Computerland and Entre
were not going to handle the Amiga.

To strengthen his company's sales

position, CEO Marshall Smith hit the
road immediately after the launch. The
mission ofthis Commodore caravan was
to press the flesh with computer retailers

in 37 U.S. cities. Ifthe meeting I attended
was any indication, it doesn't appear that

Commodore will have a problem finding
enough dealers to make the machine
readily available by Christmas. The only
real problem may be getting computers
to those dealers in sufficient quantity in

time for the holiday season.

For me, one of the most important
results of Commodore's Magical Mys-
tery Tour was that a few precious demo
machines found their way to my local

dealers' showrooms. This meant that af-

ter a two-year wait, I was finally able to

get some hands-on experience with the
machine. The first thing that I did, of

It doesn't appear that

Commodore will have a problem

finding enough dealers to make

the machine readily available by

Christmas.

course, was to run the graphics demos.
Though the images were impressive in

their own right, there was a particular

trick I wanted to try.

The Intuition Operating System
(which may be called something else by
the time you read this because of a pos-

sible trademark conflict with a PC pro-

gram called Intuit) lets you "pull down"
the screen of any application, revealing

the Workbench screen behind it. So
while some of the fancy animation
demos were running, I moved the mouse
to where the scroll bar would be and
started to drag. Much to my gratifica-

tion, the demo screen "slid" down, while
the animation continued to run with
only a slight disruption. This amounts to

having the Operating System fine-

scrolling the display autonomously, a

feat that I consider pretty amazing.

Amiga Software
From the graphics demo programs,

I moved on to the early demo copies of
the various application programs that

Commodore intends to market. The
most complete program I had was Text-

Craft, an introductory word processing

package. It is very easy to use and has a

unique "format template" function that

does all of the formatting for many stan-

dard types ofdocuments. GraphiCraft is

a full-featured drawing program, but

what impressed me most was not any

special featureofthe program, but rather

the ability to work with 32 colors at the

same time.

MusicCraft, the "simple" music
program, provides an impressive array

of features. It allows you to compose, to

custom tailor the waveform and tone of

each voice, and to use the computer key-

board like a piano keyboard. Tinkering

with the tone was particularly interest-

ing; there are lots and lots of "switches"

that let you make minute adjustments of

the sound, and you can even specify the

waveform by drawing its shape with the

mouse. The program comes with a whole

array of pre-set instrument sounds that

you can load in and modify or use as-is.

Basic

The version of Basic that came with

the evaluation machines was not the

Microsoft version that Commodore says

it will ship with the machine, but is ex-

tremely interesting to play with just the

same. This version was written by
Metacomco, the British firm that wrote

the multi-tasking Operating System and
DOS for the Amiga, and which report-

edly also wrote the interpreter upon
which Atari ST Basic is based.

Because much ofthe graphics mus-
cle of the Amiga comes from the hard-

ware processors used to speed up the

display, it stands to reason that

manipulation ofbit-map graphics would
be fast even from Basic. But knowing it

and seeing it are two different things.

Thoseofyou familiar with the Basic used

by the IBM PC or the Commodore 128

know that those interpreters have bit-

map graphics commands that allow you
to "save" the image of a rectangular

screen area to a Basic variable array and
redraw the image elsewhere on screen.

But as anyone who has used the put and
get or ciSHAPl and sshapk commands
knows, the image is not redrawn nearly
fast enough for animation, and in the

case of a fairly large image, it may take
quite a while to draw. On the Amiga,
GSHAPE restores the image as fast as
could be done by machine language bit

manipulation on other machines.
One of the Basic demo programs

has you "capture" a rectangle ofcolor by
selecting the upper left and lower right

corners of the image with the mouse. It

then redraws the saved image where the
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mouse is pointing whenever the mouse
button is pressed, in effect turning the

image into a drawing pen. The program
is only a few lines long and operates

quickly enough to allow you to draw
smooth lines as quickly as you can drag

the mouse. I defined a narrow "pen" and
wrote my name in script with no problem.

A larger pen composed of a block of 16

colors about the size of a Rubik's cube
was reproduced just about as quickly.

The sound capabilities of the ma-
chine are also fully supported by Basic.

One of the programs on the Basic disk

reads in a data file containing sampling

information for a tom-tom, and lets you

play this extremely realistic-sounding

instrument from the keyboard. Using

the built-in software speech synthesizer

from Basic is a snap. The narrate com-
mand uses a phonetic text string for in-

put (the word computer, for example, is

rendered phonetically as "kumpyu-
w4ter"). Those of you familiar with the

SA At program for Atari and Com-
modore computers will recognize that

the phonetic system is exactly the same
as on those machines. But if you prefer

plain English, the translates function

will make the translation automatically,

allowing you to command the computer

to speak a sentence as easily as to have it

print the words to the screen.

One of the most impressive pro-

grams on the Basic disk shows how the

language provides access to the full

range of systsm resources by allowing

you to call Operating System functions

directly. This program opens up five dif-

ferent windows and has a different Basic

program operating in each. As with any

system window, each display can be

sized, moved around the screen, and

made active by clicking in the window.

One of the five programs is a simple Ba-

sic text processor that works much more

quickly even with four other programs

running at the same time than would

most such Basic programs running
alone.

As I said before, the Basic version I

saw was not the one being shipped with

the machine. But I was told by a Com-
modore representative that the Micro-

soft Basic version that would be supplied

with the computer would have com-

parable features. I hope that it will also

have a little better editing facilities than

the Metacomco Basic, which does not

even support full screen editing.

IBM Emulator
Finally, I had a chance to play with

the fabled IBM emulator. First, I at-

tached an external 5. 25" drive that

looked suspiciously like a 1S71 (in fact, I

was told it was a 1571 with connectors

for the Amiga added). Then, I started the

I or true believers like me, the

question of PC-compatibility is

largely a charade.

machine normally, loading the Operat-

ing System and DOS from the internal

3.5" drive. From the DOS command
line, I ran the EMU4 program, that is

also on a 3.5" disk. The screen turned

black with green letters, and a message

told me to insert PC-DOS into the ex-

ternal drive and press any key to boot

DOS. I did so and was first greeted with a

message that told me there was 395K of

memory available to the emulator (on a

5I2K Amiga). Then came the familiar

PC-DOS sign-on screen. Interestingly

enough, the internal drive (which was

now drive B:) could be used to read disks

from PC-compatibles that use 3.5"

drives (like the HP portable). In fact, it

was possible to format 3.5" disks in PC
format and to transfer programs from
5.25" to 3.5" disks. Thus, it is quite pos-

sible to run the emulator with only 3.5

disks (or even the Amiga hard disk),

once you have transferred DOS and your

programs. But when you format the

smaller disks for PC compatibility, they

will hold only 360K instead of their nor-

mal 880K, and the machine will be un-

able to read those disks when it is in

Amiga mode.
When I inserted a Lotus 1-2-3 pro-

gram disk, the program loaded nor-

mally. You could also say that it ran, but

it might be more appropriate to say that

it walked. The operation was said to take
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NEW! EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEM

Full back-up
computer protection

as low as

' Completely self contained with enclosed
gel eel battery.

• 200 Watt, 425 Watt and 1000 Wall
models allow 10 to 30 minutes for

comfortable, safe shutdown.

1 Switchover time: within 10 milliseconds!

• 4 Receptacles.

• In-line spike protection.

• Sounds audible alarm during power
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.
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Personalize Your Holiday Creations
in Color

BRITESTAR RIBBONS

A spectrum of brilliant (Red. Brown.
Yellow. Green. Purple. Orange.
Black and Silver) ribbon colors to
give that special touch to banners,
stationary and greeting cards.
Ribbons are available for: Apple
Imagewriter. DMP and Epson
MX80. FX80. RX80. IBM Graphics
Printer. C. Itoh Prowriter 8S10 and
NEC8023A. Buy One ior S8.95
Six or More ior S6.95 Each!

BRITESTAR ENVELOPES ITESTAR VALUE PACK

4PACX

Heavy weight, clean edged, pinfeed
paper is available in a dazzling
choice of colors (Red. Blue ft Gold).
It's perfect for use as greeting cards,
announcements & letterheads. Each
BriteStar Spectrum Pack contains 90
sheets oi pinfeed paper (30 Red, 30
Blue and 30 Gold), 36 matching
envelopes (12 Red. 12 Blue. 12 Gold)
and 36 clear mailing labels. Buy
One ior $17.95. Buy Two for $33.00!

Envelopes are available in a
beautiful array of colors, and are a
perfect compliment for greeting
cards, announcements & invitations.
Each package contains SO envelopes
of the color oi your choice (Red.
Blue. Gold or White). Buy One for
S7.9S Buy Two for S15.00!

Heavy weight, clean edged, pinfeed
paper is available in a choice oi

radiant colors (Red. Blue or Gold).
It's perfect ior use with PrintShop or
Print Master. Each Value Pack contains
100 sheets oi pinfeed paper (Red.
Blue or Gold). 48 matching envelopes
with clear mailing labels. Buy One
for S18.9S. Buy Two for $35.00!

To Ord.r: Call or write NONAGON SOFTWARE, 11185 San Pablo Ave.,
El Cerrito, CA 94530. For orders only National 800-942-2058.

California 800-223-8327.

Payment: We accept Mastercard, Visa, American Express, Money orders
and checks. California Residents please add 6.5% sales tax.

Shipping: Please add $3.00 for shipping and handling (UPS ground). Next
day and 2nd day shipping are available.

*NONAGONSOFTWARE

COMMODORE'S PORT

place at about 60% IBM speed, which
looked about right. Also, it was not pos-

sible to operate the graphics section of

the program, because the emulator, in its

current primitive state, will run only

programs that are compatible with the

IBM monochrome adapter. WordStar
ran, albeit slowly. This was to be ex-

pected, because it is one ofthe programs
advertised to work. So I switched to pro-

grams that were not on the list.

When I tried to run my original copy
of Microsoft Word, a heavily protected

word processor, I got a message that said

"The weed of crime bears bitter fruit.

Now trashing your pirate disk." I as-

sumed this meant the program thought

my original was an unauthorized copy
and quickly pulled it out of the drive be-

fore the wrath of Microsoft was visited

upon the innocent.

Next I tried one of my own pro-

grams, a Yahtzee dice game that I had
written in C. Much to my surprise, even
though the program does direct reading
and writing to screen memory, it ran. It

acted as if it had a bit of brain damage,
though, leaving non-fatal garbage on the

screen at times, and scoring one hand a
minus 27,306 points. A simple text edi-

tor written in C wouldn't load and
locked up the machine entirely, so I de-

cided that Sidekick was probably out of
the question.

Armed with this experience, I was
able to confront a Commodore repre-

sentative with some reasonably intelli-

gent questions about the emulator. What
about programs that use the graphics
adapter? Though the current emulator
will not run them, the final version will

(it is interesting to note that MacCharlie,
a $1700 hardware PC emulator for the

Macintosh will run only monochrome
programs). As for the slow speed of the

emulator, I was told that modifications

to the software would improve the speed
to about 80% of IBM's, and that a small

hardware board called the Accelerator

would bring the emulator up to full

speed.

Despite careful questioning, I still

have no firm technical details on the
hardware card. I know only that it is a
simple, inexpensive board that plugsinto
the expansion port on the side and is said

to speed up memory access. From that

description, it seems safe to rule out a
board that contains Intel chips like the
8088 or 8087, as had been rumored. As
for copy-protected disks, Commodore-
Amiga says only that it will try to deal
with each such program on an individual

basis.
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For true believers like me, however,

thequestion of PC-compatibility is

largely a charade. Sure, we recognize

that many people would never even hear

about the great features ofthe machine if

it didn't have the emulator. After all,

plenty of prospective computer buyers

first ask "Is it IBM compatible?" and if

the answer is negative, they just stop

listening. But from an objective stand-

point, the Amiga needs a PC-emulator

like theAT needs a Vic 20 emulator.

Amid all the hoopla about the great

graphics and sound of the Amiga, one
simple fact often passes unnoticed. With

an 8 MHz processor, special hardware to

speed up the display, up to 8.5Mb of

RAM, true multi-tasking, and an open

bus for the addition of hard drives, the

Amiga is a power user's dream come
true. Graphics and sound demo pro-

grams are flashy and take relatively little

time to set up, so such demos make up

most ofthe software we have seen on the

Amiga so far.

As a result, many people already

think ofthe Amiga as a toy computer or a

game machine. But if there were Amiga
versions of Lotus 1-2-3, Mullimate, and

dBase 111, IBM users would be forced to

consider a machine that could run all

three at the same time, and run each

faster and better than the PC. The day

that I can run that kind ofdemonstration

on the Amiga will no doubt come. And,

if that still doesn't impress them, I'll

show them how I can play a quick game
of Pac-Man while my spreadsheet
recalculates.
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ALGE-BLASTER! Is the most com-
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ing, and equations—670 problems in

all! Receive step-by-step tutoring. .

.

earn graphic rewards for right
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CREATIVE COMPUTING MARKETPLACE
ADVERTISING RATES AND INFORMATION: $4.50 per word, 15 word minimum. X-Tend type, bold type and screened background options
available Prepayment and Frequency discount available. American Express, Visa, MasterCard accepted. Copy subject to publishers ap-
proval. Ads will appear in first available issue after receipt of order. Send typewritten or printed copy and remittance to Kathryn Cumber-
lander, Classified Sales Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. One Park Avenue, New York. NY 10016 For additional information
assistance, or to place an order by phone, call collect (212) 503-5115.

SOFTWARE

TI-994A SOFTWARE/HARDWARE bargains. Hard to
find items Huge selection Fast service. Free catalog
DYNAMO. Box 690. Hicksville. NY 11801

COMMODORE 64 & TIMEX/SINCLAIR SOFTWARE.
Free price list. WMJ Data Systems, Dept. CC, 4 But-

terfly Drive, Hauppauge, NY 11788.

MAXELL MO-1, 1.39; MD-2. 1 99 DYSAN 104/1D. 1 89
104/2D. 2 59 Shipping 3.75. ALSO VERBATIM. IBM .

3M. BASF TAPE WORLD. 220 Spring St.. Butler, PA
16001 1 (800) 245-8000

APPLE II series. COMMODORE-64. TI-99/4A Dis-
count Entertainment Software. Newest titles. Free
catalog The Adventure Store. Roscoe. IL 61073-0320

WORDSTAR 4 MAILMERGE. Reterence material IN A
NUTSHELL, concise tricks/short cuts Send $8.00
Capes. Box 9052. Scottsdale. AZ 85252 (602) 941-
1006

FREE TIMEX. C-64 S IBM programs. Specify com-
puter. Send $1.00 tor details JPR-SW. PO Box 4155
Dept C-E. WinterparK. FL 32793

HARNESS. THOROUGHBRED HANDICAPPING
SOFTWARE PACKAGE-$29 95 Apple II + . E. C.
Commodore 64. IBM PC . . FREE INFORMATION'
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE. Box 5382. West Bloomfield
Ml 48033 (313) 626-7208.

Worlds largest software library for Apple. IBM-PC. Free
catalogue from YEUNGLIN. GPO Box 2472 Hona
Kong "

TI-99/4A Softwares for personal, home entertain-
ment, and business applications Write tor free cata-
log to: Micro-Biz Hawaii. Dept. P 98-1409D.
Kaahumanu St., Aiea. Hawaii 96701.

When you use It You Lose It? False 1 Loop thru basic
programs restoring and displaying double-precision
one numeric value per prompt by pressing enter. For
IBM PC or Compaq. Restore Value diskette $39 95
RWC Technologies. Inc.. 2949 NW 68th Terrace. Sun-
rise. Florida 33313.

SAVE 30% ON SOFTWARE for Apple. Macintosh, and
Atari computers. Free Catalog (specify computer).
Delson s; Box 1346. Canoga Park. CA 91304 (818) 887-
5260

SOFTWARE AIITHORS> Unique, original IBM pro-
grams wanted. Send description SOFTQUAL. #256
219 1st Ave North. Seattle. WA 98109

RENT PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE— It s not copy-
righted, no fees to pay. Copy hundreds of useful busi-
ness, utility and game programs from our rental
libraries onto your own computer at home! CP/M user
group library. 92 disks— $45.00. IBM PC-Blue. 130
disl.s— $165 00 KUG library. 39 disks—$45.00. Send
$5 00 PP. for a catalog disk. SASE NATIONAL PUB-
LIC DOMAIN LIBRARY. 1533 Avohill. Vista, CA 92083
(619) 941-0925. (619) 727-1015-3 minute recording
tells all'

M

CRIBBAGC MASTER FOR IBM Best card game
graphics you have seen! Color or any mono. Five play
options. Experts/beginners. 128K. Satisfaction guar-
anteed $35.00. Silversoft. 2150 Spruceway. Ann Ar-
bor. Ml 48103

SANYO SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS Great
Prices!' MIGRAPH. Inc.. 720 So. 333rd. St.. Federal
Way. WA 98003 (206) 839-6811

STOCKS! A computer tool for Apple lie geared toward
the beginning stock market speculator without data-
base access! You can have professionally designed,
easy-reading CHARTS to supplement your invest-
ment information. User friendly, tail-safe software
$20.00 or request brochure: The Outstanding Ma-
chme. 23890 East Summit Rd . Los Gatos. CA 95030

FREE PROGRAMS! TI99-4A/all Commodores. TRS-
80 s. Timexes. Send postage stamps! EZRAEZRA. Box
5222-CAU. San Diego. CA 92105

FREE SOFTWARE for IBM. Commodore 64 and CP/M
computers. Send SASE for info: PUBLIC DOMAIN
USERS GROUP. Box 1442-CC. Orange Park. FL 32067.

SOFTWARE/ENTERTAINMENT

OECIPHER analytic decryption programs by DECI-
PHER 1 winner. Specify computer RDM. P.O. Box 533
Columbia. MD 21045.

COMPU BLOKS•— 4510 HOLLADAY BLVD SLC
UTAH 84117 801-272-2391. COMPU BLOKS ARE A
SPACE ODYSSEY FOR CHILD OR ADULT; RECTAN-
GLES. OCTAGONS SQUARES. CIRCLES CREATE
BOUNDLESS EXTENSION IN ALL DIRECTIONS
SPACE STATIONS. LASERS. PROBES. AN ORDERED
SEQUENCE OF INFINITE NUMBERS. COMETS ME-
TEORS. CONSTELLATIONS 75* BRINGS CATALOG.

APPLE PRODUCTS

CABLE/SATELLITE TV

New MACINTOSH Software! Business/Personal. Free
catalog Write Dateline Systems. PO Box 829. Chiton
NJ 07015.

ATARI PRODUCTS

TEACHERS: ELECTRONIC GRADEBOOK For Atari.
Powerful, simple to use. Record keeping, grade aver-
aging. Screen display and variety of Preformatted
printed reports. Clear instructions. Requires 48K and
one disk drive. $29.95. GRADESCAN. 1722 Golden Ct
Crofto.l.MD 21114.

BACKUP AIDS/DISKS

BACKUP your protected IBM disks with Copy II PC
Available for Apple. C-64. $35.00 ea. 3.00 s/h RSD-
1 Box 272. Bronxville. NY 10708 SASE FOR INFO

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CABLE TV CONVERTERS: Jerrold Hamlin. SB-3. Mini-

Code. Zenith, New Jerrold Tr i- Mode. VHF Converters
Send SASE. 54« postage or call for information. (312)
637-4406 Higgons Electronics. 5143 W Diversey.
Chicago. IL 60639

CABLE CONVERTERS Radar Oetectors. Scanners and
CB. Send $1.00 for catalog. Great Lakes Communica-
tions. Inc.. 1717 Four Mile Rd. N.E.. Grand Rapids. Ml
49505.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

FREE SUPER DISCOUNT COMPUTER CATALOG.
Fantastic money savings. Texas Microdata Corpora-
tion. 1401 West Berry. Suite 164-C8. Fort Worth. TX
76110.

USED COMPUTER Terminals, printers, cables, sur-
plus electronic parts. Specials: Switching power sup-
ply - new - $15.00. Catalog $1 00 Rondure Company.
PO Box 35566. Dallas. TX 75235. (214) 630-4621.

COMMODORE PRODUCTS

COMMODORE 64 Software-Specify Business. Edu-
cational. Utilities, games. $7.95/disk. IRC. P.O. Box 60.
Mason. Ohio 45040.

•NAUGHTY BYTES' Adult Adventure Game Ribald
Classic for your Commodore 64 $19.95 FTW Box
31017. Dayton. OH 45431.

FREE PROGRAM! Commodore 64 or Co Co Specify
Game. Utility or Home Management CR-Software Box
256 C. Holland. Ml 49423

Make $$$$$ with your computer. Start part-time with FOR SALE/BARTER
small cash investment. Become a certified process
server. McGinlay Process Service. 5922 S.W. 29th St..
Miami. FL 33155 305-667-5302.

MULTI-CHANNEL microwave antennas Highest

quality, low prices, dealers welcome. D.T. Compact
$38.00; PT-1 $48.00; SR-1 $69.00. All units com-
plete! Daisey Tenna, Box 42010, Phoenix 85080. 1

(800) 874-9033. We accept Visa/MC/Amex.

COMPUTER INCOME: Set up and operate word
processing business in home or office with rented

or owned computer 224 page manual $16.00.
Write or phone for details. (415-547-4509) Money
back guaranteed. Five Oceans, 1450 67th St.,

Emmeryville, CA 94608 .

S10-S360 WEEKLY/UP MAILING CIRCULARS! No
quotas. Sincerely interested. Rush stamped enve-
lope: National Division. Box 20728-CR10. San Diego
CA 92120

FREE BROCHURE Repair air conditioning, refriger-
ation Tools, supplies, full Instructions. Doolco Inc.,
11252 Goodnight. Suite; 600, Dallas. Texas 75229.

EARN MONEY FROM HOME WITH YOUR MICRO-
COMPUTER. Unlimited income potential, send LSASE
to Front Room. Box 1541-cc . Clifton. NJ 07015-1541.

SECOND INCOME Mailing Circulars Senoff Enter-
prises—cc. 1589 Albion. Rexdale. Ontario M9V1B6
Proven successful. Start Immediately!

PERSONAL Computer Owners CAN EARN $1000 TO
$5000 Monthly seilng simple services performed by
their computer. Work at home— in spare time. Get free
list of 100 best services to offer. Write: CILBF. PO Box
60369. San Diego. CA 92106-8369.

$50 BONUS Tell us about it! Submit a short article
describing your computer. Experience for our new tele-

communications newsletter. You'll receive $50.00 upon
acceptance. Send copy to: Independent Learning Co..
FDR Sta. PO Box 7729. NY. NY 10150

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

SAVE 20+%: Books. Disks. Paper. Modems. More'
Plymouth Books. Box 1057. St. Helens. OR 97051

TUNEABLE NOTCH FILTERS. Brochure $1 00 OK
Video. PO Box 63/6025. Margate. Florida 33063 (305)
752-9202.

Telephone Audio Coupler connects between your re-
corder auxiliary input and phone line modular ,ack (T
adapter included) Play back/record messages. Uses
improved broadcast engineering techniques. Now
$9 95 plus $2 00 P»H MOSER ELECTRONICS COM-
PANY. 2514 13th Street. Columbus. NB 68601 (402)
564-9431

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through the US
government? Get the fact today! Call 1-(312) 742-1 142.
Ext. 4649

HARDWARE

Apple Works $199! HP Laser Printer $2990! Pana-
sonic Senior Partner. Kaypro 16. more! Free Catalog.
OCA-1. 445 North Pine. Reedsburgh. Wl 53959 (608)
524-2429.

IBM AND COMPATIBLES

FREE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS. Send format-
ted diskette and return postage for nine programs.
Sheapware. 4038 N Ninth. St Louis. MO 63147.

INSTRUCTION

UNIVERSITY DEGREES! Economical home study lor

Bachelor's. Master's. Doctorate. Prestigious faculty

counsels for independent study and lite experience
credits. Free Information—Richard Crews. M.D. (Har-
vard). President. Columbia Pacific University. 1415
Third St.. Dept 2D5N. San Rafael. CA 94901 : Toll Free:

(800) 227-1617. Ext 480: California: (800) 772-3545.
Ext. 480.

MERCHANDISE

WHOLESALE Audio. Video Telephone Accessories.
Cartridges. Speaker Wires. Antennas. Batteries.
D+WC. 68-12 110th St.. Flushing. NY 11375 (718) 897-
0509



PERSONAL

ASIAN WOMEN want to correspond lor friendship.

marriage 1 SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL—Depl CY.

Bon 260. North Hollywood. CA 91603.

TAPE TO DISK CONVERSION

CONVERSION SERVICES. Convert any 9 track mag-
netic tape to or from over 300 formats including 3'/?".

5VT. 8' disk formats and word processors. Disk to disk

conversions also available. Call for more information.

Pivar Computing Services. 47 Oundee Rd . Wheeling.
IL 60090 (312)459-6010

CC MART
PREMIUM QUALITY! LIFETIME WARRANTY'

DISK SALE!
MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE!

TIMEX/SINCLAIR

USERS GROUPS

RETAIL ROSTER/OHIO

<5tf£,

«a
P̂lace a

classified ad and or
directory listing in the spe-

cialty publications below, and enjoy
the top-notch response that high qual-
lty editorial environment, and extensive
pass-along readership bring you!

Pinpoint the microcomputer mail-order
market you want with a combination of

our magazines!

A+ • Creative Computing
Digital Review PC PC Tech Journal

Phone us now lor rates, sizes, and ad
options by title, and insert your ad in

time for the next issue!

Classified Advertising

ZIFF DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Computer
Publications
Division M&stt*

NEW T/S PUBLICATION: QuarTerS. T/S informa-

tion four times per year for only $8 00 Check to

WMJ Data Systems. 4 Butterfly Drive Hauppauge,

NY 11788.

TS2068 Floppy Disk Interface and CPM ... here at last.

Aerco. Box 18093. Austin. TX 78760 (5121 451 5874

SPEECH synthesizer Timex: TS2068/1500/1000
(specify). ML-program. multiple vocabularies, very
intelligible. Complete. Includes 273 words. Expand-
able. $16 95 pp. TAD PAINTER. Box 166055. Irving.

TX 75016

TIMEX/SINCLAIR/SPECTRUM/QL Send $1 00 for our

32 page picture catalog. Sunset Electronics. 2254
Taraval Street. San Francisco. CA 94116 (415) 665-

8330

PC JR OWNERS—THIS IS FOR YOU! Join PC Jr Group
and receive the best selection and support. Expand
your system with Racore. Quadram. Legacy, and Tec-

mar products. Free catalog: PC Jr Group. 4620 50th

A-9. Dept B.Lubbock. Texas 79414 1-(800) 233-2203.
In Texas (806) 799-0327.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS 650 Dover Center. Bay
Village 44140. 216-835-4345 100 N Main. Chagrin
Falls Apple. Lisa. Vector Graphics. Hewlett-Packard.

(216)247-2202

It , Itt.ttt ilQ*t,S4«4i |0t

UDID IOIIDH DD »ll |l**l«) T2< TO< 47< tt< *2< n •

UDIOBOIIO *» DOIUMi.' 10. Ml III Tit *»( - *

UDJO aOMID Oft r>D|l«M. »lcl t7< 4Sc tl< Hi 11. ^.
U04N BULK IS DD-lSlh (*#«*•) - tO< 57< S4C ftl< 46<
UDINBUIK ftft 0Oftl«>4«4 io.44c.tK Sftc

.
*4< | 4K

aUD2N BULK Dft OD(iaM. i » 74< Tit 47«, tjc

COMPUTER SURPLUS *T WHOLtSALI PRIMS.'
UNiriLC-7S, Nht -FK4«M*H *•«• TS 4*4»4 $10
UNIfllE 10O. - l*<h wlli|.k»Mt lOOatttitSIS
1 1 III R QU4IIT7 a ft. II" »Mt« 20" «*,. -.1 IMO tin »2*
PRafT-QUALITY a.**!!" »**!• I— tit ptif S4QO ctw %21

how to orocr r .. •- mi \ .... *-..

.

^(800)343-0472
IN MASS (E17)"UNI-TECH"

I f ftl IX4T/*U 20E HURLEY STREET.UrtllClyn CAMBRIDGE. MA 02141

:iRCLE 313 ON READER SERVICE CAR

wabash
When It comes to

Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than

Wabash.

MasterCard. Visa Accepted

Call Free: (800)235-4137

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805) 543- 1037 i

IIHCLE 323 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REBL MEN

DON'T HAVE
FLOPPY DISCS
Silk Screened in Black & Bright

Red on White 100% Cotton T's.

Available in sizes S, M, L, & XLG.
Send check or M.O. for $8.95 ea.

PPD. Calif, res. add 6% sales tax.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
JENNINGS ENTERPRISES

P.O. Box 741, Mill Valley, CA 94942

•:•:• diskettes •:•:•

DisKswrrHA
LIFETIME WARRANTY

SS/DD 9.10
rtgJ/H-

B°* of 10

d7dd $10.80

RIBBONS- EPSON MX80- '

OKIOATA MJCROllHi SO *'|
,

RING KING- DnkHokM

<,rt0-
HOtCH up to

OtSKtni MAlUJTS

rtokJer Smoke /*^T^^

CAU TOLL FREE 1 »00 594 «130
llCAUCOUtCT 319 455 44S8

Disk Jockey
PO BOX 35146

J CHICAGO II 60*35-01 46

CIRCLE 30S ON REA0ER SERVICE CARC

Hunt and Peck is tine

for chickens but

R&fype
fun and easy way _
learn touch -£3^-\f
typingon IBM PC ' •"

TANDY 1000 TRS-00 MODEL 111/4

* T he- program it well written and tunc

tiom well without problem* the typ-

ing instructions have beet- done by
someone who knows their way around
the teaching profession if you want to

learn to type, increase your typing ability

or cure a lifetime of bad habits,

f a* Tygap is an excellent way to go
"

ton AiMirrvf'Tj, C eawpajier Snepper , July B>

Educators Special Network Version Available 1

$39.95/disk plus SI. SO shipping.

AZ residents add 5%. Specify computer.

n Praaa A Softwaro
' sTX Boa 364C

Joroma. AZ 86331
(902 > 634-2688

IRCIE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PLAY
STRIP POKER

WITH FIFI

Hours of fascinating

fun with this femme
lalale Sophisticated

game of floppy disc

and instructions For

IBMPC.PCXT and PCjr.

128K. DOS 20 or higher

Use VISA or MasterCard

Sorry no COOs
State color or B&W
Call 24 hrs. toll-free.

800-824-4000 ex501
Or write -

SERAY SOFTWARE
PO Box 510 Harvard. Ma.. 01451



CREATIVE COMPUTING MART
64K-128K-256K

DRAMS
80287-8 80287-3
8087-3-8087-2

8087-1
8 I T T N € R

€L€CTRONICS

899 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651

(714) 497-6200
CALL NOW FOR FREE CATALOG

CIRCLE 314 ON READER SERVICE CARC

HAPPY HANDS
OFFERS DISCOUNTS ON ALL

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

* Free Shipping in U.S.

* NO Tax on Out of State

Orders
* Lowest Prices

Call Toll Free:

1-800-545-9019
or write:

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. Drawer I

Ruidoso, N.M. 88345

nCOMMODORE 64
INTERFACING BLUE BOOK
Written by a college professor in a friendly and
informative style, this book is a gold mine of

practical information on how to build a variety

of useful interlaces for your computer Over 30
protects including cassette interlace, printer

interface, expansion bus. light pen. RS 232
interface, more user ports, thermometer.
speech synthesizer and two other votce pro-

tects, A/D and D/A converters, 5 telephone
interfaces including a sophisticated voice mail

project motor controllers, AC power control,

logic analyzer, capacitance meter, spectrum
analyzer, home security system and many
more $ 1 6 95 postpaid Foreign orders add S3
for AIR MAIL shipping

VIC 20 INTERFACING BLUE BOOK
30 hardware interfacing protects for the VIC
20. Similar to the 64 book above See what
your VtC can do with a little interfacing

$14 95 postpaid

MICROSIGNAL PRESS
Oept B. P.O. Boa 388 Qoreta. CA 93116

CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SV*" FLOPPY
MOTORS

Now BuehlerOEM replace-

ment spindle motors for all

major 5 1/4 -inch, full-height

floppy disk drives are

available for fast delivery.

Built to exactOEM size, per-

formance and quality stan-

dards. Pulleys included.

For details and prices,

contact:

Buehler Services. Inc.

PO Box A. Hwy 70-E
Kinston, NC 28501
Phone: 919/522-4300

fill mRRYITIAC NDUSTR1I

800-231-3680

Radio Shack TRS-80's '

EPSON PRINTERS
People you Trust lo give you the very best!

1
Epson Printer

• Lowest
Discount
Prices

Reliable

Service

' Quality

Products

"World's Largest Independent
Authorized Tandy Deafer'

22S1 1 Katy Fwy . Katy (Houston) Texas 77450

(713) 392-0747 Telex 774132

NOW USE BOTH SIDES

OF TOUR DISKETTE I

5% DISKETTE
HOLE
PUNCH

WITH HOLE GUIDE
and EDGE GUIDE

PUNCH OUT IS alWMS IN THE RIGHT POSITION
Available tor IMMf MM! Shirr

only $IO.OO add <2.00 shipping
CHECK oh MONEY ORDFR

ret OTrtf* ih«» trm tai •ru ioo«-» n«rs
WE HUE • TSMrUlIf TO POSITION I RIGUtM

HOUND HOLE PUNCH (00 THE MID ENABLE HOIE

HEU THE CENTER

COST- 4 for »200

Efc&
NP.S. Inc.
Dept.CC
iMKwsoai* nip*'"** » ".1.4

(JISJM4 Oif,

Allows you to maintain complete control of

building and styling your own database

without complicated programming.

FREE DEMO DISK ^SSSnmmSSm.
LIMITED PACKAufc m oo <#ppt.#»<i 'o porch***!

I I.TR0 DUCT OR. SPECIAL

Through S*pl 86 •
f T CN

fWgulaV price »49b 1/3

Us* your Master Card or VISA and call today?

M CAIV OUTSOC CALif

8004230320 800 482 DATA
C.D.A. INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE CORP.*1

1818) 986 3233 Telex: 215666

DATAMASTER
Whan v' "J orrlr* nk about

r».ar mnrw>v ha* k guaranta*'

CIRCLE 300ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICROSETTE
CASSETTES

Fnor free computer grade.
With label and box.

Custom lengths available.

ITI'M 10 PACK 50 PACK
C 10
C 20
C 60
C 90

7.50
900

11 00
1500

32.50
39 00
50 00
70.00

UPS Shipping Included In continental
USA • California customers add taxes

MICROSETTE CO.
275 Santa Ana Court
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

(408) 737-8441
CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MEMOREX

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLDti Call Free (SOO)XSS-At 37
for price* and information Dealer
inquinet invited and COD i

accepted

PACIFIC
fXCHANCES
100 Foothill BWd
San Lu» Obispo CA
93401 In Cal cal

(800IS92 593S or

)S43 1037

CIRCLE 322 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD
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2nd Generation
Notebook Portables

Let us forward your request for fur-

ther information you'd like to receive on any
number of products or services mentioned or ad-

vertised in this month's issue of Creative
Computing. No charge or obligation! And as easy
as 1-2-3!

1 Clearly print/type your name/complete address
on one of the attached reply cards.

2 Circle the numbers) on that card which corres-

pond to the numbers) you'll find at the bottom of the

ad(s)/articles(s) about which you'd like learn more.
(You'll also find these key numbers on advertised
products in this month's paid Advertiser's Index).

3 Mail the postage card today. The sooner it's sent,

the quicker you'll get the literature you're after.

This is an ideal time to subscribe to Creative
Computing—the #1 magazine of computer applica-

tions and software—and save 48%. One year, 12

issues, is just $12.97. (Regular price $24.97.) Just
check the box at the bottom of the reverse card
. . .and make certain we have your complete present
address.

;:s



Please indicate which of the following microcomputers you cur-

rently own and/or plan to buy in the next year. Then, for each one
that you plan to buy, please indicate when this purchase will most
likely be made.

t.Own 2. Plan to Buy

1-6 months 7-12 mxitti?

IBM PC or compatible A. L. w.

Apple II Series (II. lie. lie) B. M. X.

Apple Macintosh C. N. Y.

Commodore 64 or 128 0. P. z.

Commodore Amiga E. Q. 1.

Atari XL. XE, ST F. R. 2.

Tandy/Radio Shack G. S. 3.

Any Laptop/portable H. T. 4.

Other (specify) J. U. 5.

None K. V. 6.

Please indicate which of the following peripherals you plan to buy
either in the next 6 months or in the next 7-12 months.

3. Plan to Buy

14 months 7-12 month*

Hard disk drive 7. 14.

Dot matrix printer 8. 15.

Daisy wheel printer 9. 16.

Plotter 10. 17.

Monitor 11. 18.

Modem 12. 19.

Power protection device 13. 20.

READER SERVICE CARD

Creative Computing
101 102

121 122

141 142

161 162

1B1 182

103 104

123 124

143 144

163 164

183 184

105 106

125 126

145 146

165 166

185 186

201 202

221 222

241 242

261262

281 282

203 204

223 224

243 244

263 264

283_28A
301 302

321 322

341 342

361 362

381382
401 402

421 422

441 442

461 462

481 482

303 304

323 324

343 344

363 364

383 384

205 206

225 226

245 246

265 266

285 286

107 106 109

127 128 129

147 148 149

167 168 169

187 188 189

403 404

423 424

443 444

463 464

483 484

305 306

325 326

345 346

365 366

385 386

207 208 209

227 228 229

247 248 249

267 268 269

287 288 289

110

130

150

170

210 211

230 231

250 251

112 113

132 133

152 153

172 173

192 193

270

29Q

405 406

425 426

445 446

465 466

485 486

307 308 309 310 311

327 328 329

347 348 349

367 368 369

387 388 389 390 J 391

212 213

232 233

252 253

272 273

292 293

114 115 116 117 118

134 135 136 137 138

154 155 156 157 158

174 175 176 177 178

194 195 196 197 198

i 330
i 350

370

407 408 409

427 428 429

447 448 449

467 468 469

487 488 489

410

430

312 313

332 333

352 353

372 373

392 393

214 215 216 217 218

234 235 236 237 238

254 255 256 257 258

274 275 276 277 278

294 295 296 297 298

119 120

139 140

159 160

179 180

129-200

314 315 316 317 318

334 335 336 337 338

354 355 356 357 358

374 375 376 377 378

394 395 396 397 398

219 220

239 240

259 260

279 280

299300
319 320

339 340

359 360

379 380

399_4fl0

411

431

450'451

4701471

490'491

412 413

432 433

452 453

472 473

492 493

414 415 416 417 418

434 435 436 437 438

454 455 456 457 458

474 475 476 477 478

494 495 496 497 498

Void after January
4. Where do you use a computer?

21. LI Business 22. Home 23. School

5. How many computers do you own?
24. : I 1 25. I2-3 26 3 or more

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY—Use only one card per person

NAME PHONE # ( )_

COMPANY TIUE

419 420

439 440

459 460

479 480

499 500

31, 1986

CC11852

ADDRESS,

CITY

.APT.

.STATE, _ZIP_
(Zip code must be included lo insure delivery

)

6. D Please send me one year (12 Issues of Creative Computing for $12.97
and bill me. (Full one-year subscription price $24.97).

Please indicate which of the following microcomputers you cur-

rently own and/or plan to buy in the next year. Then, for each one

that you plan to buy, please indicate when this purchase will most

likely be made.

LOwn 2. Plan to Buy

1-6 months 7-12 months

IBM PC or compatible A. L. w.

Apple II Series (II, lie, lie) B. M. X.

Apple Macintosh C. N. Y.

Commodore 64 or 128 D. P. Z.

Commodore Amiga E. O. 1.

Atari XL. XE. ST F. R. 2.

Tandy/Hadio Shack G. S. 3.

Any Laptop/portable H. T. 4.

Other (specify) J. U. 5.

None K. V. 6.

Please indicate which of the following peripherals you plan to buy

either in the next 6 months or in the next 7-12 months.

Hard disk drive

Dot matrix printer

Daisy wheel printer

Plotter

Monitor

Modem
Power protection device

3. Plan to Buy

10

11

12.

13.

7-12

14.

15.

16

17.

18

19

20.

Creative Computing
101 102

121 122

141 142

161 162

181JS2.
201 202

221 222

241 242

261262

281282

103 104

123 124

143 144

163 164

183 184

301 302

321 322

341 342

361 362

38138?

203 204

223 224

243 244

263 264

283 284

105 106

125 126

145 146

165 166

185 186

401 402

421 422

441 442

461 462

481 482

303 304

323 324

343 344

363 364

383 384

205 206

225 226

245 246

265 266

285 286

107 108 109

127 128 129

147 148 149

167 168 169

187 188 189

110

130

150

170

190

403 404

423 424

443 444

463 464

483 484

305 306

325 326

345 346

365 366

385 386

207 206 209

227 228 229

247 248 249

267 268 269

287 288 289

112 113

132 133

152 153

172 173

192 193

405 406

425 426

445 446

465 466

485 486

307 308 309

327 328 329

347 348 349

367 368 369

387 388 389

210 211

230 231

250 251

270 271

290.291

3101311

330 331

350 351

212 213

232 233

252 253

272 273

292 293

114 115 116

134 135 136

154 155 156

174 175 176

194 195 196

370

390

407 408 409

427 428 429

447 448 449

467 468 469

487 488 489

312 313

332 333

352 353

372 373

392 393

214 215 216

234 235 236

254 255 256

274 275 276

294_295_296

117 118

137 138

157 158

177 178

197 198

119 120

139 140

159 160

179 180

199_2Q0

314 315 316

334 335 336

354 355 356

374 375 376

394 395 396

217 218

237 238

257 258

277 278

297 298

219 220

239 240

259 260

279 280

299JQD

410 411

430 431

450 451

470 471

490 491

412 413

432 433

452 453

472 473

492 493

414 415 416

434 435 436

454 455 456

474 475 476

494 495 496

Void after

317 318

337 338

357 358

377 378

397 398

4. Where do you use a computer?
21. Business 22.

I
Home 23. School

5. How many computers do you own?
24. D 1 25. D 2-3 D 26. D3ormore

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY—Use only one card per person

NAME PHONE # ( L.

COMPANY TITLE

417 418

437 438

457 458

477 478

497 498

January

319 320

339 340

359 360

379 380

399 400

419 420
439 440
459 460

479 480

499 500

31, 1986

CC11851

ADDRESS.

CITY

.APT.

.STATE. .ZIP.
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery I

a, G Please send me one year (12 issues of Creative Comp<jt.ngior$12.97
' and bill me. (Full one-year subscription price $24.97).
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Contest

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

The Leader in txciuny,

Look for your $30 Coupon and Entry Blank inside these exciting Micro Prose Simulations

- Mta*

J"*^

M t>»^ ft W^^^^"

seJPJ'aH

AtctattotolM

'-TV.**

GET"VOoXtTS^GES

3
**>**fZES
*'D/SCOVERv

"" Cess/\a.--

'*««»?gsg
ABOARD

t on eart

COUPOMWOR-mUPTO

$30 OFF

waiting for":

MICROPROSE SIMULATION
'ARE OFFERS YOG
CTS THAT ARE

lEASY&FUN
)NGLASTIN<
iW

TRY THESE OTHER REA.LTOUFE SIMULATIOHS

-DISCOVERY FUGHT"
IN EVERY BOX

EACH AND EVERY PACKAGE OF MICRO PROSE S EXCjnNGI^ISSTOKE
EAGLE. SOLO FLIGHT KENNEDY APPROACH, AND ACRO JET CONTAIN A
COUPONWOKTHUPTO $30 TOWARDS A CESSNA "DISCOVERY FUGHT\ A
CERTOTEDISsTROCTOR WILL "NTRODCJCEYOUTOTOEAIRPLANETAJ^YOU
URAND^WITH HIS GUIDANCE - YOU'LL TAKE THE CONTROLS AND FLY!

FOR YOUR COMMODORE-64. APPLE II. IBM PC/PC JR..

ATARI XL XE AND MACINTOSH.
Commodore**. Apple,m and Atari are registered trademarks of Commodore BusinessM«t*M
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